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EDITORIAL FOREWORD
Since these prefaton^ lines were last undertaken, Fate has again dealt hardly with

our Society and science. Above all, we mourn the loss of Sir W. \I, Flinders Petrie,
our earliest excavator and the pioneer of scientific digging; later pages contain a tribute
to his memory by Prof. Newberry, A disastrous blow to our future prospects w'as the
death, as deeply regretted as unexpected, of uur recently elected President, Sir Stephen
Gaselee, K.C.^I.G.,
the Librarian of the Foreign Office and an eminent
all-round scholar whose wide interests touched Egjpt from the side of Coptic. Our
profoundcst sorrow should, however, be reserved for younger men whose promise
had only started upon its fulfilment. The passing of Paul C. Smithcr came as a great
shock to those who knew his remarkable ability, to which were added abounding en¬
thusiasm and unconquerable energy justifying the highest hopes.* Finally, every
Egyptologist of whatever nationality will deplore the death of Dr, Hugo Ibscher, by
far the ablest of mounters of papyri, whose technical skill wras coupled with amazing
perseverance; the present writer, his friend for over forty years, is glad to testify to his
unsw'erving honesty of purpose and loyalty to his llfework and his colleagues.
Again this year our efforts arc cramped by need for economy in paper. Contributions
of merit have not been lacking; indeed some have had to be refused. As regards illustra¬
tions, Dr. Dows Dunham has kindly come to the rescue. The frontispiece represents
one of the finest known pieces of portrait sculpture; when the original was stored aw^ay
for safety, a cast w^as made and Dr. Dunham had the happy idea of tiying how it would
look in modem costume—with what result readers can see in the Boston Museum’s
Bulletin for Feb, 1943. To the same generous helper we owe pi. 2,
News of outstanding interest must be summarized briefly. Despite the recently an¬
nounced find of the Serapeum of Alexandria, archaeological reports from Egy'pt arc
dispiriting. Much wanton damage has been done in the necropolis of Thebes, and
we cannot but remind the Egyptian Government of ite heat^^ responsibility in a matter
touching not only their own possessions, but also a world-wide interest. We hear also
of a feverish and ill-cooceived haste to excavate, and it is impossible to emphasize too
forcibly the need for scientific control and prompt publication of results. By way of
contrast, praise is due for the astonishingly increased bulk of the Antilles du Service des
Antiquites, to which many young Egy-ptians now contribute articles; for this new
development we offer cordial congratulations to Dr. Lcibovitch. Good tidings come
also from Khartum, where Mr. Arkell, w'orking under difficult conditions, has unpacked
and secured from destruction valuable archaeological material resulting from the
excavations by Reisner, Griffith, and others. It is to be hoped that the present magazine
will soon be replaced by a Museum worthy of such efforts.
< Beyond this brief foDtuote no mention is here made of that brilliant youn^ Coptic scholar Charles R, C.
AIIberr>'j since he is only posted as missirijr and wc look fonsard with confidence to news of his aafen-.
B

THE MYTH OF HORUS AT EDFU—II
By A. M. BLACKMAN and H. W, FAIRMAN

C THE TRIUMPH OF HORUS OVER HIS ENEMIES
A SACRED DRAMA

{Continued)
The Introduction to the texts translated below was given in
xxviii, 3^
end of w hich it was noted (1) that the play consists of a prolo^e.
^J
scenes and an epilogue; (2) that the names of the characters (includmg the Reader and
the chorus) wh/were intended, or who we think were intended, to declaim
v^ou^
sneeches choruses, and portions of narrative,* are placed before the r^pecUve p
g
irsquare brackets (]; and (3) that the numerals in the
sauare brackets denote the pages and lines m Chaasmat s publication.
• t, ,
a?e abo r”guimd" ncerning tte order of the reUefs. As theae pro^d from nght to
left the description of the figures contained therem muat also prora ^
Accordingly, of the two boats depicted in reference to any scene, that nearest

the

right is to be accounted the first,
Prrtlrkenip and
The present instalment gives the description and translation of the Pr^^ ^
Act I together with as much of the autogiaphed Commentary aa refcm ro t^^id
portions At the end of the Commentary will be found the corrections of »
nrinteris errors occurring in our jmnt article in Mueellmea Gregorimm, pp. 3^4“'
S
due .0 L fact tiat we could not, owing to the -tem W s. -t^.
be suppUed with a revise of the first set of proofs. Consequently the printer s nra^demmndings of anumber of the corrections, and certain new errors«weU,^^ld^^^

be rectified We feel it is appropriate to publish these corrections he ,

c

dteX ^iele to t fo JringVg» -d shall frequently have oecaston to refer to it
ill our future writings on Ptolemaic hieroglyphic texts.
PROLOGUE
Published; Neville, %<*« <!•«««>. pL >!

«• <^31

’’’"lHorus
“o™
of Behdet holding a harpoon and rope to his right hand and accompMied by

DescniPTioN of the Relief. Behind Thoth, who is mating from a

i MtTf’uiese three dhinities Homs of Behdet once
whh the rope to hb left hand and in his right the ^n«do. wrth which he piercm ^

head of a hippopotamus^ Behind him is Ids agab* followe^

y a

ifmcr

damaged figu^rTof Har-Khentekhtai. On the water’s edge, facing the ^t, is the lu g
topTr^riatdy wearing the head-dress of Onuris),- who also pierces with a harpoon the

head of the same hippopotamus.
of

.
__;„,-j
in tEA jumu, 33 f.s preserved IP our v-eniOP
* Only small scraps of the imrrative t«t» are. ^ pomted out m JhA mot .33
Edfu play.
to by
in the tnmsl.tion,
S« JEA xxv^ll, 37r ’•'im n. 5.

THE MYTH OF HORUS AT EDFU—II
Dramatis Personae

Relief

Homs of Behdct
Isis

Thoth
Har-Khentekhtai
The King

3
Dhaautic Text

Horus of Behdet, son of l$1s'
Isis?
'rhoth
The King
Reader

Choms
A, i. .^.bove the first figure of Horus of Behdct: [63, i] Utterance
by Horns of Behdet, great god, lord of the sky, lord of Mesen, u'itk defied plumage, who
came forth from the horizon^ a hero of great strength when hesallieth forth to battle^ soith
Subsidiary Texts.

AiV mother Isis protecting him.
A, 2. In front of Horus; [63, i] / cause thy Mc^esiy to prevail against him that is
rebeiliaus toward thee on the day of the miles. [63, 3] / put valour and strength for thee into
thine arms, and the might of my hand vito thy hands.
A, 3. In a vertical line behind Isis, but referring to Horus; [63, 6] Ttse Ktng of Upper
and Lcncer Egypt, Protector who protecteth his father, great Warden who wardeih off the
foe. It was he who established the sky upofi its supports^ Successful are all the things
which he hath done, Horus of the fierce countenance, who hath sluin'^ the Caifi^, Horus of
Behdet, great god, lord of the sl^.
B, I. Above the first figure of Isis; [63, 4] Utterance by Isis the great, the god's mother.
Scorpion^ of Behdet, nurse of the Falcon of Gold.
B, 2. In front of Isis: [63, 4] I give thee power against those who are hostile toward
thee, O [m}{j son Harm, thou lovable one,
C, I. Above Thoth; [62, 9] Uitermice by Thoth, twice great, brd of Hermopolis, him
with the hoiieyed tongue, skilled in speech,'^ who heralded the going of Horus to launch^ his
war-galley, who overthrew his enemies mth his utterances.
C, 2. In front of Thoth: [62, 10] A lu^py day for Horus, lord of this land, son of Isis,
brvable one, who hath obtained triumph, heir of O^ris, offspring of the triumphant Onnophris,
of great strength in every place of hist
Dj I. Above Horus of Behdet in the boat: [62, 3] Horus of Behdet, great god, lord of
the skv, who on his father’s behalf punished the Monster for* what he had done,* He turneth
himself about in his form of doughty barpooner and trampleih on the back(s) of his foes,
D, 2. In front of Horus; [62, 4] The single-barbed harpoort is in [mj] left hand, the
three-barbed in my grip. Let us slay ym Caitijf with our weapons*
■ Sec below, p. 4, Cb) " E. v!^ 60, ii, ond the speech of Thai^, p. 5* Cd) “ E, vij 61, 3.
In his €ap:icit>' as sky-god; See E* vj, 70*
Junker,
ll, 48ff. For the oonstructicin j(k') smn n-f
see Gardiner, Eg* Grdw., ^ 124; 148^ For^nw ‘slay', 'slaughter* see Wb. ill, 96. to; E: IV, 306. S; 343i Sj vil. 45p
149. 7;
4-S J
1516; 20A. S; 2iSt ib;
15-16; viiip 26,15; A/.
z.
<1 See Blackman and Fairmnn, MitceUaitea Gr^g&riaaay 419, n. 75.
^ Probably rhy rather than
f For this meaning of
see Erman, Skzungth. Beriiny xxxix (i9ia)p 925; see also E. v, 125P 5-6; vi, 122, 4;
125p 2 (with Chaasinat's n. 4); 127* 9.
S After the Commentary had been completed Blackman came to the conclusion that the two passages
(var- ftni) Dm m (Htyn-f frr ll:f discussed in n, l end there tnmslnted %’ho punished (var. “slew"! Dm as
something which he did on his fathcr^a account*! should be Tendered *who on his father^s behalf punished
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E 1

\bove Isis in the boat: [62, 6] Utterance by Im the great, the god's mother m

^F.Tbov^ (he

6] King of Upper anti Louver Egypt QBlank'}, Son of

(PtoIetnaeiis-may-he-Hve-for-ever-Beloved-of-Piaii}, vofmnt m the fray, courageous sa
the thirty-barbed harpoon, who casteth {his weapon) at his f^s afnatn^

G In a single horizontal line above the King and the divinities m the boat: [62, ij
King of Upper and Lower Egypt, a hero of great strength; most warhke
theti, wL guardeth (si) the Paih[s] of Horti^ (?)/ v^lorosiS one, of proud beann^ when
wieidinothe three-barbed harpoon, who tra^^eikth swiftly in* his war-galley ^ hrd ofMesen,
captor V
Hippopotamus/ who exerdseth protection (ir si); Horns of Behdet, great god,

'“dI^ti^Text. (.) [readhh.1 I60, 9)

M

Horns excellent offspring of the M of Mesen, bold fejj-man, valiant’^ m the chase,
[60 10] the ManVthe First Lotus-leap {?), battling Homs,^ a man to sei^e the moor¬
ing-post in the water/ lord of valour. Son of Rer, QPtolemaetts-may-he-lm-for-everlieloved-of-Ptalf^.
{fr) TO BE RECITED BY UlS MAPESTV-

ij^l, J-i

orMt

K NO 1 Praise lo Ihee attd a merry noise to Ihy tear-galley, O llorus of Belidel, „reM
J oSV, n / adore % name [6,. .] and
namesr^)eaecn^oners" m ,hy
ifa'in

Igt fai ,o .ky spedsrrmn. I reeere thy harpoons recorded ,n the Lmanahons of

RifJ I give thanks to thy weapons,
(■!.») an tnoeae of »l«« t» h«!
t

rX'tlS”

.

.

in'"te

-«««-. <"

Of n. 2. WBS *who punisted
j
n i
’‘See Gauthier, Dkt.
1.174*
* Or rather, perhaps,
Bee Gar4iner,JE.4sm
ht-tcr rendering of which h ‘of erect
c = fty hft. For Other instance of thU common epitbdt a possibly better re
E
bearing'. See E, III, 69, 18: iv, 344. 4: VI, 7S, il; vil, 131, 8, 152,
<3 For phrr m '■tiu f sec E. 1. 4^4* '4; ni, i37, 11-15: *57* *7 >
e We evidently have here some writing of in i/A. for ei«, of
f For other iritanees of the attribute
'f^ld fenW

^

dntd E- Hi 45i 7V ly to ’,t * vi. 64, 7; 12*. 7.
J 214.7; vi. 5&,
to. VI

S6. z. 8; 83, .41 o: J’*XTT»'
’r " ^*;4. «hm« •ssmoi rmpm.
t For pr-' sec junker. Otmmitgendf, 20, also i. 1. 14, 13, i,
* 4.
tivelv to Homs aa H ^ ^ ^^ 'apeatsjoan' and msiity ‘hnrpooner .
^
. .in
,nA i • L'r*
K To ,he rcfcrenL ,riv«i in Wb. 1. 469 for iAr 'hunt' add
ui. 348. 1 (ob^ ^3 Uonl: vni, ao^. .
■

VI, 19, 16 (obj. rtei = ^1 game m
i! it '* als* assW^^
Horus.
1 The epithet ‘Battling Horus' is again ass.fined to the Kmg m B. % », 132.
F vi
21^ 7^ Cf. fKl
^ epithet of the King, F* Vl, 91+ 2 (see alio
. ,
p
^
vi^ &4, o, ziSp /
« r,* tL * iTr
L
p ir Nn 20 (perhaps to be emended
Urk. VI, 49* 7. and the designation
V
■ • '
^bi.r7). In R Brem^rr-Rhind. 22, IS, the ‘saerifiecr*. miAoty, .s entitled

'

p^,j^
-£,4
,.hieh h aulker.

16S, renders'viarTior-priest'.
„ p .v
ia-ivat'A/ 160, is (stfc Commentary,
J For j « ftp ww/f »t ««>y “ desenbmg the King s« R ”'-^'3defers to the dangers incuircd

conncxioi. s« Utackman’s remark, JEA xxu, 104. on R CAerter B^atiy Ac* v, rt- 6, 4f.
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(c) [reader,] Here begitjneth the bringing to pass of the inuntph of Horns over ins
enemiesj tchai time he basted to slay the foes after sallying forth to baitk.^ Seth hath been
judged in the Tribunal of Re^ and Thoih saiili:
(d) [thoth,] a happy day, O Horus, lord of this land, son of Isis, lovable one, uinner
of triumph, heir of Osiris, offspring of Omiophris, u'hose strength is great in every
place of his!
A happy day on this day which is divided^ by its minutes! A happy day on [6tj 5] this
night which is divided by its hours!
A happy day in this month which is divided by its ffteenih-day feast! A happy day in
this year'^ which is divided Aj' its months!
A happy day in this eternity which is divided by its years! A happy day in this everlasting!
How pleasant it is ivhen they come to thee every year^A
(e) [horus.] a happy day! / have cast (my harpoon) lustilyA happy day! My
hands haze the mastery of his head!
I have east at the
of the hippopotami in water of eight cubits.^' I have cast at the
Lower Egyptian
in water of twenty cubits, a harpoon-btade of four cubits,
a rope [6i» lo] of sixty cubits and a shaft of sixteen cubits being in (my) hand(s),
a stripling^^ (1) of eight cubits.
I have cast standing in the war-galiey on water of twenty cubits. / have hurled* with my
right hand and swung with iwy left, as doth* a bold fen-man.
■ Siie Comn-kentoryp n. i. For rhe eignifioince of ihe opening; words of this passage see

:txvnip 37,

viith n. 4.

b £1^ seems iQ be a
of ritpl rather than of nrt {see Commetiiaryp n+ 9)1 ihou|;h Fairman is not
dltcgcthcr averse from the latter reading, beeauae cf
<" ihe next Mnienet, the Ptolemaic scribes
having a fadey for tht employment of those two words for 'year' in parallel or closely connected phrases: see
tbc first part of the abovc-roeotioned n. 9, Cd)-(g)+
e For this moaning of m riip see IF6, 11 n 434^ 11* 12.
^ Ki
is a not infrequent tcnti for the hippopotamus ^ Selh. That this god^ the national god of Upper
Egyptp should be designated Lower-Egyptian Bull scertts titrapgr. But this may be accounted for partly by the
fact that the ctdt of Selh was well established m the north-eastern Delta by the beginning of the New Kingdom
{Sethe, Ur^eschkkU^ § 153)h and partly because hippopotami in the later pharaonic times were perhaps more
numerous in the Delia swamps than in Upper Egypt, and so w^cre then regarded as typical Lower-Egyptian
beasts (see Plinyi H.iV.j stxvill, 8, where he sa>^ that they abounded in ihc Saitc nomc), Fairman remembers
reading somewhere that hippopotami were observed in the Delia swampii
taic as ihc early seventeenth or
late sixteenth century' a.d» For other instances of k* mfty in Edfu texts see E. 11, 45, 9; iv, 59, Si
9!
67, 5; 71. 8; 7^. 7; 8283. 7: VII, 24. J4: vm, 26. 13e yt^TQjre ”r ^
Chassinar suggests, and cf, the parallel passage, J!;. vi, ii6, i j, quoted in Commentar>% n. 11.
^ litis phrase occure again E. VI, 83, 13-14,
in the two passages quoted in Commentary, n. 11. The
wxird Ar/r’rt’^ 'I have hurled' describes the msiing of the harpoon, and if-ti-l '[ has-e swung* (lit. ^1 have spread
mill the throwing of the rope, which was attached to the harpoon-blade (see Gardiner,
Tomb a/ AmcHrm(Ki^,
p^ aS). With regard to the words m itbyA 'with my left hand\ it should be obserN'-ed that Gardiner, loc- citr,K
describing a fine New-Kingdom pointing of a hippopotamus hunt (unhappily now destroyed)! states that
coil of cords that radiate from various points in the hide of the wounded animal is w'ound round the left arm
of the hunter'. It will have been noted that contrary to IFft. iii, 455, 7, our reading of ^ q j [s not jh h / but
si'nl. The verb i/'sprcad' would m our opinion not be unsuitably employed to describe the casting of a loose

rope, which would be spread t>ul in its progress through the air.
X As the speech was intended to be recited by an actor impersonating Horuj, one would expect to End
here and in the pamLtel passages (see preceding footnote) mr ir j^r/y fin rather than Fnf jfr-n
which in
ordinary Middle Egyptian w'oiild mean 'as did a bold fen-man"^ Probably mi ir wtis the reading in the original

6
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(f) [ISIS?] Tke pregnant ones amot^ the hippopotami give mt birth' not one of ihetr
females cmmves^ tokerf they hear the thud^ of thy shaft and the sehutUn^ of
thy blade, like thunder in the east of heaven, like a drum^ in the hands of a ehiid.
(g) [chorus and onlookers.] Holdfast,. Horus, holdfast!*
ACT I
THE HARPOON RITUAL: PROPITIATING THE GOD AND HIS WEAPONS*Scene I
Published: Naville, op. cit., pL ![; -E- V[, 63-6; Kill, pb. occcxcvii-ccccxcviti.

Description of the Relief. Two boats. In the first Homs, lord of Mesen, armed
with harpoon and rope, thrusts his blade into the snout of a hippopotamus. In the
second Horus of Behdet, similarly armed, pierces the head or forehead, of a hippo¬
potamus. In either boat is an animal-headed demon (heads of both fi^r^ d^troyedV*
who carries a harpoon, blade uppermost, in his right hand and a knife in his left. On
land, facing the boat, stands the king in an attitude of respect (his hands hanging down

on either side of him).
Dramatis Personae

Relief

Dramatic Text

Honjs, lord of Mesen |
Homa of Behtlet
|
Two demons
The King
__

Homs

The King?'
Chorus

SUBSIDIAKY Tmts. A,.. Above Horos, lord of Mesen: [65.2]
lord of Mesen, pre-eminent in Fe and Mesen. great god, pre-eminent m Wetjsei-Hor, the
lion pre-eminent in Khaat-Iebi, tcho driveth (Sn^) Seth into the teilderness,^* goodly Warden
of the Ttea Lands and Rwer-hanks, Protector u'ho protecieth Egypt (Bikt).
A, 2. In front of Horus, lord of Mesen: [64, ii] The first harpoon is stuck fast m bis
snout and hath severed kis nostrils.
version, and ffd tr rt is due to the Ptolemaic redactor, who wb9 influenced by the fact that the
s4m n f form. It must be remembered that in hiemelyphic teirtt of the Ptolemaic P'n^
has lost its psst mewiinR and frequently occurs in sentences where Middle
employ
Kim f. We are. therefore, almost certainly justified in usnalating ‘as doth o bold feii-miin ,
• This translation of n nH*fi » based on the assumption that the
form occurred m the arc etyi>e
a mistake for —c* did the archet>Te read mr 1ml m mmel m 'there h not one of their females
that CQticeivcfi*? Wc have Bdoptied ihe second altcmadv'c,
==
= iiTt m nitpeq; s« Scdutt ZAS LSii,
j

means

6* (iV

S«e ^50

JEA

xxvitIh S3

'bcai up’ in a liquid* or ^triturate" in a momr {PFfrr li* 4^®* 3^ 4)j

9*

renderins

*thad‘*
r The reading seems ^rtain ($« ChassinBt's note);

Wb.

tv, 207, 6, does not necOfd this spelling but only

*^T^sVrequimtiy reeumnK ejaculation was probably shouted out by the whole body of perfonneiti who
repiesented the supporters of Hoiua* and, it may weU be imagined, by the «owd of onlookers as weU.

p.

h Sec
vt* 6^, 10 =
7p F- i^
™
i The dramatic text scems to indicate the king'^s presenccp but assigns him

n. i.

no

^
k*i™
speaking part, see beJow,
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B. Above the demon in the first boat: [65, 4] Utteratiie by CMef-of-tfie-Tno-l^Ttilszi?h^-h£-riseth: I guard tfwe from him who is hostile to theet / proiecl*^ thy Majesty with my
charm{s). I rage against thy foes as a savage baboon^ I lay low thine enemies in {thy) path.
I proteet’ thy Mt^esiy every day. I am the first of iky creso,
C. The King’s address to the first haqioon:* [64, 12] The first of the tceapom which
rushed after him who assailed Atm'’ (Homs), and took the breath from the snout of the
Hippopotam its.
D. 1. Above Horusof Behdet: [65, to] Utterance by Horus of Bekdet, great god^ lard
of the sky, the Avenger who exaeteth retribution from That One in Retribution-towny who
overthroweth his enemies [iji] the Place of Piercing.
D, 2. In front of Horus of Behdet: [65, 7] The second harpoon is stuck fast in his fore¬
head, it hath cleft the crown of his head.
E, Above the demon in the second boat: [65, 12] Utterance
Offerer-who-apportumetk-his-Offerings: 1 am with thee in the m^lee' that I may punish the transgressions of
thine enemies (sic). / breakfi his bones, I smash his vertebrae, f crunch'i his flesh, / swallosP
his gore.

F,

I.

Above the King: [63, 9] The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, (Btanii\, Son of

RMc^ Lord of Diadems, (Ptolemaeus-may-he-live-for-Ever-Beloved-of-Ptalit^, Priest and
Minstrel (Ihy) of Horuj of Behdet, who propitiateth the god and his harpoons.
F, 2, The King’s address to the second harpoon : [65, 8] Thy lance which brought' in
the Caitiff though he was afar; it hath cleft the crown of the bead of iiw Hippopotamus.

G. In a single horizontal line above the figures and their accompanying inscriptions:
[63, 12] Praise to thee, praise to ihy name, Horus of Behdet, great god, lord of the sky,
goodly wall.. . (rest destroyed).
Dramatic Text, (a) [horus.] [64, 3] {The first harpoon is stuck fast\ in bis snout and
hath severed his nostrils. The blade taketh hold in the head of the Hippopotamus in the
Place of Confidence.
(b) [chorus.] O
are thy trappings of giraffe* s'^ hair, ihy tiet (^ht)* which is
* For gs^p ai ^ verb ace
v* 201, 4.
^ For the paradigm iwt r/aee Fiehl, Tcvfe
du grand i^pie d^BdS<m,
dst Act^i du
Congrh TntmatiQHQl dfi oAeniaiuUi, session de Geneve 1894, Section IV (Leyden, i8g6), p. 114, n, 4.
^ The direction In ^hJeh the sign# face indicate that theae words are assigned to the King, as are the aimilarjy
placed lines of text in the subsequent scenes of this act.
J This writing of th with the meaningless ^ is common in PtoLemaic texts; see, e.g., Junker, Gramm-, § 47.
e
f
K
and
t

the old name of Edfu, here rendered * Retribution-in order to preserve the play on words.
For this word s^ Gardiner, Ncui off the Sittry e/ Sinah^, 33 f. and 137.
For ciuc^ of tiXB %rcak" see E. tj 559, 3 (jJ
^who breaha btuflca^) i P. Brrf/iffeT-il/ji>id, 23, 20; 24, 4. 3. 6;
Faulkner's note inyEA jatllf, 176. Iti £. vi, 184^ 6, rw means 'break ofT the leavea or twiga of a tree.
For other csX- of the verb r'ffi with tlto)r as object see E. vt, tt, aj 63* iz \ 72^ 1; 75, 8; Vit, 324^ 10.

Despite

[, 381, 4 f{K?)r^ not lefr la almost certainly the correct reading of

for as Gardiner pointa out

it is surely the old word ^|ft ***f
3^^ *3^
i For thia verb mti see
it* azi, 1*
J For this use ol ptv set Gardiner, G'romiM., p. 87 with n. 2.
^ In a note on P. Bremner-Rhirsd, 1,4. Faulkner* JFi4 xsai, 132, suggests that the meaning here is 'giraffe's
hide"* though elsewhere the word means 'wig'* F. Brenmer-Rhind, loc. dl.* and 'tresses'. Herdsman, 5, But
possibly the Egyptian poet had In mind some militari.’ accoutrernent decorated with 'gtraife-tails' or the hair
taken from them.
* Sec aho E. Vl, 7^, ^=JEA sjoc* 3, (a).
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MitCs aftd thy shaft which beiongeth to the spear of Onurts. Thme arm was the first to
cast {the harpoon'),,, - [64, 5] Those {?) upon the banks rejoice^ at the sight of thee, as (af)
tiw rising of Sothis at tite year's beginning, when they behold thy weapons raining down in
mid-siTeam tike the maon{-beams) when the sky is peacefuD^ Horns is in his bark like
Wnty,^^ hwoing overthrown the hippopotami from his war-galley,
(c) [chorus and onlookers.] Hold fast, Horus, holdfast!
(d) [korus.] [The second harpoon is stuck fast] in his forehead, it hath defv the crown
of the head of the foes (sic).
(e) [chorus,] Grasp firmly the harpoon, breathe the air irt^ Charanh, O lord of Mesen,
captor of the Hippopotamus, creator ofjoy, goodly Falcon who boardeth his boat and iaketh
to the river^^ in his war-galley; the Man of the First Lotus~leaf (?) . . . battling Ilortis, the
Man of the First Lotus-leaf (?); those who are in the water [are afraid of Aim],'^ awe of him
is in" those who are on the bank; thou subjugator (dr)
every one, thou whose . , . are
strong,' the Perverse One (Nbd) in the water (?}*feareth thee.
Thou smitest and woimdesP (?) as if it were Horns' who cast {the harpoon), even the
Victorious Bull, Lord of Prowess* (?). [64, 10] The Son of Rer hath done for Horus even
as Horus himself did, (yea) the Sott of <J?#') hath done likewise.
Let thy talons grip the second harpoon.
(f) [chorus and onlookers,] Hold fast, Horus, holdfast!
Scene

11

Published; Naville, op. cit., pi. in; E. vi. 66-8; xiii, pis. ccccxcix-d.

boats. In the first Horus, lord of Mesen, armed
with harpoon and rope, pierces a hippopotamus in the neck. In the second Horus of
Behdet, similarly armed, wounds the head’‘ (?) of a hippopotamus (destroyed). In
either boat is an attendant demon, armed as in the preceding relief. The first demon
is bull-headed and so probably was the second. The King stands at the water’s edge,
facing the boats, w*ith his hands raised in adoration.
Description of the Relief. Two

Dramatis Personae

Relief

Horns, lord of M^^scn'l
Horus of Eehdet
j
Two Demons

Dramatic Text

Horus
Isis

The King
_

Reader

Chorus
> S«c Juniser, Onariiltgfndf. 6,
e

^

® reads

a-nfi cf. £, w,

s— probably =

f Does ^

m

^ For this jneaning of

ai j. 14; vi. 6s. ?■ 9-

here ; s*e also

E. vt^

^ m,!, 7, 4-

Se, J 2^.

ajBx

"btiadisV a lefercoce to ir n mmy' above (E. vi, 64, 4).

t For brt Svaler^ set Wb. itl, 144. 4; E. tv. 213. 13.
b A Tvriting of
(sec Wb. IV, 353. 13)?
,
1 *
u
1 The wording of this pai^j^raph suK^ests that it is addressed to the King* though in that case one would
have estpected the ageofopanying relief to depict him wicldmg a harpoon, as does that illustrating the Prologue,
The wotds 'Let thy talons^ etc," are aflain. evidently^ addrcs$ed to hloms.
i 4V6 r? Hardly a writing of rth mki ‘Master of Protection;.
^ See E. VI. 67, 2^ 63. 7^
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Su&siDLVRY Texts. A, i. Above Horus^ lord of Mesen: [68, 2} UUerance by //ortfj,
hrd of Mes^, great god, hrd of the sky^ wall of stone round about Kgypt
exeelknt
protector^ guardian of the temples, who driveth back the Pettierse One (Nbd) from the Two
Outpourings, the goodly Watchman of the Fortress.^
A, 2. In front of Horus, lord of Mesen: [67, 9] The third hatpoon is stuck fast m his
neck' its barbs bite into*' his flesh,
B. Above the demon in the first host: [68, 4] Utterance
Bull-of-the-TwQ-!,^nds:
/ assault-^ him who cometh to profane^ thy palace^ I goref^ with my horns him who
plotteih agonist it. Blood on my horns and dust behind tne^- for every'^ violator of thy
tiome.
C. The King’s address to the third harpoon: [67, loj Make a slaughtering I
its
barb bite into^ the neck of the hippopotamus.
D, I. Above Horus of Behdei: [63, 10] Utterance
Horus of Bebdet, great god, lord
of the sky, bird-shape in the ntidsi of his bark, who trampleth on ... against him,
D, 2. In front of Horus of Behdet: [68, 7] The fourth harpoon is stuck fast in hh pate,
it hath severed the vessels of his head^ {?).
E, Above the demon in the second boat: [68, laj Utterance by Black-Bulh** / eat the
f[lesh] (?), / swalloto the gore, of them that cause alarm' to thy temple, 1 turn my face
toward him who cometh against thy house, / drive away the Caitiff from the temples^ (?).
F, i. Above the King: [66, 4] King of Upper and Ijower Egypt, (Blanli^, Son of Rec,
lord of diadems, Q^otemaeus-may-he-livefor-ever-Bdoved-of-Ptalfy,
F, 2. The King’s address to the fourth harpoon: [68, 8] [Mj] horn goreth^ the
marauder when he sheweth himself, (To be repeated) 4
{?); it hath sundered the vessels
in the head of the hippopotamus,

G. The line of inscription [66, 7-9] running along the top of the relief is too much
broken to translate.
Dramatic Text, (a) [horus,] [66, to] The [third] harpoon is stuck fast in his neck,
its barbs bite into his flesh.
* Cf £. 3tiiip pi. D.
^ For f'm sn. But see, perheps, Blackman, JE/I xv[, 64, {5). rm lit, means 'swallow’. The words
f
f'm t'inf) ^w/ pcciir again in E. VI, 66, to,
e Ktm in tht stna* of' vioLateV "prafatic"+ a sacrctl building occurs again, E.
16, Tbc usual meanirig
seems to be 'assault^ 'attack', for which see E. tii, 5, i; 33, la; v, 48^ 3; vi, 14, 9; 50, 10; ^37, I3j vij, 113, 3 ;
Vlll, 26> 13^62, 17* D. II, 182^ 11--12.
_
d For a good example of
"gore" sec
^ “He is like a bull which gores
him who attacks htm’, E. 1, 442, 17; see aJ^o E. Tv, 66,
vi, 178, 16;
141. lS“t6. In Urk. \ i. Si, g. hv?tf
1$ used of the 'bite' of snakes, where the parallel
St, to, gives psit.
For this use of the definite article pi sn oonjunciiDn with a noun and nb *cvcry\ 'ony\ sec Blackman^

yEA xxvil, 37, n. 16.
^ For r'nr+ni with this meaning wc IFA. iv, 45, S.
I Emending n tp-f.
The apparent =i U evidently a badly fomied
s For ^ri 'strike fear Into', ^alarm'* with the prepmillon u sec IFfr. iii, 147, 11,
I ffKffCf n(Tts f
k Beading refjw
There is perhaps a irace of lj| after ^6, the
t pers. sing, suffin; cf.
sores the body of thy foe8^ E. Vi; 178, 8. where, as m our passage, wint has no dclermmative,

c
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(b) [chorus.] Hail to thee, the one that sleepeth alone, that communeth mth his ottm
heart {only)* a man to seize the mooring-post in the water.
(c) [ISIS.] Cast {thy harpooti), I pray thee, at the moitnd of the Savage Beast.See,
thou art on a mound clear of bushes,^ a shore^ free from scrub. Fear not his atufulness,^
flee Tiot because of them that are hi the water,^ Let thy harpoon fasten on to him, my son
Hortis.
(d) [reader.] Isis said to Horus:
(e) [rsis.] Thy foes are fallen beneath thee, (50) eat thou the flesh of the neck, the
abomination [67, 1] ^ scotnenJ
The noise of lamentation is in the southern sky, wailh^ is in the northern sky, the noise
of the lamentation of my brother Seth. My son Horus hath him fast kolden.
(f) [chorus and onlookers.] Hold fast, Horus, hold fast!
(g) [horus,] The [fourth) harpoon is stuck fast in his pate, it hath cut open the vessels of
his head (?)j the back parts in kis head.
(h) [chorus.] Grasp the harpoon which Ptah,^ the goodly guide, fashioned for the Fengoddess,^ which was fashioned in copper for {thy) mother Ssis.
(i) [ISIS.] / have made raiment for the Fen-goddess, for Tayt,^^ Sdt, Sothis, Djyt,** and
Our Lady of the Chase.
[67, 5] Be firm on ihy feet c^ainstym Hippopotamus, hold him fast seith thy hand.
[horus.] / have cast (wiy harpoon) at the Lower-Egypiian Bull and sore wounded
Terrible-Fate,^ ploi^hing up the water with my {,^).. .from upon the bank (.?). / reach (?)
the water and approach the river (? Itrw?).
(k) [isis.J Let ihy harpoon fasten on to him, my son Horus, {on to) yon enemy of thy
father. Drived ihy blade into [A/m], my son Horus, that thy shaft may bite into his skin;'^
let thine hands dreg yon Caitiff, . , ,

III
Published; Naville, op. cit., pi. tv; E. vi, 69-72; xiti, pis. di-dh.
Description of the Relief, Two boats. In the first Horus, lord of Mesen, and in
the second Horus of Behdct, armed as before. Both Horus-gods pierce a hippopotamus
Scene

* Cf. ShipmTtchid Soil&r^ 41 f. Fof the epithet
P

n

]■

man to seize the ttiooring-post m the water' see above^
,

j

L

^ JVbr V, i09f
tentatively gives 'castor-oil bush' as the meaning of
comparing the word with the
Greek irtVi, It might be pointed out that castor-oil bushes grow thickly on the banks of the Nile in Lower
Nubia at the prtseni day. Faulkner In a note on P.
iSp zs, iriJEA stxJltp 15 ^ observes that
this identification is accepted by Keimer^
70^ 164^ and K^i lip Toip but disputed by Dawson,
A^gyptiii^ Xj 6b. Gardiner is of the opinion that kfh is a general word for "bush\ ^b^Jah^ and refers us 10 his
Admoftinmu, p. E6, and to Edgerton and Nelson, H^nmeaF R££ords, p. sS, Hh 333.
^ Mryt is clearly to be read here in view of the sufhx
attached to
For
see
], 46^1 6.
^ Reading
with H instead of [o].
Here with crocodile-determinative; sec Commentary, n+ 19- M bAw it
occurs again in Er vi,
10; 3i, a.
f Is this a reference to some taboo which forbade women to eat the flesh froin a hippopotamus^ neck?
* Cf* Ei vi^ S3, i2h and perhaps also E. Vl^ 74* 6.
h For Sdi and I?iyt see Wb. iv, 56$, 20-22;
519* 5, The word
6-11, suggests
that the latter goddess u’aa cofirtected with doth and clothing.
^ Seth in the guise of a crocodile; see also E. 1, 69, b; iv, 7®, qi 214, 1; VI, 67, 5;
bj 149,
160, lO,
i Lit. '^drive it for thee, {namely) thy bIade^ For this transitive use of AJi set IFA* ir, 475^ 41.
^ Emending
i the sehbe has given the word the deteiminatlve of ffft *cord\ Tetter"*
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back (or hank). In either boat an attendant demon bearing the usual ^^'eap^}ns.
The demon in the second boat is lion-headed and the other, whose head is badly
mutilated, may be also. The King stands on land, facing the boats, in the same posture
as in Scene I.
in the

Dramatis Personae

Relief
Horus, lord of Mcscnl
Horus of Behdet
j
Two Demons

Dramatic 'Pext
Ilonjs
—

Isis
The King
—

Reader
Chorus

Subsidiary Texts, A, i. Above Horus, tordof Mcsen : [71, 10] Utterance by Homs,
lord of Meseity great god, lord of the sky, goodly spearsman in Retribution-Town (Dbi),
goodly watcher in the Two Lands and River-hanks^ who protecteth the cities and safeguardetk (mk) the provinces, falcon of great strength pre-eminmt in Pe and Mesejt* lio7i
pre-eminent in Thel,
A, 2, In front of Horus, lord of Mcsen: [71, 5] The fifth harpoon is stuck fast in his
flank, it hath deft open his ribs,
B, Above the demon in the first boat: [71, 12] Utterance by Skining-BuU: 1 cut ouP‘
the hearts of those who fighf^ against thy Behdet, I tear out the hearts of thy foes, I swallow
the gore of those who are hostile to thy city, / taste the kidney^'’ of thine enemies,
C, The King’s address to the fifth harpoon: [71, 7] The first arrow which hath 710
rival, ike fifth'' of the weapons, it hath cleft open the ribs of the Lower-Egyptian Bull.
D, I. Above Horus of Behdet: [72, 7J Utterance by florus of Behdet, great god, lord
of the sky, the Protector who protecteth the cities and provinces, who spreadeth his arms
around Upper and Loioer Egypt, his Mesen being at the forefront thereof,
D, 2. In front of Horus of Behdet: [72, 3] The sixth harpoon is stuck fast in his ribs,
it hath sundered his vertebrae.
E, Above the demon in the second boat: [72, 9] Utterance by He-loveth-Solhude: I
sharpen my teeth* in order to bite thy foes, / whet my talons to seize hold of their skin{s),
F, I. Above the King: [69, 2] The King of Upper atid Lower Egypt, lord of the Two
Lands,
Son of Rir^Lord of Diadems, (Ptolemaeus-may-he-live-for-ever-Belovedof-Ptal^, winner of triumph
a lion, who givetk thanks to the sacred harpooTi.
F, 2. The King’s address to the sixth harpoon: [72, 5] The sixth harpoon which
devoareth everyone^ that cosifronteth it; it hath sutidered ike vertebrae of the back{s) of
thy foes.
" Kor ttw frlatioHshJp of Pc
Mcsen ftnd thear connexion with ihe cult of Horua at J'tTxv (Silc), as
as for the identification of Homs of Edfu with the local lion-god of ihe la&t-mcntioncd place, see Scthcp
UrgfUhichte, f
and n* 30 of the Commentary.
b Bsh 'cut out*, 'evi$ccrale’, occurs again with thw in E. Yi,
Yii, laS, lo; 142, 14;; 201, 5; 214, 2;
323,
M. 147, 6. In E. vtU 2oip
it ha^ as object hfim:/.
^ For the vQtb
derived front the ruune of the god Baal, see Wbr ip 447p 14.
^ See
V* 445p i6p and E,
127P 12.
« See Chassin&t^s n. 7.
f Blackman ^ Fnirmiinp
Gregoriaifu, 42cip n. 96.
for
^ Hesding nn iy Jt&
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G. In a single horizontal line (much damaged) along the top of the relief: [69,4)...

adoring thine image, making obeisance to thy form , . . thine ancestors , . , thy Majesty
prevaileth over thy foes. Thy Majesty plamh them as a protection round about Mesen,
unendingly and unceasingly for ever.
Dramatic Text, (a) [horl'S.] [69, 8] The fifth harpoori is stuck fast in his flank* it
hath cleft opett [A«] ribs.
(b) [chorus.] Tkrust^ home the harpoon, spread vnde the rope, make common cause

(snso) mth Horus who shooieth amain,^
Lo, thou art a Nubian in Khent-henff (yet) thou decellest in a temple, for Rer hath
given thee his kingship seith the intent to [69, 10] overthrow the Hippopotamus.
(c) [iS[s ?] The cry of the Hippopotamus fallen in thy rope! Alack, alack in Kenmet!^^
The boat is light and he who is in it is a child, (je/) yon Caitiff who is in thy rope {isfallen),^'^
(d) [chorus and onlookers.] Holdfast, Horus, holdfast!
(e) [horus.] The sixth harpoon is stuck fast in [70, i] his ribs, it hath sundered his
vertebrae.
(f) [reader or chorus ?] / wash my mouth, 1 chew natron,^ that I
extol the might of
Horus son of Isis, the goodly striplhig who came forth from Isis, son of Osiris, the Imtdfle one,
Horus hath fiung (his missile) with Ms hand, he whose arm was strong from the first f when
he estMtlished the shy upon its four supports. Successful are the deeds which he iuith done.
• Restoring f ? ); cf. E. xiii, pi. d u =

E.

vi, 71, 5,

Cf. Wb. V, 595. II. IX. Bui should we emend

Wf and translste "seize the haipoon'?

® This and the nest sentence seem to be addresied to Horus of Behdet as distinct from the
Horus,
son of Isis and Osiris, mentioned in the following pAiagraph; see JE/l xxviti^ p. 35^
see Gauthier, £>rVf.
tv, 183 f.; Stcindorflf, Griffith Studies, 366 f. The nAmc is
mis-spell again in E. Wl, 196, 12, as ^

What is said about the kingship of Rtf indicated that the pmon

addressed is Homs, the god of Edfu (set Junker, OnuTule^gende, 16). He ia probably designated a Nubian
{N^sy} becauic the temple in which he is said to dwcU
situated in what was at one time praciiadly Nubian
territory. Likely enough, when the archei>^ of this lest was composed, the tradition was still current that
Edfu was originally Eg>pt*s southern frontier-iown (Sethe, op. cit., 5= 151). For a long time after its foundatiDn
the tow^nsfolk of Edfu, no less than the people to the souih cf it, may well have been regarded os Nubians
iNisytff}. Similarly to-day Aswan, in respect of its inhabitants, is much more a Nubian than an Egyptian
town. See also Fairmon's remark,
XKl, ag, n. 7. In E. m, 86, ii, it is Seih w^ho is called p-Nh^ "the
Nubian^
• Lep the singer had to purify his mouth before he could chant or recite the praises of Homs^ So, also, the
two wailing women (^rl'y), who impersonated Isis and Nephthys and bemoori^ Osiris in the mysteries, had
to wash their menuths and chew natron that both they and their lEuncntations with which they 'l^atified* the
dead god might be pure (Junker, Slumieftti^ttthen, § 70 fSimilarly the priests, before entering upon theJr
monthly course of service, had to "drink^ natron for a specified number cf days (Plcjlc-Rossh PpL 57,
9 ff..) Or *chew’
it (Gardiner, j^dmoratiom, i x, a),, while magteianj washed their mouths and swallowed
natron in order that their spoken spcJls and manual seta might possess their full potency (Drioton^ Ann. Serv.
70
The puriBcatory rites undergone by the King in the ^House of the Morning*^ and by the statue^
of divinities, kings, and private persons^ and by mummies, during the performance of the Opening the Mouth
and of the temple and funerary liturgies, likewise comprised the actual or sirnulated cleansing of the mouth
with riatnjn (Blackman, Hastings, ERE. Xt 478^ €, * Budge^ Book of OpeHing ike Mouthy n, pp. 5 ff.; Litmgy
of tJie Ftmerary Offerings, pp. 56 ff.; Pyr. $ 36 fF.; Morei, Ritvei du adie dwin ioamafier, p, zoz; Blackman,
JMEOS igiS-ig, pp. 38
and 50 ff, ^ see also
f i367e-68d),
^ l-iit., pMirhaps^ ^he whose arm began existence in strength, when he established,
without infinitive
or other object b rare according to Wh. iv, 407* but for two more eicx. see E. vi^ 70, 9, and Gunn,
57,
(8g), For Horu^ as constructor of the himament see E. VI, 63, 6, and p. 3, n. b. In both texts occur the
w'Ords ^successful am the deeds which he hath dcfie".
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Lo, Btistrh, MetideSf lleiiopolii, Letopolis^ /V, Dept Memphis, flertnopolis, Hbnw,* the
Oryx Nome, the Nome of Dvvn-'rxwy,
Heracleopolis, ABydos, PatiopoUs, Coptus,
Asyut, Behdet, Mesen and Denderafi are in joy, makittg jubiiation tehen they see this
beauteous and [70, 5] enduring memorial tehieh Norm son of Isis hath made. lie hath built
the Throne (P), adorned teith gold, overlaid and finished teilh electrum. Its sanctuary is
beautiful and noble, like unto ike seat of the Master of the Universe. Mis Majesty dwelleth
in Hj-nfr ' the Coasts of llorus adoring him, on the estate (?) of his father Osiris. He hath
taken the office of his father, vnmting him triumph and avenging him.
He {Seth) thought to oppress hm,^ but he {Horus) attached him.
Mom pleasant is the father’s office to his son who hath vindicated him. Me giveth thanks
forit{?).
(g) [isis.] Thou tcho didst act under my guidance,^ thou hast dealt miih the malady^ {?).
Thoa hast oppressed him who oppressed thee. My son Horus hath grown up in his strength,
and was from the first ordained to avenge hts father*
(h) [reader or chorus.] The sf^' was cleared*' for him by the north wind, and [70* 10]
the Ttfo Lands were strewn with Upper-Egyptian emeralds,* because Horus had buildedi
his scar-galley in order to go therein to the Jett to overthrow the enemies of his father [71, x]
Oiim, to seize for him the disaffected.
(i) [horus,] I am Horus, son of Osiris, who smote the foes and overthrew his enemies.
Q) [ISIS.] How pleasant it is to walk along the shore unhindered,^^ to pass ihrot^h the
water without the sand swelling up'‘ (?) under thy feet, and no thorn pricketh them,* and the
crocodiles are not uncovered, thy grandeur having been seen and thy shaft planted in him,”^
my
Horm.
(k) [chorus A!® ONLOOKERS.] Holdfast, llorus, holdfast!
■ Cupit^ of the sixteenth Uppcr-EgJT>tJfln. nonie {the
nome), the modem Zaviiet
see Sethc,
op. dt..
Gsothier, ap.
tv* 25. wf-| st the beginning of the sentence in evideotly a mistake for w/u.
^ Dien^^nwy is the name of the eighteenth Upper-Egyptian nome^ see Scthc^ op. cii.i § 62. fl^neta was the
capital of this nomi? and is probably to be identihed with E1-K6in el-.^hmar Sawiris«south of SMniiiah; sec
Ke«H ZAS LVlll, 9S f,, sjtd Ganihier* op- cit,, iv, 86Ht-nfr is, aceordmg to Gauthietp op. eit,i fv* 150, a paine for Memphis. This passai^ refiects, perhaps^
the Memphite origin and connexions of the play {see
xxviti, 36)J Dit/ is infinitive+3ufHx after hmm/[ of. Sinuke, R 1:6^.
*
f
will
I
h
*

J
^
fted
1

If these words are rightly assigned to Isisp
is a mistake for jJ.
Cf.* perhaps, the not infrequent expression oecurring in the medical papyri, mr iry i ^a malady which I
treaty e.g,, IlfcaBtcd^ Edmn Smth Surgic^ Fup.t pp, 9S
Li(-> *and began existence in order to avenge his father'; cf.
vi, 70,. 2.
We take wbt to be passive tdm'f.
Actually green felspar j see Luces, Am. EgrAtalftuds tmd Indmtn^s^ ed. igj+p pp^ 3^ IT. Cf. also
(+13^, 13,
Cloaiiy a writmg of m^p for which verb see Wb. it* 190, 7.
Wb. IV does not record this word^ Is it a redupLicated form of
meaning ^swdl upV or is it to be identi-^
with the obscure word u|oqu|!f *sp^ead^ "burrow'(!>p Crum, Copf. Diet., \\ 61 ih
P
the duaJ rdviy being here treated as a inaac+ $ing,; sec Blaekman and Faimian, MKcAlamii Cue-

ge/riami, 4x5^ n. 166; Sethe, ZAS LlVp rj; Sit^imgsh, Beriin., I934f sin, tji For other cxx. of this use sec
Ti 374. 3i
3o3f 8-9;
2^5* ib; VIII* J+a, 3-4* D. 11* 181* 1-2, For th 'prick' sec also E. vi, 178,10;
Sethep
imd di> Acht Urgotter von HtrmoptilU, pi. IV, Theb, T, ooh. and alsop perhaps, E^ v* 85, 14, As
Gardiner has pointed out to us the word was origmaily dbs (hence iiofi^ not otuie in Bohairic}, see his Chester
Beatty Papyri, p. i7p n. 3.
“ 'Him^ must be Seth, Afi and sntn we regard as passive
/ forms* both preceded by
= iw.
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Scene
Published: Navillt, op. cit., pL v;

IV

E, vi, 73-6; xiir, pis,

diii-div.

Description of the Relief, Two boats, the first containing Homs, lord of Mesen,
and the second Homs of Behdet, Homs of Meson appears to be driving his harpoon
into the testicles of a hippopotamiis, which is lying on its back, while Homs of Be^det
pierces the hind quarters of his victim. An attendant demon in either boat armed as
usual; both apparently lion-headed. Facing the two boats is the King, bis arms raised
in adoration. The action of this scene seems to have been interrupted by an interlude,
not depicted in the relief, representing the slaving of the
nates in Letopolis.*
DitAMATtS PeRSON.AE

RELIEF

HomSt
of
Horus of Behdet
Two Demons
--

The King
-—

Dhamatjc Text

jf

Horus
—

Isis
—
Reader
Chorus

Subsidiary Texts. A, i. Above Homs, lord of Mesen; [75,
Utterance by Horns,
lord of Mesen, great god, lord of tlte
lion pre-eminent in Thel, falcon of great strength,
lord of Upper and Lower Egypt, guardian taho guardeih Egypt (Kmt) from the desert
countries (d£rw't), wall of copper round about his Upper-Egyptim Mesen, watcher o/ver his
Lower-Egyptian Mesen.'^
A, 2. In front of Homs, lord of Mesen: [75, i] The seventh harpoon is stuck fast in his
body and hath spiked (?) his stones.”
B, Above the demon in the first boat: [75,7] Utterance by His-Speech-is-Fire: I make
ruby-red mine eyes and blood-red mine eye-hallsi^'^ 1 repel them who come with evil intent
toward thy seat, I eat their fiesh, I swallow their gore, I burn their bones with fire.
C, The King’s address to the seventh harpoon: [75, z] The seventh harpoon which
cleaves to (lit. ‘is upon*) his body and hath mangled his limbs and skewered the Hif^iopotcmus
from his belly to his stones.
D, 1. Above Horus of Behdet; [75, 13] Utterance by Horns of Behdet, great god, lord
of the sky, who driveth back the Caitiff from his temple, who standeth round about it like
a wall of copper, whose proteciim is in its whole circuit.
D, 2, In front of Homs of Behdet; [75, ro] The eighth harpoon is stuck fast in his hind
quarters, it hath ripped up hi$ haunches.
E. Above the demon in the second boat: [76, i] Utterance by He-comeih-fortk-^'ith■ See Comm^ntiiry^

33.

^
the two MeMfta sec E* vi, S, 0;
13;
S-9] see also vit+102, 3.
c This wortl (see also E. vi, 73, 4) k apparently to be read gsty "testicles"; s«r
v, aoS, t* In the relief
illustradng the tc^t Horus is clearly depicted thnisLin]; the ^aev'enth harponn' into that portion of the hippnpotamus*^ bfKiyi E. xill, pi. DfV. The word is written
hi E. iv^ 255( 15-16, Gardiner% view is that
mhf
eIk 130^ 1-2) iticans
bind^ together^ as with a skewerp and he suggests the tendering adopted
here.
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Mouth-Aflame: I qitdl the assailant of the Bakoay of the
as an ape turn back
him fvho is [/lOJi’iVf] (?) toteards it.
F, I. Above the King: [72, iz] The King of Upper and Louier p:gyptJord of the Two
LandSf {Blankj^, Son of Rec, Lord of Diadems (Ptolemaeus-may-he-live-for-ever-Belovedof-Ptafi}, e.r:cell£nt^ overseer of Behdet {on behalf) of the Holy Winged Orb; who givetk
thanks to him tcho is in his tear-gailey.
F, 2* The King’s address to the eighth harpoon : [75, ii] Adoration of the raging
sacred harpoon which stirreth up confusion. The eighth harpooti, ii hath laid hold on the
hindquarters of thy [foe] it hath ripped open his haunches.
G. In a single horizontal line above the relief: [72, 15] Praise to thy face, glory to thy
might, O florus of Behdet, great god, lord of the
strong wall, warlike falcon ‘ excelling
in strength, greatly feared, scho woundeth him that seeketh his hurt,'* a hero of great
[strength], . , . protecting his temple, he of the sharp talons,^ . . . guarding Mesen un¬
ceasingly and unremittingly. Thy valour and thy might are round about thy temple for the
length of eternity.
Dramatic Text, (a) [horus.] [73, 4] The seventh harpoon is stuck fast in his body, it
hath spiked his stones.
(b) [reader.] his uttered a cryp speaking to the [73, 5] fatherless* child battling mth
Pnihes.
(c) [isis.] Be of good courage, Horus my son. Lo, thou hast him fast holden, yon enemy
of thy father. Be not wearied (wrd) because of him. [One hand] grappleth with thy
harpoon in his hide, two hands grapple teith thy rope.^* Thy blade, ii hath bittefi into his
bones, I have seen thy blade in his belly, thy horn playing havoc mth his bones.^^
(d) [chorus.] Ye who are in heaven and earth, fear Horsts. Ye who are in the abyss,
do him reverence. Lo, he hath appeared in glory as a mighty ki^, he hath takesi the throne
of his father. The right arm of Horus is as {those of) ike young fen-men.
Eat ye the flesh of the foe, drink ye of his goref swaltavd' them up (?), ye who are in
the abyss i

(e) An Interlude. [Stage-direction.] letopolis. the slaying of ^swt-SKAKEE
FOR HIS MOTHER tSISAS
Scene IV continued, (f) [reader.] {74, t] Isis came, having found the Hippopotamus
* The ‘Balcony of the Falcon’ ia mentioned aK«n, E. vi. 6, 7: «.
2*3. i; 397. *6; s« also Junker.
WZKM XXVI, 42ff.; ITS. iv. jg, tj: joe, 7; E. VI, 93. to: jo2, 9; 143.10; 15a, a; 153, 5; 263, i: vii, 25,14^ For ^ as ft venting of
see Wh. II, 94, This r, of course = the Coptic fc*-, ^e~p for which stc
SpiescIberR, Kopi. Hdvvh., 48.
probably reads
or wwA here rather than r^.
^ Apparently 4rty is 10 be restored here, ^ being the detenrunative (sec Chossinat^s n. 6}p though one
would expect
which would have given m the common epithet bi tkk.
Reading wht hh tiU jl
Sgb
is a Latc-Eg>*ptian word (see Introduction, jfEA jnnlii, 33) found in CQnlendingt^ 1^ 5, zi*
P.
Beatty I,
B*
Wenamm^ i. tJJ And in demotic textip e.g„
/, 4, n, 14. sot 5, 30.
It also occurs in the copy of ft Lale-Bgyptian test at EdfUp Myth D; see E, Vl^ 2t6p 6,
f Sc. itety it'fi sec Chisssinat'a n.
I An Bbbieviattd writing of
E. Vl> 66, 2; 68, 12; 72p 1; 75p 3, and p. 7, n. h.
fa According to
iv, i20p 1 j, this v-erb means -praTtle', 'cry', of an infant. But the context here demands
some such rendering as "swallow'^ ^chcw'i ^ntunch'.
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stamUng with hh feet on dry land. She (?) made
Horus^ saying:^

for

(?)- his isar-gatley and her son

(g) [ISIS,] Lo, I am come as the Mother from Chemmis, that 1 may make an end^*'^ for
thee of the Hippopotamus sehich hath crushed the nest (?)'*. . . ,
Tfte boat is light, and fie who is in it is but a child, (3-^/) yon Caitiff who is in thy rope
{is fallett)J^
(h) [chorus and onlookers.]

Hold fast, Horus, hold fast!

(i) [hqrus,] The eighth harpoon is stmk fast in his hind quarters, it hath ripped up his

haunches.
(j) [chorus.] Let thy divine harpoon bite into his face,

0 Horus, be not (f)'... because

of him. Onuris is the protector of thy rending talons (??)... [74, 5] of the ds&-fish in.. . .
How many dost thou spike tchen thy talons take hold, when thy shaft hath been made ready^
in thy hand! Thou cuttest up (.'*) the flesh tn the morning. Thine arrows (?) are {those of)
the Master of the Bird-pool {?). Satisfaction* (?) of thy throat is given thee, so say {?) the
young craftsmen. It is Ptaff who presenteth it (?) to thee.
Hail Horus, beloved of the fen-men! Lo, thou art a diving hbs’-A/Vc/ which transfixeth
the fish in the waier.i
Lo, thou art an ichneumontfirmly poised upon its claws, which seiseth the prey with its paw.
Lo, thou art a hunter's hound which breaketh through^ (?) the fat of the neck^ in order to
[eat] the fiesk,
Lo, thou art a striplmg"' of sturdy build (?), who slayeth one mightier than himself.
[74>
^ fierce Hon, ready for the fray upon the river-bank, which standeth
astride the carcass."
Lo, thou art a fiame , ,

inspiring fear(?}, which rageth on a hillock of brushwood.^

(k) [chorus and onlookers.] Hold fast, Horus, hold fast!
' Reading
What unmediairly follows must ht corrypt.
cflJt hixdly represent the compmind preposition
r* What is required here is an object for
if that restoration ts correct.
^ ^ = 4id) t; see alu E. vi, ny, t.2, and cf, (p =
E, vi. ttj, a; 129, 3; 134, 3.
^ Note 34 [in autograph) has had to he held over for Vol. 3cxx.—Ed*
<1 t.e., the dwelling of the young Horus in the pflpyTU3.3wamps. Wc do not undetstand

The following

•=^ is, perhaps, for fw, introducing dpt it-lt, though, be it noted, jri the Other two occurrencts of this phrase,
F. vi, 69, It, and 217, 7, an introductory /«r is wanting. ? is an abbreviated wnting of mefr.
* Perhaps we should read »i
the sculptor having omitted the detetminativies ^ or ^, and translate
'be not troubled because of him’? For this verb it^ followed by the preposition n see JFi. n, 344, 5.
f For a verb sift with this nieaning see IVb. iv. 384. a. The seemingly same word just a little further on
may be b miswridng of Hf =
‘cut up'.
r Apparendy so; see Wb, jv, 15,13.
h See above, p. to with n. g.
i See E. iv. 199, 6.
i Lit,, ‘which tramhaeth the water, (more exactly) the fish*, a good instance of aubstitution.apposltion
introduced by the m of equivalence; see. fuithcnnoTe, footnote on E. vj, Sj.g and the passage E. 1,15, |12>.
■Horus of Behdet, who openeth the haU of dung (?) in Naunet,
and bringeth baclt the light
of heaven , lit. bringeth back heaven, (more exactly) the light’. An almost identical passage occuis E. ll, 19,
(34): see also Rlockman, ySA joni, 43, (26); Junker, Oitunilegetidt, 5 f,
^ We regard
as a miswridrig of ^ or
The next group
looks like a mistake for JT 'fat',
I Cf. N. de G. Davies, Mastaba oj PiaMtttep and Abhntuitp, i, pi. 2a, bottom.
m Emend rrf/y.
Lit. 'who has plaecd the carcass beneath him *.
“ We can suggest no rendering of 13,
p Lit. 'which liii'es on (in?) a mound of AA>bush(es)’, For
see above, p. 10, n. b.
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Scene V
Published: Naville, op. cit., pi. vij E, ri, 76-8? xm, pJs. dv-dvi.
Description of the Relief. Two boats. In the first Homs, lord of Mesen, and in
the second Homs of Behdet. Both attendant demons, armed as usual, appear to be
lion-headed. Homs, lord of Mesen, thrusts his weapon into the hind quarters of a
hippopotamus which is standing upright, while Homs of Behdct harpoons the feet of
one which lies on its back. The King is in the posture of Scenes 1 and III,
Dbamatjs Personas

Relief

[loma, lord of Me&enl
Horus of Behdet
|
Two Demons
—

Dramatic Text
Horus
—

Isis

ITie King
Reader J
Chorus
Subsidiary Texts. A, i. .Above Horus, lord of Mesen: [77, 13] Utterance byHorus,

hrd of Mesen, great god, hrd of the sky, scho cutteih off the legs of his enetnies; a hero of
great strength when he saUteih forth to the battle; st>ho runneth apace after his foes.
A, 2. In front of Horus, lord of Mesen: [77,11] The ninth harpoon is stuck fast in his
hind legs.
B, Above the demon in the first boat: [78, i] Utterance by Dcath-in~his~P'ace-LoudScreamer: I encompass thy Majesty round about as a fcall, a stake* (.?) protecting thy soul
on the day of conflict (hrsv dmd). I watch truer thy ieinple by day and by nighty warding
off {5nt) the foe from thy shrine.
C, I. Above Horus of Behdet: [78, 5] Utterance by Horus of Behdet, great god, lard
of the sky, lord of Mesen, who tramfixeth the hockf of his foe.
C, 3. In front of Horus of Be^idet: [78, 4] The tenth harpoon is stuck fast in his hocks.
D, Above the demon in the second boat: [78, 7] Utterance by Fiery-Face-w'ho~
bringeth-in-tke-Mutilated {?): I drinfe^ the blood of him who would overthrow thy sanctuary,
I cut in pieces the flesh of him who would violate thy shrine. 1 give thee the valour and
might of my arms and the strength of my Majesty against thine enemies.
E, 1. Above the King: [76, 5] The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Lord of the Two
Lands, (BlanltJ^,
of Rer, Lord of Diadems, (Ptolemaeus-may-he-live-for-ever-Belovedof-Pta^, Servant-of-the-Falcon of Horns of Behdet, Servant-of-Harus of HarnOfer.*'
E, 2. In front of the King: [76, 4] Adoration of the sacred harpoon.
F. In a horizontal line above the relief: [76,8J Glory be to [/Av] spirit, thott spearsman
■ Wb. IV, 467, [I, takes
a writing of the Coptic

tqecthcm-ith Infr. vrhich sccms unlikely. Gardiner su^csis thai we ha^'c here
467, 2) or of a related mosmline form and translatea ea above.

Can ^ mean ’palisade' ?
^ For m
if'/see Wb. V, 50&, 10.
* A comipi writing of {miy\ cf. E. Vi, 78, 4. The passage in Grilhth, Siut. I, 3.14, clearly shows that fni(
means ‘hock* and mnt 'hind kg'.
^ For other instances of
'drink', ‘swallow'*, w'ith sttf or
{see p. 7, n, h) as object see E. I, 310, i\
n. 7Sp b; IV, 286, 3; V, 53, u: vii, 164, 9; 323. 6; D. iv, 119, 3. For the spelling with b sec Wb. iv, afiS.
* ^m-gmiinQ, 'Servant of the Falcon', is a title of the priest of the live hawk venerated in Edfii temple, Ln whose
honour an annual festi val was celebrated,
VI, 103, t-5: accatsoif. II, 34, [5-1 b; lit, 64, ii; 175,17; vi, 362,14;
VII, 208, 13-14; 271* 15-16: Vlll, S3,4; D. Ill, 17s, 17, TTic priest in Ejuestion impersonated Shu, E. VI, 103, t.
For the title hm-ffr n ffr-nfr see E, 11,34,16. For other escsc. of Am-jf/r see E. v, 40, 3 ^ VJ, 91,2; 93,14 ; 243, i j.
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of great
Hovm of Behdet, great god, lord of the sky. Adoration to ikine menging
angels (?), thy followers, thy messengers, and thy watchmen who watch over thy sanctuary.
Glory be to thy war-galley, thy mother, thy nursed who dandled thy loveliness upon her
knees. Praise to thy blade, thy shaft, thy ropes, and this thine armoury for overthrowing
thy foes. Thy Majesty settetk them for a protection round about thy temple. Thy spirit
safeguardeth Mesen for ever.
Dramatic Text, (a) [horub.] [77^ 1] The ninth harpoon is stuck fast in his legs, entering (?) the flesh of the Hippopotamus.
(b) [chorus.] Let thy harpoon lay hold on him, Horas, fierce offace, alert son of the Master
of the Universe. At dawn thy wanders are seen like {those of) Haroeris, on tite river-banks.
Can it be that a brother kateik Ins broikef^ who is older than he? Who will love Aim?**
He will fall by the rope of Shesmu,’^ as the spoil of Our I.^y of the Chase.
(c) [is IS.] Hast thou called to mind^ how when we were in L^er Egypt the father of the
god{s) sent us gods to row us, Sopd being our helmsman? [77, 5] How the gods were united
in watching over tts, each one of them skilled in his trade?* How Kfientekhtai steered usf
and Geb showed us the way?
(d) [chorus and onlookers.] Hold fast, Horus, hold fasti
(e) [aoRUS.] The tenth harpoon is stuck fast in kis hocks.
(f) [reader ?] *Come and came him (?) to ... who . .. against hmf say (?) the Young
Harpooners.'
(g) [chorus.] Seize ye and lay hold, ye lords of strength, plunder, ye masters of the
savage beasts!^ Drink ye the blood of your fo€{s) and of their femalessharpen your knives
and ]whei] your bladdf),^ steep {?) your weapons in
(i.e. in the blood) I
Yours are the bodies of lions in the hidden covert (?). Yours are the bodies of hippo¬
potami, whose abomination is.. . . Yours are [77, 10] the bodies of
which run
along the shore, their heart{s) elated at alighting thereon"' (.P).
(h) [chorus and onlookers.] Holdfast, Horus, hold fasti
* See Commcntaryi Ji. 6.

^ For this identiiicatiDfi of laia with Horns* war-galley sec £, iv^ 212, 14-Z13, i, and the passage, E. VJ,
59. ^~-7t quoted in Commentaryp n+ 36.
■= Sc,
iff iH
If wc have rightly undlcr$iOQd the meaning of these words^ rit itf mi4 m m f
was lather to be ejcpected.
^ Sc, ff-ffi mr-f sw. For the wrong ernployment of mr-jjf here see above, p. 5* n. g.
's Cf. Pyr, §403^, The
^ before
is probably for preposttion wt; see E. vi^
f*, snd Commcntaiyp n- 27^
^ Reading in Itf
and further on [+J § ^,
E = iry mnpi fl cf. Tl^. ill, 84^ i, 2, and
n icwtar w, E. % 4. 5^ also
E. tVp 8* 9, For other exx. of revttfr ™ 'traded ^profession’j see E, Vi* 173, lo; 179, 11.

nd n

Sc. iir irt n n
and further on (^3 mfr n n ton. For
as a writing of the name of Gch see Sethe,
.dmuff wid dif n£ht VrgQttfr von
p. 40.
1 It IS highly doubtful if this sentence ts to be regarded as a ^gment of narrativex
j Nf nbtff fthl and fi/ hAip A<rr (sic} are vooadves, a« Frmaiip
Gramm. (193 3), | 177+ Sino
should
almost certainly be emended nbto [];^ \
see Commentary, n. 23. This and the fbllowring exhortations
seem to be addressed to the 'Young Harpoonere"^ who arc here^ perhaps^ reprefletited by the two attendant
demons^
See ComriaeTitar>% n. iDx
1 Reading
= dm in dminn^ The next phrase mcana lit. 'furnish your weapons with if*
B p(| 0^^ must be a writing of ^py =
infin. of
a verb which means 'encounter* and can take
a direet object; s« iVb. 11 tp 258^ ijp where, however, no example of the word with this detertninati^'e is cited.
Note that
is the name of a species of small birds> Wh. tn, 2^8, i.

{To be eondtided)
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THE NAME OF LAKE MOERIS
(i)^ ALAN H. GARDINER; (a) Ay H. I. BELL
When Herodotus (ii, 149) referred to the sea-like expanse of water that once occupied

the greater part of the F^yyum a& *the so-called Lake of Moeris* (:7 Motptos KoXtoiiivT}
he might possibly have been using an expression current only among his com¬
patriots and unknown m this form to the indigenous Egyptians. If» as the Berlin
Dictionar>' still maintains (Ji, 97, 13),
(Mi-wer), the acknowledged
prototype of MoTpis, were really itself the name of the lake, then the Greek who em¬
ployed the term ‘Lake of Moeris' m;ist have seemed to a native as ridiculous a tauiologist as the German Burgermeister who once spoke of Louis-Qm'nse der Fiinfzehnte.
But it is, indeed, more than doubtful whether Mr-ur ever signified ‘Great Lake’, the
meaning obviously lying at the base of that identification. The present article w ill give a
very different account of Mr-ter and one which offers no obstacle to the view of 4
Motpws Xtpyrf as an exact Greek rendering of
Mr-ur
now forthcoming as early as Ramesside times.
Brugseh, whose two papers' on the Egy ptian names of Lake Moeris and various Fay^
yum sites are still of value, though written nearly fifty'years ago, himself knew the expres¬
sion just mentioned from the late and cryptic Fayyum papyrus published by Mariette
as Pap. Boulaq No. 2.^ There the writing is
which
Brugseh translated ‘Kanal des Moris-Sees’^ and took to mean that branch of the Bahr
Yusuf which turns north-westwards between the modem village of El-Lahun and the
ruined town of Kom Medinet Ghurab ('Gurob') to enter the oasis of the 1*3)70:11 some
ten kilometres farther on. Since Brugseh’s time the expression // hay n Mf-etT has come
to light not only in various demotic doaiments, references to w hich I ow'c mostly to the
kindness of Gunn, but also, in the form above quoted, in the great Wilbour papyrus of the
reign of Ramesscs V which I am editing on behalf of the Brooklyn iiuseum. The verso
of that papyrus contains a list of royal lands in the charge of various officials and
priests. Foremost in the paragraph enumerating the fields under the authority of a
prophet Amenemuia w'ho was assisted by another know'n to have been attached to the
temple of Such us of Shedd, presumably at Crocodilopolis {Medinet el-Fayyiim), we find
mentioned 'the region of the pool (brkt) south of the hdni of Mi-vver’ (B 21,8). My first
contention will be that An(/), in this article vocalised h&ii like its Coptic descendant,
corresponds exactly to the Greek
Now in the preceding paragraph, where a
third prophet of the same deity Is the responsible official, the list of lands begins with
‘the region of the pool south of the honi’, omitting the words ‘of Mi-W'cr’ (B 20, 24).
This reminds one of the use of At'piij or q Aifivlrrjs [w/ws]
the Revenue Laws of

,

‘ ZAS X3SX 6; ff.; xxxi, 17 ff,

^ Also more completely by Lsnzone, Lei Papyrui Jti lae Moerit, Turin, lS9b.

* ZAS xjof, S9.
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Ptolemy Phitadelphus {ed. Grenfell) for what was subsequently known as the Arsinoite
nome, and the abbreviation may indeed be directly derived from the earlier Egj'ptian
use. As far back as the Tw'elfth Dynasty we find certain buildings topographically
described as
‘south of (the)
(P. Kahun i8, 39), and though it
is impossible to affirm with certainty that ‘the hdn£ of Mi-wer’ was here meant, it is
equally impossible to deny it.' To return to the Wilbour papyrus, the recto contains
two further examples of the word kotii^ both of them in indications of places where
fields were measured for purposes of tax-asse^ment. In A 18,20, where we read ‘in the
riparian land {idb) south of the MnS\ various considerations that cannot here be set
forth make it likely that the hone of Mi-wer was meant, but in A 63,21 another kSni may
be in question. There the indication is ‘in the Mni east of Spermeru’. Spermeru is a
town of importance that has often been identified with Oxyrhynchus, but probably lay
on the desert edge a good deal farther north; even so it seems practically impossible that
the southernmost portion of Lake Moeris can be meant, and we do better to assume
a different h5ni^ naturally of much smaller size.
It seemed desirable to adduce this new evidence before discussing the word h&ni
philological!y. In this task we arc handicapped by the fact that the references to the
word as treated in the Berlin Dictionary (ill, 105) have not yet been published, or at all
events have not yet reached England, but most of the instances thus perforce neglected
appear to be of very late date, and the investigation of them would have led us too far
afield,* Early examples are not common. From the two in the Pyramid Texts (1167,
1174) all that can be learnt is that a hnt was a piece of w'ater on which one can fare by
boat. I’he Middle Kingdom adds to the example in the Kahun papyri quoted above
another in an unpublished hymn to Suchus belonging to that extensive collection of
documents known as the Ramesseum papyri. Here (11. 73-4) it is said of Suchus:
°
‘thou hast encompassed the Nu within the great
hOni\ where the particular verb used and the reference to Nu, here apparently a poetic
word for a considerable expanse of water, certainly favour the view’ that hmi signifies
‘lake' rather than ‘canal'. Less significant is a likewise unpublished instance in a papyrus
(beginning of Dyn. XIX?) formerly belonging to Gol^nischeff and describing the de¬
lights of fishing and fowling; here Suchus receives the epithets
^
I
‘lord of the Lake-country, son of the Two Brothers,
great one, overseer of the ht6ni, rich in fishes’. In Saliier /, i, S; 2, 5
&
I
of hippopotami’ the noise of which was so mendaciously declared a
* Other rwriplea of tht abbt^viation arc

in the abovx-tintntioritcl Fayyum papyri.

^ Of partiojlar mtercAt h the example accorded a separate entry in Ff 'i. 114 105, 7^ and th^re €3q}laincd m

'Dezeichnung dcr Gucnz^bictc Agyptem mil Bezug auf ihre Bcw^9»rung\ The reference ia dearly tc? the
inscription publiihed Chasainat^ Ttmpit tTEdfou, vi* 194
‘wbete eight
presented
by Kin^ Ptolemy to Horuis; see ZASui^ abp 64 for discyesions by Bmgsch and Lepsiud \ Sethe^ who deals with
die continuation op.
lVi* 4S ff.^ does not touch upon thb point. The eight (tnl here referred to 'brin^f the
Nile to tbc sra' and extend 'from the land of Libya
in the Weat to the waiera (vtr) In the Eist* and an:
artificially brought into relation with the Nine
v^hich they ward off from Egypt
mterpretadon
as ^WesseTdiatrikte' is obviously not far wide of the mark, and 1 am indined to think that the author of the
passage was thinking mainly of the various Lak^i including Maieotia and MenzaJahf protecting Egypt on its
northern fiondcn
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source of annoyance to the Hy ksos ruler far away in the Delta, is more easily conceived of
as a hippopotamus pool than as a hippopotamus canal; the whole point of the tale is to
throw the blame on the Theban prince Seknenre<, and this could be done only if the honi
were a pool definitely located at Thebes, ‘ whereas a canal would necessarily have stretched
away into the distance. The mention in the Golinischeff Onomasticon (i, 8) after hnta
‘wave' and before f ‘lake’, ‘pond’, ‘river-channel' admits of no conclusions.
The meanings given by the Berlin Dictionary are Gewasser, Kanaly the former
rendering eluding criticism by' its vagueness, while the latter 1 believe to be definitely
wrong. If the rendering ’canal' has obtained wider currency than others, it is doubtless
because of the geographical name —R4-h6ne, known to be the origin nf
El-Lahun, the modern name of a village of which the position was described above ^
The common translation ‘Canal's Mouth' would in any case be somewhat inaccurate
inasmuch as the Bahr Yusuf is a real branch of the Nile, and no artificial watercourse,
and accordingly ‘Channel's Mouth’ might have to he substituted, if this view held good
otherwise; since, however, the Greeks (e.g. Strabo, xvn. i, 37) use for this selfsame
channel a word
which definitely' means a trench or canal, it seems un¬
necessary^ to try and improve upon them, To return to the name El-Lahun, as some
scholars have vaguely perceived,^ ‘T.ake’s Mouth’ would suit hardly less well as an
etymology of this, and for that meaning we have indeed a close analogon m the topo¬
graphical name
VVep-she* closely associated with R5-h5ne on the stela of Piankhi.
The sentence in^questioh (h 77) reads; ‘His Majesty sailed downstream to Wep-she
beside Re-hone, and found Pi-sekhemkheperre^^ with its walls lifted (i.e. heightened?)
and its fortress closed_’ Wep-she. which occurs also a few times in the Wilbour
papyrus, has usually been taken to mean ‘Lake’s B^inning’, and in view of the con¬
nexions of ^ She with the Fayyum generally {cf. „ To~She= ‘Lake Country’, etc.)
that interpretation seems nearly certain, though Brugsch has shown* that the word I
tmit Stories, 85 ff., and for a trwislatiort by Gunn and myself
The following words were
translated by us ‘which is in the flowing spring of the City*. The rendering 'flowing spring' was h^^^e
mesningofR^n in theDskhlah stela, and it is indeed true that the spelling of theword in the tale (ej g
I For the tejet of the tale see mj*

JEA V, 40 ff., where the rendering hlppopotatnus-pool’ was adopted already.

has the dewnninativea of WBicr. But ‘flowing spring' makes no sense, end I am now inclined to delete the said
determinatives and toietidcr 'in the east of the dty’. The meaning ‘east’ for win, ef, Latin oWens, ia recorded
by the Berlin Dictionary (FF&- i, 294, 8, 9), certain esamplea being Petrie, Six Triwp/et, pL 12, 30; Amut, //,
1.5 = IV. 6.4.10 which may be added ^ ^ ^^ J g > pt rd oAb ‘the Easiem Tract'. P. ITV/W.
A^ood collection of references for RC-liCne is given by Gauthier, Dkt. giogr, lit. 124. to which add

P. Wilbour, A 15, as and an eiample in the above-mentioned unpublished hymn to Suchus (1. t&). In ZAS ux,
e I ff. Scharff sought to show that the original form of the name was
in which case the name
EI-L^hOn would have nothing todowiththefcminine/iia^. But only a few months afterwards Keea disposed of
a substantial part of Scharif's argument (op. lit. Lut, 154 ff.), leaving
completely isolated. The later
spellinga and the vocaliaation of the Coptic form leas e no dogbi that
is really a component of the name, in
spite of the fact that the fint discoverer of the etymology, namely Brugsch, hintself subsequently abandoned it.
op. cit. XX)£, 70.
» Cf, Gauthier. I«. cit.. ‘(/h porfe) dii cflffof ou «f« loe. comme on a traduit gfn^ralement*.
< It will be noticed that in offering a hypothetic vocalization of this name I ^ore the feminine ending t of
the first element, TTie reason is given
JOfvu, 44, n. t.
.
,
,
* Further references to this foundation of Os&rkon I in the shortened form f
are gn.'cn by Gauthier,
Aun. Strv. xxxvii, ao, n. 3, hut he has o^icrlooVed Loat, Gvrob, pis. 18, 19.

* ZAS xxx, 19.
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sometimes designates a branch of the Nile, e g. in Shi-Hor.* Since then ‘Lake’s
Beginning’, whatever place Wep-She may actually indicate, was quite close to Re-hone
(El-Lahun), there is no cogent reason to prevent Re-hone similarly meaning ‘Lake's
Mouth’. Sfie and honi may he very nearly synonymous.
The commonly accepted view with regard to El-Lahun is no doubt responsible for
the meaning ‘canal' attributed to jume in Crum's Coptic Dictionary, 690; apart from
(El-Lahun) and another place-name «oitie the only example of the word there
cited is in reference to a place where horses were washed. I have reserved to the last a
relatively early instance of hnt
which in my opinion is practically decisive for 'lake',
'basin' as against the accepted ‘canal’. I n the HeliopoUtan section of the Harris papyrus,
the list of festival offerings includes {37, a, i)
f
rtt
‘papyrus-reeds, large basins’, 6,900 in number distributed over tw^enty-three years.
The Berlin Dictionary (ui, 105, 5) has seen the necessity of here rendering Kiibel,
Becken /Hr Papyrus^ but without noticing that this extended or metaphorical employ¬
ment implicitly excludes ‘canal’ as the general meaning of the word, A transferred
meaning vindicates its birthright only if the object it designates shows a close re¬
semblance to the general signification. The use of hnt in this passage of the Harris
papyrus would be impossible if the general signification of hnt were ‘canal’, i.e. an
e.xtendcd watercourse the ends of which pass out of the field of vision. One may per¬
haps draw yet another conclusion from the passage in question, in combination with
the ‘hippopotamus pool’ mentioned in the tale of Seknenre*; possibly hdnS was applied
only to pieces of vvater where papyrus grew in abundance and where there was much
cover for wild animals and birds—pieces of water bordered by marsh or fen. It may be
asked whether the ivord is not ultimately identical with
hnwt (IVb. iii, 106, i8-aa),
a word for ‘dish’ or ‘cup’, cf. also the related masculine
Awk?; similarly too the
English ‘basin*. Lastly, the sign
often used in the writing of hSni in Graeco-Roman
times certainly favours the meaning ‘lake’, ‘pool’ far better than ‘canal’, ‘channel’.
Whatever the object here held in the hollow of a hand, it is self-contained and of oval
shape, and such too, roughly speaking, must have been Lake Moeris, the Xiiunf to
which I believe honi to correspond in the expression ‘the hbnt of Mi-wer’.
The decisive evidence that this expression refers to Lake Moeris—modern scholars
have thus defonned w'hat the ancients knew as ‘the lake 0/Moeris’—is found, however,
in the demotic papyri, in connexion with which, as already mentioned, Gunn’s help has
been invaluable. Spiegelberg long ago quoted P. Strassburg js, edited by himself; this
records the sale of a house said to be ‘in the eastern quarter of the village of Suchus, the
Island [of Suchus, the Lord of Pai, the] great god,* on the north shore* of the
of
Mi-wer [in the Division of Heraclides] in the nome of Arsinoe' (11. S-io). The restora¬
tions here, based on £oKvomiun)
1-7? 'HpaxXet&ov [^«/>t$osJ of the accompanying Greek
text, are confirmed by two papyri, Nos. 44, 45 in the Ryiands collection, likewise
* The Biblit^l Shih5rp in which we have to
the IffW'er itachc^ of the Fclusta^s Nllc-ann, JEA v, 251.
^ Gunn points out that Spieg^lbcTg wroiaglv' omitted the words ^[the] great gicni*.
* Griiiithp Ryhnds Papyri,
2t^* n. 6, sa>'s that the word rd used here \s that opposed to ym
in
RcMtUnap 12 and in ihff corresponding text thereto translated Tjirttpds-. But it is also rendered
'pari\
Canopus A 14 = D 52. My ^shore' seerns roughly adeciuate as a rendering.
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from Dime and like^vise of Roman date, see Griffith, Ryiands Papyri, in, i68 ff., 299 fF.;
unfortunately the Greek text in these deeds of sale gives no equivalent for the words ‘on
the north shore of the Mtif of Mi-wer’’ common to all three. Spicgelberg pointed out
in his commentary^ however, that a partial equivalent occurs in a papyrus published by
Wessely,* where we find
jtw/hjs [ZbwwT{i«>]y iV?pouT;^r'hrpaK[A€(5]otf
TtposMotpi
T^t npos nroXffiaiBi E^pytrfSi toO 'AptraviTov faptov. Spicgclberg hud rendered // hn\' A/l-nT
(so the demotic) as *dcs Kanalcs des grossen Sees oder (namens) Cirosser See*, and this
influenced Grenfell and Hunt adversely in their discussion of Ptolemais Euergetis in
Tebtunis Papyri, 1, 410—ii. Rejecting Wessely’s interpretation of 4/otpi in his papyrus
as meaning Lake Moeris, and putting together the various facts then known to them,
they identified Ptolemais Euen^ctis with Ptolemais Harbour (/7™A(p«w "Opfios),^ the port
of the Fayy'um near El-Lahun, and with regard to the ‘canal Moeris’ remarked that 'the
ancient channel, now called the Bahr Wardan, tvhicli supplied water to Socnopaei
Nesus and whose course along tlic edge of the desert is still traceable, started from
a point in the immediate vicinity of the modern Illahun', Socnopaci Nesus, the modern
Dime, be it observ'ed, is to the extreme north of the Fayyum Oasis, beyond Birkct
el-Kurun, the relatively small lake which is all that now- remains of the ancient ‘Lake
of Moeris*.
The Berlin papyri 7057, 705S, 6857, also from Dime and also edited by the inde¬
fatigable Spiegelberg, similarly mention the village called Socnopaei Kesus as lying on
the northern shore of the hOfii of Mi-w'Er, These four last words occur also in papyri from
other sites in the south of the Fayyum, but there it is the southern, not the northern,
shore of the Aon^that is named. Thus P, Cairo 30612,3061^0 (ed. Spiegelberg In CCG),
both from Tebtunis, speak of 'the village of Soknebtynis, which is in the Division of
Polemon and which is on the south shore of the
of Mi-wer*. Further, in a Ptolemaic
papyrus at Lille edited by Sottas (P, Lille 29, 2) we read of 'the village of Such us Pisai, in
the Division of Themistes, on the south shore [of the honi of Mi-]wer in the nome of
Arsinoe’, while another (2, script, ex ter, 4) contents itself with the words 'on the south
shore’, omitting ‘of the
of Mi-wer’ as apparently too obvious to be mentioned;
these papyri come from Medinet Ghoran, some distance to the north-west of Tebtunis,
but the village of Pisai in the first of the two has been conjectured* to be the modern
Ibshwai farther north in the direction of the Birket el-Kurun, though the conjecture
rests on nothing better than a resemblance between the names. Lastly, P, Loeb
3, in Spiegclberg’s posthumous publication, mentions a village of which the name is
lost, ‘in the Division of Themistes, on the southern (?) shore of the hone of Mi-wer’; the
editors suggest ‘northern’ doubtfully, but the facsimile (pi. 35) appears rather to favour
‘southern’ as written several times elsewhere in the same text.
If w'c now betake ourselves to the map of the Arsinoite nome given by Grenfell and Hunt
' Th« demotic wttiiiie t^iih initial m coniims the reading' as Aft-Kr (fTom earlier A/r-U7r) and the ideiuifica*
tion with

- Papyrnrum tcr/ptura^
itagpgica, p. 7,
^ f am infojTikEd by Bell 11411 Sltcal has established thifl
previously given it as /TruAtpAir ‘Opfmv.
*
Papyri, u, ^54.

a

m

the imc form of the iiamep whereas others tind
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in their Tebtmh Papyri, [j, pi. 3, the conclusion to be drawn from the above data is
apparent at a glance. The data comprise references to villages in all three Divisions
ey) of the nomc, and those places that lie to the south of the Birket el-Kurun are
described (with the one highly dubious exception in the P. Loeb) as ‘on the south shore
of the kSiiS of Mi-wer', while the papyri from Dime, the sole place mentioned to the
north of the Birhah, always speak of the ’north shore’ of the bstii. It would be hardly
possible to imagine clearer evidence that the hbni of Mi-wer is simply the Egyptian
name of the Lake of Moeris, and the hypothesis that it signifies the Bahr Wardan or any
other canal is clearly untenable.’'
The recognition that y MoIptiK hifu/Tj is a mere translation of an earlier Eg>’ptian
topographical term leaves the problem of MoZpi$ still open, and with this problem we
enter upon the second half of our investigation. The writing
Mi-wer with the
town-determinative in the Wilbour papyrus, the oldest example of’theAiJjfi^ofMi-W'er’,
puts out of court Herodotus’s implied suggestion {11, loi) that the lake owed its name
to the Pharaoh who dug it. This etymology has long been recognized as due to a con¬
fusion of
with the prenomen of the Twelfth Dynasty king Ammencmes III, the
builder of the pyramid at Hawwarah; the prenomen N~m<'l-Rr, perhaps originally
pronounced Nema^re^, has survived in Greek under several forms,^ in Manetho
AdfUipts, etc., but in the common parlance M4pi}s, Mappris, whence this king came
to be worshipped throughout the Fayyum as Premarres ‘Pharaoh Marres’. Spiegelberg,^
who shared with Rubensohn and Sethe* the honour of establishing these facts, re¬
mained a partisan of the view that Motpis in the name of the lake, while derived from
Mr-itT with the town-determinative, none the less signifies ’Great Lake’.
Brugseh, however, had many years before clearly recognized that a town called Mi-wer
existed, and had even identified it as Haww'arah at the w'cstern end of the channel lead¬
ing to the Fayyum.^ The first half of this contention is undoubtedly right, and the
writing in the Wilbour papyrus shows that the name of the lake incorporated the name
of the town in question, unless indeed, as is possible but unproven, the town-deter¬
minative in this Ramesside WTiting is meaningless and Mi-wer here means the piece of
water which gave its name to the to^vn. Accordingly we have three tasks before us;
(1) to prove that
Mr^er Mi-wer is really the name of a town, (2) to identify
that town, and (3) to study the etymology of its name, in case by any chance that
etymology should indicate for ‘the Lake {hdni) of Mi-wer’ a derivation other than from
the name of the town itself.
(i) That
is the name of a town is beyond dispute. In the Gol^nischeff
Onomasticon, the town-list of which, except in its mention of the three branches of the
Nile near the end, deals only in towns, Mi-wer is placed at two removes from Heracleo< Few, I tJimk. will Bssexit to Prrisigke'B cto^jcctuner quotied by Spie^clbcrig, £>j>
p. 4ti n. £p that the supposed 'Moeris caiiftl' designates die main network of canals of the FHyyum, Le.
Yflisui^ the Bahr Woidiin, and die Bahr GharaV rogarde-d ^
except through the absession thet the Egyptian word

s. unity.

11,
B^JKr

Such a conjecture could not have arisen

aSgnihee 'Cllnal^

^ The » above O ia, of ooursep CDmpleteLy without si^tuhcance,
^ A complete cnuineratiork will be foouid m Waddell, Mimftfw (Locb cditiofih
* ZAS SLiii, 84 ff.
* op. dt. xLii, Ill ff.

n. i.
^ Op, dt. yax, 68ff.
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polls, i.e. to the north of this Utter (5, 7). It occurs also in a late religious text published
by Brugsch {Dict.gAigr.f 1063) into which ia woven a list of towns in geographical order.
So, too* in an enumeration of gods with the nome-capitals in vrhichthey were w'orshipped,
likewise of late date (op. cit., 1069). Many mayors of Mi-wer are recorded, and in Ramesside times mayors
are regularly associated with particular towns. Mi-wer
also possessed a Harem of Pharaoh, llkethc townofMemphis. Chapter and verse forthese
facts will be given in my commentary on the Wilbour papyrus, where the town is often
mentioned. Most important of all, we there read (A § 37, heading) of ‘the Landingplace of Pharaoh which is (in) Mi-wer’. Not only are the two other landibg-places in
the same papyrus associated with names of towns (Hardai, Keep of ^Onayna), but it is
clear that this name corresponds verj' closely to the above-mentioned
''Op^,
Ptolemais Harbour, which may indeed be a deliberate translation of it.
(a) As regards the location of Mi-wer, it would be very strange were it not situated
at or near Kom Medinet Ghurab, better known to Egy'ptologists as Gurob. This much
excavated towm lies immediately to the south-west of the place where the Bahr Yusuf
turns north-westwards in the direction of the Fayyum, just opposite the village of EILahun on the other bank. Gurob has yielded numerous inscriptions and papyri naming
so many in fact that it vrould seem paradoxical to suggest any other site.' Many
of these records have come to light since Brugsch’s day, and the full weight of evidence
was therefore unknown to him. It is true that Mi-wer is mentioned among the titles
of some persons of wLom monuments have been found at Hawvvarah,^ hut they appear
to be very few, and such mention is not surprising in view of the proximity of Hawwarah to Kom Medinet Ghurab—the distance is little more than 9 km. Moreover,
Hawwarah possessed, at all events as early as Graeco-Roman times, the same name
Hwt^cryt ‘Great Mansion’ that has survived dow'n to the present day.^ Brugsch
attempts to draw topographical conclusions from the myslerious late Fayyum papyri
published by Mariette, Plejte, and I.Mmzone, but to my mind they are far too obscure to
render any service.
(3) While Spiegelberg, in harmony with the view' of the Berlin Dictionary, renders
‘Grosser See', Griffith, though not venturing to identify the entity so called
with Kom Medinet Ghurab, clearly recognizes it as the name of a totvn or district, and
says that the name was ‘due to the canal upon which the tow'n or district lay, eithei* the
main canal leading from the Nile valley tO Lake Moeris or a branch of it’.^ In other
w'ords, he takes the name of the town to mean etymologically ‘Great Channel’ or ‘Great
* I do n<i>t attempt an enirnienition hiM, but will mentidn anly tlw further ducuments concerned with the
Hlkmn of
foujid at Gurob and published in my RomttsiJe Adminijtrath'f Dotam^nis. I'lioao u'ho w[$h
to wrtfy my SAS^rtion can consult Porter and MosSp Topogr. Bibliogr, iv, i ia-15. Moat of ihc references
by the Berlin Dictionary for Mi-wer *5 'Grosaer Sec* refer to the town^
* Sec Pctricp fimmra,
and Amnoi^, p|a* 3^ 4; Ahmed Eky Kaniali Tnhkt £rrjffrattd^$ (CCG)^p. 157*
No. 2323s* Sec Gauthkr, Diti. g^ogr. iv, 5^; Griffith, Ryiatrdi Fap}^^ in, 220, n. 14; Petrie, Rtjjmn P&rtroii^, pL 14,
with p. 22 ^ Lnacriptiona in demotic on muininy banda^n; Spie^fclher^, Dk demoiisdmt
(CCG),
111,
ff.^ a long scries of papyri from Ha^'wSrah. The last-named pap^Ti often name Nblw toKechcr
with
and seem to desiderate % rc^iSTon of Grenfell and Kunfa virn'S m connexion with
and

see Tfblfmis Papyrf\ 11, 371 p 3^.

* Griffith, op. dt ni, 2^^ n. 7.
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Canal*^ not ‘Great Lake’. For the correctness of Griffith’s contention no better witness
could have been found than the Berlin Dictionary itself (n, 97,3-8), which for^=e mr,
varr, i=c,
quotes numerous examples with the meaning ‘channel’, ‘canal’,
many too with the meaning ‘garden pool’ or ‘pond*, but none suggesting a large
expanse of water such as could be described as a 'lake* or even as a ‘sea’, cf. the later
designation of the Fayyum as
incorporating the Hebrew w ord
‘sea’. Egyptolo¬
gists will remember the five ^ ‘canals’ or ‘channels’ which Weni was sent to dig in
Upper Egypt, and the ‘channels’ (Y. “) at the first Cataract which were reopened
by Tuthmos^ I and MI after they had become blocked with stones. It is true that the
meaning ‘garden pool’ does not square very well with that of ‘channel’ or ‘canal’, but
for the former sense the narrowness of pools in gardens may have been responsible.
From this second sense is obviously derived the meaning 'basin’ or ‘table of offerings
in the form of a basin' (ii, 97, 9) found in a few places, so that no objection can be
raised on this score to my argument concerning hSni as a basin for papyrus. In an Old
Kingdom decree (Urk, i, 212, 5)
w/jw and =“=
placed side by
side in evident contrast to one another, and in this connexion we recall the already
mentioned fact that the Fayyum was often called “ U-i ‘Lake Country’.
Thus a survey of the available material makes it highly probable, to say the least, that
the name of the town nf
Afr-ar, Mi-wer, tvas derived from the neighbouring
stretch of the Bahr Yusuf leading into the Fayyum, just os the Yorkshire tow'n of
Kingston-upon-Hull ow'es its better-known name to the stream at whose mouth it lies.
Rio Grande provides a further parallel. Now as we have seen, the Wilbour papyrus writes
the expression ‘the Mni of Mi-wer’ as though Mi-wer were the name of the town
so called, but such was the fecldcssness of Late Egyptian scribes that the town-deter¬
minative might well have been retained even if that expression referred, not to the
town, but to the channel after w'hich the town was called. We have to ask, therefore,
what grounds there are for thinking that the channel at the eastern end of which stood
Mi-wer (Kom Medinet Ghurab) was itself called Mi-wer 'Great Canal’—for ‘canal’
rather than the strictly more accurate ‘channel’ see above p. 39. No conclusion can be
drawn from Anasi. IV, 15, 7, which mentions
‘sn^-fish of Mi-wer’,
since Mi-wer here can just as w'ell be the town where tliis kind of fish w*as marketed
as the river-arm out of w'hich it was fished. The only really convincing testimony
that I have encountered for Mi-wer as the name of the few miles of water leading
into the Fajyiim is an inscription on the walls of the temple of Edfu where the areas
of the fields and waters of Egjpt are given (Chassinat, Edfou, Vi, 200). Here we read
Mr-wT petr hnf hn{t)‘f, which we shall now render, not with Brupch
{ZAS XXX, 72) 'That is the Lake Moiris, together with its canal' {hdni), but in the light
of the foregoing investigation ‘That is (the canal) Moiris, together with its lake’.
To sum up. It is quite certain that
Afr-zer is not, as the Berlin Diaionarj'
would have it, the name of the Lake of Moeris in the Fayyum. In most of its
occurrences it is the name of a to*ivn, in all probability Kom Medinet Ghurab ('Gurob')
within the bend w'here the Bahr Yusuf turns north-westward to enter the Fayyum.
Sometimes also, and most probably if the towm-determinative is absent, it may be the
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stretch of water thence onward, i,e, the channel w^hicb gave its name ‘Great Canal'
(Rio Grande) to the town. The Egyptian name of the Lake of Moerls {ij Motptos
was
« Mr~ter 'the Lake {hone) of Mi-wTr’, in which
designation hGnl ‘lake' corresponds to Miiw} and Mi-wer may be either the aforesaid
town or else the channel or canal at the mouth of which the town lay.
With these conclusions I should perhaps have done wisely to temunate my article,
leaving it to the papyrologists to unravel for themselves the knotty problems concerning
as a topographical name. It seems more courageous, however, to make some
reference to those difficulties as 1 see them, and I take this course the less reluctantly,
since my friend H. L Hell has kindly consented to look through these pages, and has
added to them some pages of comments w hich accept the general trend of my argument.
In the words ~poi MoTpi ttji irpos" nTtjXfpaiBi
roS 'AptupQiTov m/ioS (above, p. 41)
with which Wessely's papyrus provided some sort of equivalent for ‘the hSnJf of Ml-wer’
in the parallel demotic papyri, Motpt mtisT undoubtedly stand for
Molpios
and
what follows, though apparently superfluous, must refer to the metropolis of the
Fayyum or Arsincite nome and so define the nature of the Moipts here meant. That
Ptolemais Euergetis was in fact the metropolis is definitely stated in P. Tebtutiis 1, 92,
late second centuty- B.C., tvhere this city is again mentioned in association with Motptr.
I'hc passage deals with the procedure to be adopted in transporting corn from the
village of Kerkeosiris at some distance to the west of Tcbttinis, and explains that
donkeys have to be used for the first part of the journey, since the nearest port is far
away. This last fact is elaborated in the words KfpKfQiripfttK .......... «7reji;[ownjf S *Zs]
flToXtjMt&a Eoff/ytTov rfjv ftTp-pojniXt.v roS
oraSia pf (is 5i Moipfiji/
auKiyvs ’fypQUpovpivT^y
i3T[aS]i[ti]
‘Kerkeosiris w'hich is , . , distant i6ostades from Ptolemais of Euergetes
the metropolis of the nome and 159 stades from Moeris, where there is a guarded
place close by’. So Grenfell and Hunt translated the passage,' explaining its topo¬
graphy in the manner already set forth (p. 41). Later, however, they produced very
serious reasons for rejecting their previous identification of Ftolcmais Euergetis with
Ptolemais Harbour, which they continued to place near El-Lahun, while regarding
Ptolemais Euergetis as another name for KpoKoSfiXui»
later called ’ApmvQiToiv inJAif,
i.e. Medinet eI-Fay*yiim. They now wrote {Tebtunis Papyri, ii, 399): ‘Nor does the
evidence regarding the relation of Ptolemais Euergetis and the canal of Moerls present
any serious difficulty to the new theory. Kerkeosiris {which w-as in the neighbourhood
of Gharaq; cf. map) was, according to 42, 4^.7, 160 stades (about eighteen miles)
from IItqX. £«Vpy. and 159 stades from
ij
fttpcvpovpt^- and the first part of
this description would suit Crocodilopolis, if identical with UtoX. Eiepy., as well as
lllahun or Haivara, all three places being about the same distance from Gharaq. If
Motpt? there means the suburb of the metropolis (cf. p, 389, s.v. Me£>p(r), the circum¬
stance that it was 1 stade nearer than /7nA. E^py. to Kerkeosiris is easily inteUigible_’
I halt my quotation there, since the view of .Ifotpt? suggested by the continuation re* The rendering ^where there \s a yarded place close by^ ii not cltiar. If (see below)
mesm 'nesr
PtoleznaisV perhaps 'the piarded place which is
by* would be t better paraphrase^ Eut there is one Serious
fcasonp as wc
aee^ for not taking oiw'yvs to rncun near Ptolemais.
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poses upon the faulty view of 'the ho^i of Mi-wer’ for which the Eg^'ptologists had
been responsible. In the light of the conclusions reached above, it would be a most
astonishing coincidence if there existed, not only a town Mi-wer (= Molpts) quite
close to Ptolemais Harbour (= El-Lahun), but also a suburb Moipis quite close to Ptolemais Euergetis
Medmet el-Fajyum).' In P. Tebt, 1 qz Moipts can clearly not mean
the Lake of Moeris, since that would hardly have presented a suitable place of embarka¬
tion for com to be transported from Kerkeostiis to Alexandria. Nor Is it likely that it
means the channel from El-Lahun to Haivwlrah, since both the exact distance
mentioned and the mention of the guarded place make it probable that a definite
localit)', not a stretch of vv'ater, was intended. Can then Moiptv here mean Kdm Medinet
Ghurab, which has been seen to be the probable site of Mi-wer? That view w'ould
practically exclude the possibility that ^rw^tytK signifies 'near to Ptolemais Euergetis*,
if this is equated with Medinet el-Fayyum, since Medmet et-Fayyum is full 17 km.
away from Kdm Medinet Ghurab. There is one consideration which seems to favour
the identification of Moipis in P. Tebt. i, 92 with Kom Medinet Ghurab. Would the
w'riter have given the distances to two places unless they had been alternative places of
embarkation? A suburb w'ould hardly have been an alternative to tlie metropolis
itself, w'hereas Kom Medinet Ghurab was near the natural exit from the Fayyum, as
Grenfell and Hunt made clear in their discussion of IlroXtfLals 'Opfws^ Ftiy&m Totons,
pp. E2 ff.
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COMMENTS ON THE FOREGOING
By H. 1. BELL

Dr. Gardiner has kindly shown me the foregoing article and invited my opinion on
the views expressed in it. I have read his discussion w'ith great interest and submitted
it also to my colleague, Mr. T. C, Skeat, unfortunately without advancing the solution
of the pmbiem. We both feel, indeed, that the evidence in Greek papyri, so far as it is
known to us, is too ambiguous to be of much relevance. It may, however, be of some
service to record my own impression of Dr. Gardiner’s arguments and to set down the
evidence which, in the course of my stisdy, I have collected.
Not being an Egyptologist, I am quite unqualified to judge the question as to the
meaning of hdni, I can only say that to me, as an outsider, Gardiner's argument seems
almost, if not quite, conclusive. It may be worth w'hilc to remark in this connexion that,
as Skeat has pointed out to me, the use of hdni is in some respects curiously parallel to
that of the Greek
for which see Rostovtzeff, Large Estate^ p, 64; Calderini,
Aegypius, i, 56 ff.; J. Scherer in P. Fouad /, pp, 32-3; and particularly N. Lewis,
L*Industrie du papyrus (refs, in French index s,v. ‘marais', Greek index r.ti.
The
word &pttfuk was applied to a marshy tract, which often contained papyrus plants, in
which fishing and hunting were carried on, and which might also be reclaimed and used
^ 1 leave this senttnoe ms 1 originiilly wrote
mcntfi below*

diough k wiE be foiuid

countered by

cofti-
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for agriculture. It is a noteworthy coincidence, but probably nothing more, that it is
found only in the Faj'yiim (Calderini, Aegypius, i, 56), where the koni of Mi-wer was
situated.
The only evidence for the absolute use of
as the konf of Mi-wer is in the
Wessely papyrus cited above by Gardiner, which is now more conveniently referred
to as SB. 5247. It is significant tliat this, like the one to be mentioned directly, is a
translation from the demotic; and it must be said at once that the method of stating the
position of Socnopaet Nesus is without parallel in any Greek text. It is in fact so
curious as to excite a suspicion that the translator has muddled his job. If Mutpif means,
as it surely must mean (there can hardly be a question of any canal
which the
village stood) the late, then irpos Moifu in the sense of 'close to Moiris' is an appropriate
description of Socnopaei Nesus, but it seems extraordinary to give a further identifica¬
tion of the lake and especially to describe it as ttJ vpis /TroAfpwSt EmpyfTt&i toC
fofiou, which, if we identify it with IMedjnet el-Fayyiim, is some fourteen miles away
from the present south shore of the Birket cl-Kunin. It may be that this strangc
addition was due to a desire to distinguish the lake from the toivn: Moipi being used
absolutely of the Aipi/i;, the scribe felt that confusion might be caused.
I have said that Moipi here can hardly be anything but the lake; but there is another
papyrus, also published by Wessely in his Speemtna but now most conveniently
referred to as SB. 5246, which does seem to mention a canal. The relevant passage was
thus given by Wilcken {Arch. IT, 146 f,), whose reading was taken over by Preisigke:
Eovxov SoKnOTToviv Nrfoov

ptyoAow, ^ ioriv [tV nou ttpos JJoppn fiipovs

Motpua^

rijs 'HpoKXtiSov
roS ^ApmvoiToif vofiav. Though there IS here no mention of
Ptolemais Euergetis, the analogy to SB. 5247 is obvious. Wiicken's supplement is of
course due to the idea, derived from the Egy'ptologists but now seen to be erroneous,
that ItSni meant a canal, and Moipws must be regarded with great suspicion, but the
word [fkcijpuyof is very intractable. [It is true that the letters 8«u are now’ lost and that
the p and still more the 0, to judge from Wessely’s hand-copy (never so satisfactory
as a good photograph), are not beyond doubt, but 1 am quite unable to suggest any
alternative reading which is at all plausible.] It does look therefore as if the position of
Socnopaei Nesus were here indicated with reference to some canal, which is certainly
strange and must be counted as a slight offset to the arguments for taking Moipi in
SB. 5^47 ^
lake. On the other hand, if Moipi is there a canal the addition
wpei?
IlTtAefia^
bccomcs even less comprehensible than before.
1 come now to the instances in Greek papyri of Moipif and cognate forms as a
tow'n or village. That there was a suburb of Arsinoe so called is undoubted, and editors
have show'n a tendency to lake all instances of the name as applying to this suburb.
First, however, it may be well to justify the identification of Arsinoc-Crocodilopolis
with Ptolemais Euei^etis. As is well knotvn, Grenfell and Hunt at first proposed
to identify the latter with
'Oppiis^ but in P. Tebt, ii, pp. 398-400, put forw'ard
the view that it was another name for Arsinoe-Crocodilopolis. 'I’lieir arguments were
generally taken as conclusive, and not only has no evidence come to light which
invalidates their conclusion, but a papynis published long after P. Tebt, i[ seems to
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offer conclusive proof of its correctness. This is BGU vii, 1588 (a.d. zzz), a taxreceipt issued by /7ToX«/iaiAui/
[TrdActuf] ap}(^vT\^^ jSovAif.
L It is unnecessarj' to establish the fact that there was a suburb of .\reinoe called (in
the usual spelling)
It is sufficient, exempli gratia^ to quote BGU 115, ii, 5!.
(ffl* iz/;i^SoL» Mtnjptfiis (a.d. iS9)f and 57, 3 f, tV
(a,d. 160—i), both of
them documents from Arsinoe.
II. Among the occurrences of this or similar names the following may probably be
taken as the suburb: (i) P. Pe/ne> ni, 124 (a), i, 3 f.
A>omSiA<3k m{W) Hal
Mevpfujs (zoth year of Ptolemy III Euergctes). Since the tax-return lumps together
Crocodilopolis and Meuris the latter seems likely to be the suburb. {2) Ibid. (A), ii, 1
Mevpiti}?, Crocodilopolis is not mentioned here, but this is a part of the previous roll.
(3) BGU II, 572, j6 t*ilftTr(eArii^v) (early 3rd centurj' A.D.). This is a register of
landed property belonging to municipal officials, who, as the papyrus comes from the
Fayyum, must be residents of Arsinoe. Hence
here seems likely to be the suburb,
but see under (t n) below*
III. The following are more doubtful: (4) P. Tehi, i, 92,4-7, referred to by Gardiner
above, p. 45 f.: dire;d®'^S S'
BtoXc^qaB^ EiSttpyef0v
fiTjfrpowo^i* tou
ordSca
€is Sc
MQip\i\y [r^v] (rvmTv;
(rr[(»S]i[a] piif. 1 agree with Gardiner in Thinking (a) that
iTvvevyits has reference, as Grenfell and Hunt assumed, to Moiris, not to Ptolemais
Euergetis, i.e. that the words mean, not ‘Moiris near by, which is guarded*, but
‘Moiris which has a guard-post near by’, and (6) that there is no strong reason for
supposing it to be the suburb and a better case for the supposition that it is at some
distance from Ptolemais Euergetis but almost equidistant with it from Kerkeosiris. As
he says, it is not very' probable that alternative points of embarkation only a stade
distant from one another would be indicated and the distances in each case noted; it is
far more likely that if a choice was given there w'ould be some distance between the
places. This gives an added point to the statement of the distances from Kerkeosiris:
these being practically the same, the choice of embarkation point could be left to the
convenience of the local authorities. The word
is perhaps significant.
Ptolemais "was the capital of the nome; hence, we may infer, there was a sufficient
military force there to safeguard the com; but it was unnecessary to send it there if
Moiris was more convenient,/or that also had a military post close by. Were Moiris the
suburb, this information would hardly be needed, (s) P. Tebt. ill, i, 781, 2 f. -row
TTpoffTHynof TtjiJ Ip Ma^p^i yApfUitvielav
(rccraapaKoi^aircrTapoti^i'] (c, 164 B.C.). Hunt
remarks that 'the probable identity of the Ptolemaic villages Mm^pt^ and M^vpi^ and what
in the Roman Period was the ap^c^v Mo^jpenn of the metropolis ... may be regarded as
confirmed by the occurrence of the later spelling in the present passage..., ’ That the
names are to be regarded as identical seems likely, but I see no reason to identi^* the
places unless we have reason to believe that the name occurred only once in the nome,
and as we shall see, this assumption Is hazardous. (6)P. Petrie, rii, 84, [S^] etV vo Up6v
ToO £ouxlov] ty), tis -ni tV Mv^pa 'Appamitof ttijoiaptvov) {3rd cent. B.C.). The same 25(5).
There is nothing here to indicate locality. (7) P. Tebi. ill, i, 701,13-15, [vviijTa^aif perptjVHf

n<iavpt

Mtrijptv

QAfvjpar) t, (Soxe aTToSoinw

‘^piaXiov

aKwSinvi'
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(235 BX.). This is a register of official letters. There is nothing to indicate locality,
but 'the known villages mentioned . . . belonged to the Division of Heracleides. except
TVjrnw, which seems ... to have been in Polemon, even if it was not the same as
Tebtunis; a district in proximitj' to the lake suits the frequent references to the fishing
industry . (8) SGU vi, 1303,8-10 ytwuffKe on
iirlTO KopicoSiAora^ti'(w'c) TO iv Motpf i
ojMvai terX. (end of Ptolemaic period). There is nothing to indicate locality except
that the papyrus is from the Faj'yum. The Moiris in question may well be the suburb,
but may equally well be some other place. The mention of a cemetery- of crocodiles
may connect it with (3) and (6), where there was an *Ap,jjLtuvteiai'^ apparently near to a
itp6v TOV
(g) P, Petrie, II, zS, vii, 18, MvT^ptutf O . .
fTanos (3rd cent, B.C.).
This is a taxing listf in which it is impossible to discover any scheme of arrangement,
persons from villages in all three Divisions and from the metropolis (^oAi?) being
jumbled together in the most higgledy-piggledy fashion. Hence no help is given as to
the situation of Mvjjpi?,
IV. The following point to a place difTereni from the suburb: (10) /*. Ffor. m, 332,
44-5, ^cKWTii;!! ^ Sea
ami
Ki\fPi7aTpas ifol MiSp€ii3s; 157,
KXiomirpas Hai
(a.d, 258?}. This is a farm account presented to Aur, .Apianus by the manager
of his estates at Euhemeria in the western part of the Division of Themistes. A hamlet
(^Vwfwr) near Euhemeria is obviotisly indicated. Unfortunately the uncertainty of
reading and the difference of form (Mw^if as against Motpi^, Mvlfpis, .'Hoij/Hy, MtCpn) make
it doubtful whether the same name is in question, (ii) liOU IX, i8g8 (a.d. 172), This
is a ta.x account from Theadelphla (Themistes), with many additions and marginal
notes, often very difficult to interpret, as such brief memoranda are apt to be. The
following references to Moijpis occur: 1, 289 (interlinear addition) Sed
vlaO *v
(i.e. a payment through the taxpayer’s son): 1. 311 (marginal note), 7rpo(f) ’/Iwucratfts fJvppfiaf^ (a village in Themistes, probably near the boundary- with Polemon; see
f*. Tebt. in, i, 716, 4 n.) iv Mir^pti y(jTnok(cKf?) noS ap^^xf&dpxpv kui(ii.tjs) Maatiovuv] 1, 35S
(marginal note), t>t«r: tkxJtov noftTjXi: ev Mo/t)p€i 'Apo ...... (K'a^Tj'At: is probably the (ouvm)
Kortenbeutel comments on 1. 289, on Afoijptr, ‘Dcr Ort vvird nur noch in
BGU 572, 16 (202-12) genannt [see (3) above]. Er scheint nahe bei Theadelphla zu
liegen. Vielleicht ist auch das
in Arsinoegemeint’; on 1.311, ‘Eine
Majt(&6vwv war bisher nicht bekannt.. ., Die Erwahnung des
scheint auf den
y4cSov MuftSoiwr in Arsinoe zu fiihreo.’ It is thus not quite clear whether Mor,pts here
is the suburb or a place near Theadeiphia. A taxpayer in the latter might pay through a
son living at the suburb. On the other hand residents of Arsinoe often had estates in
even remote villages of the nome, and
is a curious way of describing the
suburb (in any case an amphodarch of the suburb might have lands near Theadeiphia),
The mention of fluppeuL in 1. 311 apparently in dose connexion with M<yr}pt<i (or have we
here t\yo separate notes in the same hand f) makes against the neighbourhood of .Arsinoe.
It tvill be seen that the only place bearing the name under consideration, in any of its
forms, which can be definitely located from Greek papyri is the if4o^y
at
Arsinoe. My own conclusions from all this evidence are;
(i) There was a Aftrij/sif, no doubt the same name as A/o<p«, MtSpis, Mviipis, which
ii
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in the Roman period, but not earlier, occurs as an o/i^oSoi^, quarter or suburb,
of Arsinoe.
(2) This was probably not the only place of the name in the Arsinoite nome, though
no other can be quite definitely located.
(3) Another Morj/Ks may very likely have occurred in the Division of Themistes, not
far from Theadelphia, but cannot be regarded as certainly attested.
(4) The Motpis of P. Tebt. i, 92 is probably best distinguished from the Mnfpis near
Arsinoe. It was almost the same distance from Kerkcosiris, on a navigable river
or canal, and had a guard-post near it, facts w'hich suit a position on the Bahr
Yusuf in the neighbourhood of Ghurab,
That there was more than one place of the name is rendered, if not certain, at least
practically so, by P. Tebt. ill, 781 (5), tjf, with Hunt, we take t&v {TtaaapaHovraitGrTapov^
ptitv) with Aftwjpc*, not with *A}i^vbtiov; for an epithet is not as a rule attached to a placename except to prevent confusion with the same name applied to another place. I am
not sure, however, that the words should not be connected with
this being
in that case a shrine built or frequented by the 45-aroura-holders of Moeris. Here, too,
then we find ambiguity.
No difficulty need be felt in supposing a duplication of names, for such duplication
was common enough; e.g. in the Arsinoite nome there were at least two viUagi^ (besides
the metropolis) called
two called
two called Bepewm's; two,
if not three, called 'I§wiv (one bears the distinguishing epithet
cf.
(5) above); two called Tepa J%os. Since Mi-wer was the name of the
Moifnt was a
name very likely to be duplicated.
I fear that the help of Greek papyrology tow'ards the settlement of the problem is but
feeble; but the present discussion and collection of evidence may at least have some
value as bringing together all that Greek papyri have to contribute.
CORRIGENDUM TO

JEA XXVIII

By an aberration for which it is easier to apologi/e than to account, in a foot-note (i) on p. 44

oiJEA xxvil!, I stated the rates of poll-tax in the Arsinoite nome as 48 and 24 dr. respectively. They
should of course have been given as 40 and 20; 48 occurs as a high rate of
poll-tax plus certain minor capitation taxes. The true figures are so well
absurd slip has not mbied anybody.
'

i.e. probably
that I hope my
H. I. Bm..

PAINTED WOODEN MODEL OF OFFERING-BEARERS
Middle Kingdom, from Et-Bcr^hcli, now in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

Plate U

QUEEN NITOCRIS OF THE SIXTH DYNASTY
By

Nitocris, the famous queen of

PERCY E. NEWBERRY

is mentioned by Herodotus/ Eratosthenes/ and

IVIanetho/ at the time of the Roman Emperors she appears as one of the old heroines
of the country',* Placed by Manetho at the end of his Sixth Dynasty, she is described
by him as of fair complexion and the bravest and most beautiful woman of her time.
He adds that she w'as said to have built the Third Pyramid and reigned twelve years.
Eratosthenes gives the length of her reign as sLx yeans and remarks that her name means
"Afhjt^ vunj^po^, 'Athena the victorious’. Herodotus records that ‘after Menes came
330 kings whose names the priests recited from a papyrus roll. In all these generations
were eighteen Ethiopian kings and one queen, a native of the country'; the rest were
all Egyptian men. The name of the queen was the same as that of the Babylonian
princess Nitocris, * The Greek historian continuesi ‘To avenge her brother (he was
king of Egypt and was slain by his subjects who then gave Nitocris the sovereignty)
she put many Egyptians to death by guile. She built a spacious underground chamber;
then, W'ith the pretence of handselling it, but with far other intent in her mind, she
gave a great feast, inviting those Egyptians whom she knew to have been most concerned
in her brother’s murder; and, while they feasted, she let the river in upon them by a great
secret channel. This was all that the priests told of her, save that when she had done this,
she cast herself into a chamber full of hot ashes, thereby to escape vengeance.’ In the light
of our present knowledge it is not possible to say whether there is any truth in these details
of the queen s life, but it is remarkable that some modern historians have declared Nitocris
to be a king* and that others have regarded her as an entirely ro}i:hical personage,^
The earliest authority for the name of this Sixth Dynasty queen is the Royal Papyrus
of Turin, where it is wTitten
HineW in 1846, had suspected
JI, 100.

I ^^addcU, Maiieltu) (Loeb Ctassioil Series'), Ixindon, 1940, p. 321,

Op. at., pp. 54-7,

* Dio Cassius, LXii,
Julijin, Orat., pp. 126-7,
* The ^byloman princess was Nitocris {Hdt.. i,
p«b«bly a daughter of a Saite king. Hdt. ill, i
also mentions a daughter of Apnes named Nitctis(‘Neith iscomc’), ‘a very tall and fair damsel' sent by Amasis
to Cambyses.
*
^ H. R. Hall(7i/Sitxiv£iijo4], 21 jjtrtiotc: ‘it seems tome that we must abolish the Niiocrisof the Vlih Dynasty
who js a mete theory of Maoctho-s’. Cf. the same writer in CAN i {1925), 296. whe« he ssya 'the su^essors of
Pepi II were enUtely ephemei^ and are wly intcrHting Iwauseone of them, Nctcrkere, appears, though a man,
W be the original of the Nttocm of Herodotus: Mimetho aecepte the identification and speaks of a queen in this
* x?‘ ^®^**"*’*'“
by Menkere and the similarity of his name to ihatof Menkaure led to the association
of Neterkcre{confused with the Saate queen's nomeNeitahrit. i.e. “Nitocris”)with the Third Pyramid of Gizeh *
PtTtonatiuima,, 1935, p. iSi, gives no example of the name of earlier date than
Dyn. XXVI, but Peine found a statuette of a Queen Nitocris dated to the reign of Ammencmes III (GardinerPert, Injcripit^ of Sinai, pi. 29, No. 98). The name sugigrtis a Saite origin. It was a princess Nitocris who,
os daughter of Psammctichus I. was wnt from the palace at Sais to Thebes, where she was imtalJcd as High
Pnestess and wife of the god AmQn. In earlier times the queens of Menes and Djct (both of Dvn. I) bore
TimcB contended with Ncith: Nithetp and Mertneith respectiwly; these queens wcraofrtgrdx drincesscB
of rhff nonh-westem Delta.
^ ? J O
* Tram. Royal Soc. of Literature, Second Scries, III (1850), i29ff. Hincks’a paper was read la Mareh 1846.
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53

that Fragment 43 of the papyrus on which the name appears should be attached to
59' 3nd placed nearly where Frag. 53 stands in W'ilkmson’s facsimile of the
papyrus, 1 for he had recognized that although the names of the kings are destroyed in
the uppermost part of Col. V, the lengths of their reigns are preserved, and that as the
last two numbers read ‘ninety years’ and ‘one year’, they must apply to those of King
Phiops and Menthesuphls, which, in the lists of Manetho and Eratosthenes, have that
marked difference of duration. In the recent reconstruction of the papyrus made by
Dr. Ibscher,^ Frag* 43 is placed two lines lower down in Col. V than in Wilkinson's
facsimile, and gives room for three names, now destroyed, between Menthesuphisand
Nitocris. Adding the years on Frag. 61, the entries on Frag. 43 now read:
- ^ ' f Nitocris, 2 years, i month, 1 day.

(0

(3) R]

[f

111 i* I ,,c I Neferka the child, 4 years,

z

months, t day.

(3) [HlgaS:-€l>= fSn . I . I Nrfer. 2 years, i month, 1 day.

(4)

[Do < ‘ 1 i 1! ’Ib,

I

year, 8 days.

This list was followed by a summary' of the number of kings comprising Manetho's
SL\th Dynasty and the sum total of years (181) of the Dynasty. If Ibscher’s reconstruc¬
tion is correct, the number of kings will have been thirteen.
The Abydus List of Kings gives as the immediate successors of Pepy I the following:

d

ifl

m-

l

40.
41.
42.
3839‘
The Saldtarah List records only four names of Sixth Dynasty kings, Teti, Pepy I,
MerenreT, and Neferkare' (Pepy II). Of the three royal names after Nitocris in the
Turin List, the first, Neferka ‘the child’, perhaps corresponds to the Ncferkare* of the
Abydus List placed after Menkare* near the last of the names included in the Sixth
Dynasty. The second, Nefer, may be a scribal error for
^ Nefersahor, who is
known from an inscription at Hetnub*and from graffiti at Tomas= m Nubia. The last
name is 'lb w*hose pyramid has been discovered by the Swiss Egyptologist Jequier*
among the Pepy II group at Sal^rah, 'lb’s pyramid is situated near that of Neith,^ a
queen of Pepy II, and although she bears only the simple name of the Saite goddess in
37-

^ Sir Gardner
ilkinsont T'ht rQgmtNts of
Hieralh Papyrus at Tutirt i:ant{iiffT7ig itie imrnes of Egyptian
Kings, Londonj iS^lp p= 53.
^ G, Fflnnap II Papiro dri Rs, RomCj 1938, pi. 4, witK p. 32.
^ Dr* G-irdiner has kindt^f lO'Id me that in hij transcription madt many ytrars ago the supposed jl in Wilkinson's facsimile is really ^ and so is either [ pr
■* Anthes^ Die Filsemnsehrifien van Haittnb,
iSaS, pi. 4, with p. 13. Kcarby in the quarry are
graffiti pf Pepy [p Merenre^p and Pepy H.
J WeiEallp Antiqmths of Lorwi- NttMa, Oifard, 1^7, pis. 56 and 58- 'Fhcrc is also a block of alabaster with
the king’s name in University Colkg«p London (Egured hi Fclric. Hiftary of E^pt, i, 1923 [re^iscdjj p. i^S>
77)'
* O, Jdquierp. La Pyramid^ it Aba, CairOp i^JS^
^ Id., Les Pyramided dei Reines Nett el Apoak,
1033.
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all the inscriptions of her tomb, she is, I suggest, the original of the famous Nitocris
'Neith is excellent’. Some sixt)' years ago Petrie’ touched on the problem of the Third
Pyramid and Nitocris. ‘The evidence of Manetlio', he wrote, *is not quite certain in the
mere extracts that we possess j he only mentions that Nitocris built “the Third P\'ramid’'
without saying where it was; and it is only a presumption that it refers to the same group
as “the largest pyramid", which he mentions twenty reigns earlier. It might have
referred in the full original text to one of the Saldtara groups, where we should naturally
look for works of the sixth dynasty.’ It may be noted here that Diodorus Siculus,^
though fully aware that the three pyramids at GT^tah were erected by Chemmis (Cheops),
Chephren, and Mycerinus, reports a stoiy current in his time that they were built by
Armaeus,^ Amasis, and Inaros;^ there is some doubt as to who the first king was, but
Amasis and Inaros were definitely Saite kings and it is known that the sovereigns of the
Twenty-sixth Dynasty were buried within the precincts of the temple of Neith atSaia.^
It follows, therefore, that this story- given by Diodoms must refer, not to the Gizah
pyramids, but to a series of royal tombs at Sais.
Among the titles of Queen Ncjth are the following:
(0 C®HXf—Eldest King’s-Daughter of JIeryre( of the Mennefer
pyramid.
(2) (qA—I AHereditary Princess ... of Merenref of the Kha^nefer pyramid.
(3)

A

Hereditary- Princess, King’s-Wife

of

Neferkarc^

of

the

MenTankh pyramid.
Nitocris was therefore the eldest daughter of Pepy 1, and accordingly sister or halfsister of Mcrenrer and Pepy 11. She had probably married Merenre'* and, after his
decease, the infant Pepy 11, when she would have become the virtual ruler of Egy-pt.
This would agree w-ith the statement of Herodotus that the brother of Nitocris (Mcrcnret)
washing of Egypt, and her marriage to the infant Pepy IPwould have given her great power
in the country- and thus enabled her to avenge the murder of her brother Mercnrc*.
A portrait of Queen Neith is preser\'ed among the sculptures found by Jequier at
SakHrah, see the figure on p. 54. Above it are four vertical lines of hieroglyphs
giving her name and titles; in front of her face is a partly erased cartouche, with,
to the right of it, the name Neith, If this group of hieroglyphs is closely scrutinissed
it will be noticed that it does not appear to have been cut by the same hand as the
hieroglyphs in the vertical column above. The sign ^ is differently shaped and is
' rttrie. The Pyramilli and Templet d/ Giwh, London, 18S3, p, 155.
i
» Accordinfi lo the epitome of Eusebius (lie first king of Dyn. *6 vi-as Amrocris. Waddell. 1^. n't., p. 171.
* Inaros was a aon of Psamnictichus, a chief of aomc Libyan tribes to the wirst of Egypt, cf. 1 Idt, III, 12 and
IS ; Thuc, r, i^.
' Hdt. 11, i6g.

» She was d„ undcf Mert-ntc^, but the title 'King's-Wife*, if it existed, is not preserved.

Dr, Gardiner

has drawn my attention to a fragmentary stela found near Neit'a pyramid naming a Kinfr's eldest son
Ucquter, op. tit. 53, hg. 32) which I had overlooked. I suggest that this monument must have been
sculptured before he cflmc to the throne^ for the nomen is not in a c-urfoucrhe.
? It is known that Pepy I I was an infant when he came to the throne. The Turin Papvms gives him 90+ ?
years; Maneilio (Waddell,
di., p- S3> saj-s Phiops (Pepy II) began to reign at the age of six and continued
t\\\ his hundredth year.
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without the details of the cord binding the two bows, as will be seen from the figure
below. It is, moreover, remarkable that the queen’s name is given twice in the same
scene, first above her head and then
again in front of her face. The
cartouche appears to be cut on a
slightly lower surface of the wall
than the vertical columns above; it
has been partly defaced but
is clearly recognizable. In the photo¬
graph reproduced in pi. 5 of Jequier’s book (which is much better
than the outline drawing in pi. 4)
1 think that I can see traces of the
upper comer of a rs-sign below the
if these slight traces could be
confirmed by an inspection of the
slab, the cartouche would read
^QEiiaijj I Menkanef, which is No, 41
of the Abydus List and follows the
otherwise unknown Neterkaref. If
the cartouche had been Neferkare',
why should it have been partially
defaced? If the inscription had given the title of the queen it would have been
written with the king’s prenomen followed by the name of his pyramid and
‘King’sWife’, for this was the customary way of writing the title in the latter part of the
SLxth Dynasty. In my view it is much more probable that the partly erased cartouche
and the duplication of the queen’s name were carved w*hen Neith became virtual ruler
of Egypt at the time of Pepy II's infancy, and that the cartouche was mutilated
at some later period by a priest w'ho regarded her as an illegitimate sovereign. I do
not think that the absence of the title
‘Daughter of Re<’ above the cartouche,
or the fact that Neith’s name is not enclosed in a cartouche, militates against the
view that Menkare* was the prenomen of the queen, for it is not until the end of the
Twelfth Dynasty that we find a royal woman’s nomcn tvritten in a cartouche. If
Neith’s prenomen was Menkare^, this may have been the reason for her having been
confused with Menkaure* (Mycerinus), the builder of the Third Pyramid at Gizah, as
Lieblein {^Recherckes sur la Chronologie Egyptiennef 1873, 40) and Petrie
i, 1894,
195) suggested,
* In clie caTtou^c$ of the Old Kingdom no ™ Ja written under

on any contemporary monumcni.
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NOTES ON THE NAUKRATIS STELA
By BATTISCOMBE GUNN

I
In respect of its writing the beautifully cut stela of Nektancbos 11 discovered at NaukratJs and acquired by the Cairo Museum in iSqq' is one of the most citrious of£g}'ptian
texts ^ for it contains a large number of words in Nvhich the traditional orthography is
replaced by uniliteral (‘alphabetic*) signs only.-^ Erman attributed this peculiarity to the
scribe's endeaTOur to wKte in as archaic a style as possible, and instanced such groups
as
for
1^- It need hardly be mentioned, however, that no early
inscriptions contain writings at all like these, nor such (to take a few more examples
from the stela) as IjJ for y, ^ | for ^ (in the Old Kingdom
no educated scribe could have supposed such writings to be archaic.^ Maspero stated
that these writings were probably due to the scribe’s familiarity with the Greeks of
Naukratis, that is to say with their alphabetic script; this vi^w was flatly rejected by
Piehl, who, rightly pointing out that writings similar to those of the Naukratis Stela
are found in other inscriptions, contemporary or going back to the Saite Period,< con¬
cluded from this fact that the spellings of the stela arc ‘absolutely Egyptian’, His
conclusion is not logically sound, since the writings in question are found occurring
over a comparatively shon period all that he pmves is they are more widespread than
Maspero’s words imply. It is, I think, not without significance that they are first found
at the time when or shortly after Egypt first came into direct contact with Greek
culture,* especially when we recall the favour with which that culture wras regarded
at the court—does not Diodorus tell us (i, 67, 9) that Psammetichus I 'was so great an
admirer of the Hellenes that he gave his sons a Greek education*?
‘ Bibliogmphy: Maapero in C.-fl. Ac. Inter. B.-L., 1900,
Erman in ZAS jonwiii, 117 ff. (with
tfst); Mftspem in Miu^e /jf. t. 40 ff.
pholPgraph); Sethe in
XXXtx, 131 ff,; Piehl in S^nx VI, Sg ff.;
Kueniz in Bull. Insi. fr, jtxvui. 103 ff.; Posener in Ann. Serv. xxxiv, 141 ff. Reftrtnecs below to these articles
are by authors' names only (of Mdspero only the Mia/c /g. article is nferred to).
^ Ntjte that the scribe leduud some words to pure alphabetic form merely by suppressina determinatims,
I"** abnormal writings arc alphabetic; cf. such abbreviatiwis
as ^ ^im, ^ ttn. ^ dfr, and writinsa with bilitcial signs such as ([r=T. fnft, ^

further such sportive

writinRS as ^ bik, 0 hr (pr^Msition, see below <m I, t3), a kind of neography much favoured later.
It is worth noting that nearly all the abnormal writings occur in only two ports of the inscription; the canventional adulation of the king (Entian's §5 B-E), and the penultimaie ebusc of the king’s edict (H). which
has little practical bearing. The really impottant part (G), conccming the taxes, is in quite normal ortho¬
graphy, likewise the opening royal titulary (to tamper with which would doubtless have been unseemly), and
the concluding section (J) containing the king's inaiructions to record the decree on a skIb, and the official
final focRiuIa
&c.
^ For an example of real archsiting in the SaTte Period cf, the Mitnihina stela of Aprics,,4itif. £ert.% xxvii, 211 ff,
* A syslnnatic coUectioiv and study of them would probably yield interesting results.
» I leave out of account the alphabedc but disguised writings found in the enigmatic or cryptographic
texts of earlier times; they are a complication of the traditional writing, not a simplihcation.
* Is it mere chance that Dyn. XXVI also saw the begirming of another movement towards the simpIiKcstion
of writing, but along quite different lines, and triumphant in its sphere; demotic ?
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I am inclined to think that a generalization of Maspero’s statement would be correct:
that the writings 1 am discussing were indeed a result of Greek influence. The following
hypothesis is, I submit, worthy of consideration. In the Saite Period certain Egyptians
were impressed by what must have seemed to them the marv-ellously simple script of
the gifted and sympathetic foreigners; as a consequence the alphabetic principle was
introduced occasionally Into hieroglyphic texts, tentatively perhaps, then and for some
time afterw'ards;' and at the end of the Thirtieth Dynasty it was abandoned for one
or more of three reasons: the weight of millennial tradition; a nationalistic reaction
against Greek ways due to the conquest and domination of the country by Hellenistic
rulers; the consideration that xvriting Egyptian with only an alphabet of consonants
sacrificed legibility to simplicity, and thus did more harm than good. This last coO’
sideration, whether operative or not, would, I think, be well founded; the complexity
of normal Egyptian writing, with its determinatives and w'ord-signs, its traditional
differences in orthography for different words having the same consonants
Jf,;
P—» JLl
S)i genders it much more easily readable than single consonarttslnTn
unbroken succession (for the Greeks, from whom on the liypothesls the alphabetic idea
came to the Egyptians, did not yet divide their words)^witne3s the difficulties in read¬
ing the Naukratis stelal* Perhaps it is now time to stop chiding the Egyptians for not
‘taking the step which seems to us so obvious’, and discarding all but their uniliteral
signs, availing themselves, a$ it is often expressed, of the alphabet which they had all
ready to hand. The Coptic alphabet, with its ample representation of vowel-sounds,
is a very different matter.
11
The scholars whose articles are cited on p, 37, n. i above have among them cleared
up most of the graphic difficulties of the stela. Certain groups seem, however, to- have
been wrongly interpreted; the following are suggestions with regard to them.
L. 2:
Maspero ‘elle lui livre le cteur des croyants’; Erman: 'sie ,,.
ihm die Herzen der Menschen’; Piehi ‘elle enleve pour lui le cceur des etres rexl\ ^ is
equated by Maspero with
by Piehi with
the same verb differently written,
and meaning, in its transitive use, ‘to remove’, usually upwards, w'hich ill suits the
context. I suggest that ^ = bfk for M ‘make subservient’, ‘enslave*, cf. Wk 1,427(12);
in Lrk, iv, 83, 5 we have bfk construed with the dative, as here. I therefore render this
sentence ‘she (Neith) subjects to him the hearts of the plebs’. The verb kk (used
intransitively) occurs normally written
ini. 6—perhaps an example of the principle
of dissimuiaiion grapfiique^ interestingly discussed by Posener, loc. cit.
MaspcTig s i^tatemeiit may well be coircct tvithin its litnits: it is very likely no mere <niiicidtnc^ thftt (!i/!
sftla contains many more of these writings than any other inscription known to us, and that it comes from the
eicy ■wher-e' Greek cult%ifc wgs imucb, irt^orc s^ErongLy fcuzused
anywlie-ir'c else in Egvpt.
^ Ldcmple de ce monuttlcnt montre qucllcs dflBcuttds dc ddchiffrement IV-i^yptipn auraiE
enmme Ic phdnid^n ou le grfc^ i[ avait employ^ un
puncfTicnt stlphab^tique'—'Maspero.
^ I niay mention, in connexion with Posener's sug^tegtion in n. 5 cm p. t^z of his Airicle, that the Idea of a
deli^mte vanatJon in the virriring of words, unalogum to the 'elegant vanadun^ of synonym? exercised for
stylisde pu^po5es^ occurred to me many ycai^ ago when Indc^ini^ a large part of the Pyramid Texts. The
differing spellmjiv^ of the same words occurring in the same pyramid, and often quite dwe tcgechcr, sc«n to
adimt no other inierpretation unless wc assume the seribes to have been utterly irresponsible and camless^
which seems legs likely.
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L. y.
Maspero 'Ic maitre expert de la masse qul multiplie de ctcur qui a vu sa criniere’; Erman 'Herr des Sichelschwertes; mit. . . Herzen,
wenn er seine Feinde erblickt hat'; Sethe suggests rightly that
= fk m fift 'der
in die Menge dringt’, for which he might have cited Louvre C, 123 = now £/rA. n,
76, 17. y is here evidently dhr, from
'red crovvn’. For rfir lb 'red-hcartcd\ i.e,
‘furious', cf. Wb. V, 490 (6); Grapow, Bitdliche Ausdnitke^ 125; Sitli, I, 230.’
L. 3, The group
quite misunderstood by Maspero and not read by Erman or
Sethe, is rendered 'achev^' by Piehl, with a useful reference to ZAS xxv, 120, W'here,
however, the « belongs to the next w^ord, fm. But Piehl did not give any reading of the
word; it is cither
or mnhl (cf. my note JEA xxviii, 72, to 1. 51), here more likely
the former, cf. Urk. iv, 133, 1.
3”4_■ Maspero ‘il n’y a point de limites ^ ce qu'il Jcur donne',
reading iwi tnw di'tw hr-sn (!); Erman offers no translation, I would equate it with
——'without straying from their paths’. IV/i is written
in 1,6, another
example of Posener’s principle.
L. 4:
— Maspero 'chaque homme crie de joic lorsqu’il a vu . .
Erman ‘jedes AntUtz verhiillt sich, wenn es auf ihn blickt’; Piehl ‘chaque etre crie de
joie en le voyant’. What word Erman had in mind for BB 1 do not know; Maspero and
Piehl presumably identify it with a
which really means 'to cackle’ of a goose.
5B is certainly the verb
(or|j^?) determined with
and meaning, according to
fPS.,'staunen’p but perhaps rather 'be dazzled’(Gardiner quotes
Ann, Serv, Vlll, 217). Thus, 'all eyes’ are dazzled by the sight of him',
L. 7. (The foreign lands bring him their plenty;) —
Maspero ‘leurs gazelles meme se Ic concihent par leurs tributs’; Erman, who prints
zahmt(?) ihre .-Intilopcn in ihren Talem'; Piehl 'leurs gazelles lui font
hommage dans leurs valines’. The sign being the kid, /6, we have an abnoimal writing
of ibtv ‘hearts’; ‘he gladdens their hearts in their valleys’.
L. 13:
Posener, on p, 146 of his article, rightly compares this with the
ir knti mptvi of the stela of Apries at Mitrahlna, 1. 12. But 0 can hardly be identified
with the preposition (f)r; to my knowledge it never has that value. On the other hand,
it is well known as a writing of the preposition hr* (cf. Wb. 111, 315, top}, and although
I can point to no example of hr before hnti it occurs before nhb and di—cf. IFA, [i,
30T (8); V, 509 (i4)^with meaning 'during eternity'. I therefore read it hr here.
Ill
So many points have been cleared up since the last full translation (that of Erman,
in 1900) appeared that it seems advisable to publish a new one, embodying the readings
of Maspero, Erman, Sethe, Piehl, Kuentz, Posener, and myself. It is perhaps un* I owe this last
iu the late Paui C- Sniither.
^ It i$ hardly necessan* to pnim out that (ir
b very frequently used for 'aight^ ‘eyes' (cf.
* Slif^Ktly differently dmwn^ it is true, from
has n single short horn.

in the oripnal; the animal is jumping utong^ not up, and

•* Q = Al 'in-c’ > J (ki|t) •,^hr>l (iha),
I
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necessarj' to indicate which interpretations are due to whom; the curious can identify
them in the articles referred to in n. i of p, 37 above.
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3

4

j

6

7
8

9
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Rcgnal-jw r, month 12, day 13 of the Majesty of Horus 'Might}'-handed’; King of Upper
and Lower Egypt; Two Ladies *Who benefits the Two I-ands*; Honis-on-the-OmbiteJ 'Who
does what the gods desire’; Khepctkarft, Son of Re* Nektanebus, ever-living,* beloved of Ne'ith
mistress of Sala, the good god, symbol of Rff, beneficent' heir of Neith—she chose Hia Majesty
out of the Two Banks, she made him ruler ov'cr the Tv/o Lauda, she placed her uiaeus upon his
head; she captuiesJ for him the hearte of the patricians, subjects to him the hearts of the plebs,
and abolishes all his enemi^^.
A strong king, protecting Egypt, a wail of bronze on ' both sides of Egypt, very mighty, acting
with his hands, a master of the scimitar who plunges into the host, furious w'hen he sees* his
enemies; one who cuts out the hearts of the diaaifected, but confers benefits on him who is loyal
to him, so that they (sic) sleep until daylight, trusting in his admirable qualities, without straying ' from their paths; one who makes grten all lands when he rises,* and keeps (men) healthy
with his abundance (?};‘ all eyes arc da^ided by the sight of him like
when he rises from the
horizon. The love of him blooms in everybody; he has given life to (men's) bodies^ One at
whom the gods rejoice ' when they see him; vigilant in seeking out benefits for their shrines;
who calls in their prophets in order to consult them in all concerns of the temple, and who acts
in accordance with their utterance, not turning a deaf ear to their words; of just heart upon the
path of God,® building their (the gods') mansions, putting up ‘ their walls, abundantly supplying
the offering-tablet, multiplying the sacred vessels, creating offerings of all kinds.
The sole god, of many marvels, to whom the sun’s light renders tribute, to whom the mountains
declare what is in tltem, and to whom the ocean offers its waters; foreign countries bring him ‘
their plenty, and he gladdens their hearts in their valleys.
His Majesty rose* in the palace of Saijs, and set’ in the temple of NeTth. The king was inducted’' into the Mansion of Neith. He appeared* in the Red Crown beside his (divine) Mother,
when he had presented a libation to his Father, the Ixtrd of Eternity, in the Mansion of Neith.
And His Majesty' said: T..et there be given
(**) rile tithe of the gold and of the silver, of the limber and of ' the worked wood, and of
everything which comes from the Greek Sea, and of all goods(?)'« which are reckoned to
the King's Domain** in the city called Henwe;** arid
(A) the tithe of the gold and of the silver and of all things which are produced in Pi-emnSye,
called (Nau)kiatis, on the bank ofthe*Anu,** and which are reckoned to the King's Domain,'*

* VA^tever the title may have meani in early times, this stela is only (50 years older than the Rosem Stone,
on niiich the rendering
svccuis.
' FollowinK, for th3$ late
the Roaettana'a
hanil> p with
'lo indmidatc'.
* Thb text uses throughout the form mfti of mff
* As the sun rises
* [ifsri- j which I read, though dnubtfuLlyp isnb
*dtr . . , gesund mRcht den, der seine Spel$c hat 0)\ reading
to emends

Maspero’s translation is not tenable; Entian:
as tri, which seems unlikely; Pichl wishe*

t Maspero’s Lnierpretatlon of
tZJSrTl ®
« preferable to Erma's 'seme
Sch5nheir isi L«ben fOrf?) dit Lciber\ for no won£ fmv 'beauty' ia known to
and “fiir' la not r but n.
“
; "Neith*^ less likely.
^ Actually inhnitiye?, in the tin>eles£ Vccord style*. The king's exit from the palace and subsequent tniry
into the temple are expressed in terma of the rising and setting of the eun, as often,

graphic variant of

Maspero ^taxe de douaneV; Wb. 'Hardelswarenl

im which the kind's taxes are levied.
not with Erman ^TrttA't-hFrf; txsci posilion unknown.
AppArently the Canopic Branchy cf. Gamhicr, Diet
sub voc.

^tmfy
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11 to be a tempk-endowment of my mother Nejth for all
' In cxce&$ of whar haa existed
formerly. And let theni be converted into one portion* of an oXp one fai r<?-goo5e and five
I % measures (iffmc;) of wine, as a continual daily offering, * the delivery of them to be at the treasury
of my mother Neith* for she Is the mistress of the ocean, and it is she who bestom its bountj .^
*My Majesty has commanded that the tempk-endowments of my mother Neith he protected
13 and reserved^ * and that everj'thing that they of fonner time have done be pcrpetinited^ in order
that what I have done may be perpetuated for those who are yet to be during an aeon of years.^
And His Majest)'' ordered that this should be recorded upon this stela, which should be placed
1+ in Naukratis on the bank of the "^Anu; ' thus would his goodness be remembered to the end of
etemity*3
On behalf of the life+ pmsperily, and health of the King of U pper and Low^er Egypt Kheperkaretj
Son of Rec Nektanebus, ever-living^ that he may be given all life^ all perdurance and felicity, all
health and all joy like RCr for everl

I offer no comment on the content of thb inscription, for which the articles of Erman
and of Wiicken (following Erman's) should especially be consulted*
*

some particuior portion^

= Le. it is she who
upon Eff>'p| the bounty broughi over the sea,
^ Zn the Original all this h in the first pereon, with 'this stela' coming m oddly but probably quite idio¬

matically^ 'Let this be recorded upon this stela, which shall be placed . .

then shall my goodness. . .

(60)

NOTES ON COPPER-BRONZE IN THE MIDDLE
KINGDOM
By DOWS DUNHAM

In September 1941 Professor Georg Steindorff afiked me whether there was any specific
information in the records of the Boston Museum as to the occurrence of true bronze at
Kerma, the site at the head of the Third Cataract published by Professor George A.
Reisner b Harvard African S/«di«,v-vi (1933). We lacked such information, but it
occurred to me that we couJd readily supply It by analysing some of the objects from
that Site which are preserved in Boston. Accordingly I asked Mr. William J. Young,
the Museum’s analyst, to examine a number of specimens from this site, ranging in
date from the reign of Sesostris IJ to the early part of the Second Intermediate period.
To these specimens* 11 in number, we added 8 more which came to us from excavations
of Middle Kingdom date in Egjpt proper.
The purpose of the analysts was to determine whether these objects were of copper
or bronze. The spectrographic method was used, the objects being made the lower
dectrode in a 13,000‘Volt spark gap, while the upper electrode was of pure copper.
Those objects containing less than z per cent, of tin have been termed ‘copper’, while
those with z per cent, or more were called ‘bronze’. In agreement with Lucas" a tin
content of less than 2 per cent, has been taken to be the result of accidental impurity
and not an intentionally produced alloy.
Below is the pertinent information about each object examined, with references to
photographic reproductions of the spectrograms made by Mr. Y'oung {PI. HI).

A,

I,

MF.4 refera to the Boston Museum registration number.
Exp. refers to the Harvard-Boston Expedition field number.
Prov. refeia to the provenance, site, tomb, etc.
Pure copper control spectrum.

A, 2 (and B, 2 below). Br&vie beaker from Kentta. (Cu 93%, Sn 4*5%, Pb Z'5%.)
MFA 20.1689. Exp, 14—2—692. Prov.: Kerma, K 334/32.
Pub.: Kerma, i-m, p. 171/p; rv-v, p. 203 (r). 1.
Date: Xllth Dyn,, Sesostm 11. Subsidiary grave in tumulus of Hepdjefa of Asyat,
A, 3. Copper mirror diik, Kerma. (Cu 99-2%, Sn o S%.)
MF.4 20.179^- Exp, 14—2-7S8. Prov,; Kerma, K 323/16.
Pub.: Kerma, i-iii, p. 163/16; rv-v, p. 179/5; pl- +8*
bottom, right.
Date; Xllth Dyn., Sesostris II, Subsidiary grave in tumulus of Hepdje^ of -Aayuf
A, 4. Copper iuoidte of above, (Cu 100%, Sn alight tr., Pb tr.)
References same as for .A, 3.
A, 5. Brtmse tKee&ets, Kerma. (Cu 96-6%, Sn 2*3%, Pb fi%.)
MFA 20.1S0S. Exp. 14-2-879. Prov.: Kerma, K 338/5.
Pub,: Kerma, i-iii, p. 175/5;
p. 187/6; pl. 49, i, bottom row, 5.
Date: Xlltb Dyn, Sesostris II. Subsidiary grave in tumulus of Hepdjefa of AsyQf.
* A« LiMcss, Ancient Egyptian
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SPECTROGRAMS OF METAL OBJECTS FROM NUBIA .AND ELSEWliERE
N.B, Fsr the magisenum Unei viable in the pbotograpki see the note, p. ‘jh.
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A, 6. Copper knife from Kerma. (Cu 100%, Sn sUght tr., Pb tr)
MFA 13.4007. Exp. Su 747. Prov.; Kerma, K 1036/13,
Pub.: Kennay t-lll. p. 3z8/i3; [V-v, p. 198/8.
Date: Xlllth Dyn.f Subsidiary burial in tumulua K X.
A, 7. Copper dogger from Kerma. {Cu 100%, Sn alight tr.p Pb tr.)
MPA-Exp. i4’3-126. Prov.: Keniia, K IV 8/65.
Pub.: Kerma, l-lJi, p. 201, body lB/65; iv-v, p, 191/19*
Date; Xllth Dyn., Ammencmes IV. Sacrificial burial in tumulua K IV,
Sronse ra^rfrom Kerma, (Cu 9®%>
tr.)^
MFA 13,4009. Exp. Su 968, Prov.; Kerma, K ]o6o/iii.
Pub.: Ketmay i-ltl, p, 348/111; iv-v, p- 1S3/17.
Date: Xllltb Dyn. ? Subsidiary burial in tumulus R X.
A, 9. Ci^rper mirroT-disky Kemm. (Cu 99%^
*%’
MFA 20.1789, Exp. (3-12-663. Prov.: Kerma, K 309/31.
Pub.: AWu. t-m, p, 150/31; iv*-v, p, 179/3*
r „ j-, e *
Date: Xllth Djn., Sesostris II. Subsidiary grave in tumulus of Hepdjefa of AsyQf.
A, 10. Copper drill or tml, Kerma, {Cu 98'4%, Sn o-S%> Pb 0*4%.)
MFA 13.4233. Exp. Su 497' Prov.; Kerma, K I, debris, west side.
A, S.

Pub.: Kerma, n'-v, p. aoa/a.
Date; Xllth Dyn. or later? K t is the fort built under Scsostns L
A, II. Ci^per ear of statue, Kerma. (Cu 99'5%i Sn 0-5%,)
MFA 13.4305. Exp. Su 1130. Prov.: Kerma, K XI B, lower dcbns.
Pub.; Kftwifl,
p. 26®. b;
p. 305/3.
^
Date: Xlllth Dyn. or later? K XI is the chapel attached to K X and was built subsequently to it.
A, 12. Copper dagger from Kerma, (Cu 100%, Sn tr., Pb tr.)
MFA--Exp. i4’-3-549. Prov.: Kerma, K X B/370,
Pub.: Kerma, t-tii, p. 303. Body Pj/sT*^:
P* *92/4^Date: Xlllth Dyn,? Sacrificial burial in K X,
B, I. Pure copper control.
B, 2. Repeated spectrum of A, 2 above.
~
^
B, 3. Copper dagger from Skeikh Forag {Nt^-ed-Der). (Cu 99
Sn i /q, Pb tr.J
MFA i3'3778. Exp. 13-3-280. Prov.:S. F. 168.
Unpublished These tombs at Sheikh Farag were exca^-ated by the Harvard-Boston Expedition
but have not yet been published. Prof. Reisner dates them to the Middle Kin^om This
dagger has its blade doubled over similarly to those published by Guy, Megiddo TbiwAi,
p], 149, 6 and 7, perhaps inamnees of 'ceremonial killing'.
B, 4,

Btmze dagger from Sheikh Farag {Na^-ed-Uh), (Cu 93%, Sn 6*2%, Pb 0-87o )

'

MFA 13.3647, Exp. i3-3“n&*
' S- F- 113.
Utipublisfud. See previous item.
Date; Middle Kingdom.
'i
B, ?, Capper axe-fiead from El-Berihek. (Cu 99'3%»
^"7 /o» * b tr.)
,,,.11.
MF.A 31.849. Exp. 15-3-503. Prov.: EI-Bersheh, debris in front of tomb of Nehery.
UnpubUshed.
Date: Xllth Dyn.
^
nr c
\
6* C&ppff nurror-disk fr<m Sheikh Far^ (N<^f'~ed-Dery (Cy Tao ^, Sn tr-)
MFA 24.735. E^tp- 23-**“378* Prov.: Sp K 5063.
Uffpublished.
Date: Middle Kiagdnm,
B, 7* Copper tang twetted to copper mirror^ N4^^d-Dir* (Cu ioo%i Sn, tr,)

DOWS DUNa\M
MFA ai.i&s59.
^Frov.; N 453 b.
^b.: Bffiton, MFA Bull, xxxix (Dec. 1941), p. 94, fig. i; p. 97, fig. S; p. 98.
Date; Middle Kingdom,
B, 8. Copper model oKe-head from Hu. (Cu 100%, Sn slight tr.)
MFA 99.665. Prov,; Hu, Tomb Y 174.
Pub.: Petrie, Diospolis Parva, pi. xxxil, 13,
Date; Xllth Dyn, or later?
B, 9. Copper model /is-t-afe, El-Bersheh. (Cu 99-3%, Pb 07%.)
MFA 20.1129. Exp. 15-5-767, Prov.: El-Bcreheh, jo B, chamber.
Unpubltsfted.
Date: Xllth Dyn.
B, 10. Copper dagger from Rijeh. (Cu 99%, Sn i%.)
MFA 07,5^, Prov.: RTfch (no tomb given).
Pub.r Petrie, Giseh and Bijeh. p. 14 (32), pj. xii, lower right, centre,
Date: Xllth Dyn.
B, It. Pure tin control
B, 12. Pure lead control.

These analyses cover 11 samples from Kerma (above the Third Cataract) and 8 from
I^Iiddie Egypt. The number of specimens dealt with is too small to warrant the drawing
of very definite conclusions, but they do give certain tentative Indications. Of these 19
pieces 15 are copper and only 4 bromte, and the alloy was a little more frequent at
Kerma than in Egypt itself. It would be natural to assume that the greater strength and
hardness of bronze would have caused it to be favoured as a material for toob and
weapons, but the evidence does not lead to any definite indication that this was actually
the case, for out of 10 objects of this class 3 were of bronze and 7 of copper. It seems
almost as if the two metals were used indiscriminately regardless of their suitability
for the functioa to be performedThe following tabulation summarizes the findings:
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Plate IV

PICTORIAL COIN'-TYPES
TYPK, 1-8 Labours of Heracles: (i> Echidnfl^eW4; (a) N«nean
6; (4) Diomedos, (5) Stotles of Augess,
(6) Ne*o™ lion, and (7) gardes of Heapendes—year 10; (8) Antaetis—year 24. o, JudielONlAJV TYPES.

12. Heracles and lolc,

«8-

<1. Peraeus

13. Demcter

snd

Andromeda-Iy^rL

(^3)

PICTORIAL COIN-TYPES AT THE ROMAN MINT
OF ALEXANDRIA
Bv J, G, MILNE

The coins struck at Alexandria during the first three centuries of the Roman Empire
are not, from an artistic point of view, particularly interesting: there is, over the greater
part of the period, a limited moge of types and a low level of design and execution.'
For about half a ceotur>', however, under Trajan, Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius, a
higher standard was evidently sought, which reached its peak in the fourth year of
Antoninus, in a group of types which merits special examination. Most of the types in
this group are derived from the adventures of Heracles: all the 'labcjurs* arc represented,
with two scenes outside the canon. 'I'he coins are not common, except for the issues of
year lo, and it is probable that some additions to the list may come to light: the types
and the years in which they were struck known at present are as follows.*
In year 4 the adventures figured are those with the Stymphalian birds, the Hrymanthian
boar, thegiantess Echidna, the Cretan bull, and the Cerynian stag: thesealt recur in year 5,
with the addition of the Nemean lion, the garden of ihe Hesperides, the stables of Augeas,
.Antaeus, Cerberus, Dtomedcs, the Amazons, Geiy ones, and the centaur Pholus, m^ing
the fullest list; nine are known for year 6, those missing being the first,second, eighth,
twelfth, and thirteenth named; in year 10 all are found except Antaeus and Pholus. After
this year none of the types seem to have been used, except for a solitary appearance of
.Antaeus in year 24, and one of the Cretan bull in year 17 of Marcus Aurelius: the Antaeus
group is also repeated on a small bronze of Geta in the eleventh year of Severus.
Outside the Heracles cycle, a few other scenes from legend occurred at the same
period, presumably under the same inspiration : in years 5 and 7 arc found the judge¬
ment of Paris and Orpheus charming the beasts: in year iS the madness of the Thracian
Lycurgus: In year 24 Perseus and Andromeda, and, in an uncertain year, Chiron and
Achilles. With these should probably be associated a series of astronomical types,
struck in year 8, which give the Sun and Moon and the five planets, the latter first in
one order and then reversed, each figured with a sign of the Zodiac: also, in year 8,
heads of Sarapis and Isis surrounded by Zodiacal circles. Possibly astronomiral also
are the types of the ploughman and of the reaper w hich appear in year 5, and, more
doubtfully, that of the vine-dresser in year 8.* These, like the mj-tholggical types, show
little connexion with Egypt either in subject or in treatment.
' Tbc chfticc pf typ^ for eoiil5 at the mitu of Alejcjmdria is discussed at length in the Introduction to the
CaUifogut of AUxatidtiafi Citini in fAc AslmoUan Muncsim, pp, xxxv-^l, &nd a chronalogical list of Types is
given on ppr xlix-lxiv.
^ This list Is coropired from the Bnti^ Muttmm
DattaH's Numi Augg. Alrxanddm, Feuardent^s
CoilfrtioHi Giovattni di DemelriQ, Mlooncr, and tlie Ashimolcan collectinn, with one addition friMn New York.
* This Type is described m the B.M.C- (ph
no. E055) ^ Heracles cutting down the %'iiic4 of Syleus.
But there is nothing in the figure of the man to suggest an identification with Jkracles, and it is more probably
a generic scene of a naan dressing vines.

^4

J, G. MILNE

As regards the subjects, representations of the tabours of Heracles are found amongst
the coin-t>-pes of several other centres in the Eastern provinces of the Roman Empire,
though nowhere, so far as known, was there so full a series as at Alexandria. In moat
of these, however, some sort of local interest in Heracles could be claimed: the
l^endary relations of Heracles with Egj-pt were slight, and not quite of a character to
arouse admiration for him amongst the Egyptian natives. A single instance of a scene
which might be considered local does occur, in the first portrayal of Heracles on an
Alexandrian coin, in the reign of Domitian, when he is represented amongst the
Pygmies;' but this was never repeated. He had been given a place in the Alexandrian
gathering of hybrid deities by his identification with Harpocrates, in virtue of which
he was for Greek purposes regarded as the eponym of the Heraclcopolite nome, and
m this connexion figured on coins holding a griffin, a type balanced on the Egyptian
side by one of Harpocrates holding a club. The purely Greek figure of Heracles does
not appear--if the coin of Domitian mentioned be left out of account—until the seventh
ye^ of Trajan, when there is a representation of a statue of him standing on a basis:
this may relate to the erection of a statue at Alexandria, and so rank with the types of
local buildings which began to be frequent about the same time. After this a bust or
full-length figure of Greek type is found under Trajan. Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius,
and recura under Septimtus Severus: then it vanishes until the latest years of the
Alexandrian coinage, when it was, not unnaturally, revived for Maximianus Hercuteus.
But the series of ‘labours' on the coinage of Antoninus stands apart from these tj'pes
in the elaborate and pictorial treatment of the scenes. The same pictorial tendency is
evident in the other types derived from Greek legend which are found about the same
time, and which have no more local relationship with Egypt than Heracles and his
labours.
The exceptional character of the coins belonging to this series is emphasized by their
artistic qualities. During the first century of Roman rule in Egy'pt the output of the
Alexandrian mint had been distinctly poor both in design and execution, and fell far
below what might have been expected from a city with the traditions of Alexandria: it
was not till the tenth year of Domitian that any dies showing Greek influence were
produced, and the improvement was short-lived: under Trajan mediocrity prevailed
again, and though there was somewhat better execution in the middle of the reign of
Hadrian, the design was still poor. The artist responsible for the Heracles types of the
fourth year of Antoninus was of a class above any who had hitherto been employed bv
the Roman authorities at Alexandria: the coins figured on Plate IV show the general
character of his work, which is in strong contrast to the formalized treatment of the
types under the earliest Emperors, and much freer than the grouping of the figures on
the reverses of Trajan and Hadrian: the first might be described as degraded Graecosecond as provincial Roman: this series is definitely Greek, of the
Asiatic school, ^d comparison with the medallions struck approximately at the same
lime for the Koinon of the thirteen cities of Ionia suggests that the Alexandrian coins
are due, if not to the same man, at any rate to a member of the same group. But this
^ Damri;, pi. sGcvi, 500.
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artist appears to have been employed for a brief period and for a restricted sphere of
work; it is only in the fourth to sixth years that the dies of the Heracles coins show
his hand, and there is no sign of it in the dies of the base silver tctradrachms and
smaller bronze coins of the same years; the Heracles types are found on the large
bronze drachmas only. The later issues of drachmas also, though the Greek legendary'
types continued for some years, are by a weaker artist: where the subjects recur, as in
the case of the Heracles rj'pes, the planning and execution of the scenes are definitely
of a lower grade, as can be seen by a comparison of the 'labours' coins of the tenth year
with those of the fourth and fifth. After the tenth year the interest in Greek legend
ceases almost entirely : only two scenes are recorded in year
of Antoninus and one in
year 17 of Aurelius, and two of these are inferior copies of the earlier designs of the
Heracles group.
The appearance in the Alexandrian series of this unusual and seemingly exotic set of
types raises the question as to what purpose, if any, underlay their choice. I'he Roman
coinage for Egypt was in most respects quite unlike the Ptolemaic: that had been from
its inception definitely commercial in its character, and, as w'as usually the practice in
Greek commercial coinages, the types of the standard denominations w'hen once fixed
tended to remain from one issue to another with practically no change. From early in
the third century b.C. till the Roman conquest, the constant types of the silver tetia->
drachm were the head of Ptolemy Soter on the obverse and an eagle on the reverse; the
eagle also monopolized the reverse of tlie copper, though the obverse varied according
to the denomination between heads of Ammon, Isis, and Alexandria. The reason for
this fixity of type was to secure that the face-value of the coins should be at once
recognized both in Egypt and abroad—the copper of the Ptolemies circulated all round
the Mediterranean—and any material alteration in the design of a coin nright cause
some hesitation in its acceptance, But the economic standing of the coinage of
Alexandria was altered under the Romans: its circulation was confined to Egypt, which
in matters of currency as in other respects was made into a watertight compartment of
the Empire by Augustus; and the number of Alexandrian coins found outside Egypt,
before the general breakdown of Roman currency in the middle of the third century'
A.D., is negligible. There was no longer any need to adhere to particular types in order
to facilitate the acceptance of the coins; and this gave an opportunity to the mintauthorities to follow the practice of the Roman mint in regard to the use of types.
The western parts of the Greek world, Italy and Sicily, had throughout the history
of their coinage been much freer in the choice of types than the cities of the mother
country, and had shown a constantly increasing tendency to a medalltc treatment w'hich
in some cases suggests a sort of advertisement. When the Romans in 217 b.c. forsook
the Italian tradition of coinage and made the silver denarius their unit, they followed
and extended the practice of their Greek neighbours: in the course of the next century'
the reverse, and often the obverse, types of the denarii w'ere changed w'iih every set of
triumvirs of the mint, and were not only personal and topical but seem to have been
used for party purposes. This practice continued under the Empire, and the same
tendency can be traced in many of the provincial coinages. But in Egypt, where the
K
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mint-masters were in an exceptional position as the persona) servants of the Emperor,
and so might have been expected to announce liis policy, there is little evidence of the
use of the coinage for this purpose. The reverse types, especially towards the end of
the first century' A.D,, were constantly varied, and in the case of the large bronze
drachmas became more medallic in character; but it is difficult to find in them any
attempt to secure the interest of the Egyptians, though to some extent local subjects of
the Graeco-Egyptian class take a larger part in the selection. Greek deities do figure,
but not in scenes like those of the labours of Heracles, and the treatment of them is
more Graeco-Egyptian than pure Greek.
The reason for the appearance of this series of types is probably not to be sought in
anj^ing that was happening in Egy'pt or In Alexandria: it is true that an isolated case
of interest in Egyptian history had been shown shortly before, by the adoption in the
last year of Hadrian of a type foreshadowing the completion of a Sothic cycle, a figure
labelled as Pronoia holding a phoenix, which was folloived in the next year, the second
of Antoninus, by the phoenix itself with the title Aion: the mint-masters, however, do
not seem to have appreciated the significance of the type, as they repeated it without
change, except in date, four years later. There is no obvious connexion between this
commemoration of the Sothic cycle and the scenes from Greek mythology under
discussion; and none of these scenes, as already noted, can be related to Egypt.
A clue to the solution of the problem may probably be found in the issue from the
mint at Rome of the remarkable series of medallions to which Miss J. M, C. Toynbee
has lately called attentionthese seem to indicate an attempt to revive the interest of
the Romans in their archaeology and antiquities by representations of historical or
mythologi^ scenes or of objects of art. The officials in charge of the mint at Alexandria
might be inspired to follow the lead of the capital in this respect, and to fall into line
with what they understood to be the wishes of the Emperor by adopting any mytho¬
logical types that occurred to them without regard to their appropriateness to Egypt;
so they imported a special artist to design the types in the first instance, though when
the types were repeated the work was entrusted to men of the local school. .4 parallel
may be traced in the series of medallions struck about the same time for the Ionian
Koinon, to which reference has already been made: of the five known types in this
series, only one, the temple of .Artemis at Ephesus, has a local association, and the three
most pictorial, Heracles and lole, the rape of Persephone, and the Eieusinian Demeter,
are not distinctively Ionian or Asiatic. This group was struck at the instance of
M. Claudius Fronto, the Asiarch and High Priest of the Koinon, who may have been
moved to copy the example of Rome in the same way as the Alexandrian mint-masters.
In both cases the Roman officials would not appear to have understood the people
whom they governed.
‘ Mi»s 1 oynbec's pap«r is to be published in the Arrhefoi^iml Journal, ml. s:ci)i (for 194^).
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WILLIAM MATTHEW FLINDERS PETRIE, Kt.,
F.R.S., F.B.A.
By PERCY E. NEWJJERRY

Through the death of Sir Flinders Petrie at Jerusalem on 28 July 1942, at the age of
eighty-fune, we have lost our foremost Egyptian archaeologist and the first Englishman
who was commissioned by our Society^ to excavate an ancient site in Egypt, He was
the founder of archaeological scientific method as now practised in the Nile Valley*
being the first excavator to insist on recording the stratigraphical position of every
object found and then studying it ty'pologically. It was by this means that he worked
out his system of Sequence Dating for prehistoric remains, one of his most important
contributions to the study of Egyptian archaeology. A man of great physical and
intellectual cnergj', he possessed a remarkably quick brain and extraordinarily retentive
visual memory. Sir Francis Gallon' recorded of him (in 1883} that he habitually
worked out sums by aid of an imaginary sliding scale which he set in the desired way
and read off mentally, remarking that *this is one of the most striking cases of accurate
visualizing power it is possible to imagine’. During his long career he published more
than a hundred volumes as well as a targe number of papers on scientific and other
subjects in journals and magazines j in this way, and in the lectures he gave all over
the country', he did more to popularize Egyptology than any of his contemporaries.
It is impossible here to trace in any detail the various incidents of Sir Flinders’s long
and distinguished life; indeed this is unnecessary', for near the end of his active career
he wrote his autobiography in Seventy Years in Archaeology
which permits us,
under his own guidance, to follow it step by step; to this book those readers who are
interested in his personality should refer. Here only the most salient points can be
touched on.
Flinders Petrie had no school or university training. His mother was the only child
of Captain Matthew Flinders, a naval officer who served under Bligh of The Bounty^
and later explored and surveyed much of the coast of Australia. This lady taught her
son the rudiments of knowledge and imbued him at an early age w'ith the love of
collecting and studying Greek and Roman coins. In the autobiography we are told
the story of Flinders, at the age of thirteen, meeting the man who taught him 'more
of the world than anyone else’. The boy was walking with hb mother along a street
at Blackheath in Kent when they noticed in a second-hand shop W'indow a tray of
Greek coins at twopence apiece. Entering the shop to examine them they talked to
the proprietor (named Riley) for a few minutes and then he emptied the tray of coins
into a bag and told his visitors to take them home, look over them at leisure, and select
the specimens they wanted. For some years after this incident young Flinders walked
*
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over to Riley $ shop once a week to talk with him. *Hss influence on all who knew him’
wrote Sir Flinders, ^vas remarkable. Above all, he taught one human nature, in a
rather Socratjc manner, with wits sharpened by all the shady practices of life in dealing
and cheating, of which he had a withering contempt; he was the most absolutely honest
and straight man 1 ever met’ Twenty years later and until his death in iSqi; Riley
acted as door-keeper at all Petrie’s annual exhibitions in London; the present writer
well remembers this old man and often had long talks with him, hearing many stories
about Flinders's early boyhood.
In the same year that Flinders met Riley the precocious child bought at one of
Stmth’s bookstalls a copy of Piazxi Smith’s Our Inheritance in tfte Great Pyramid (1864);
this he showed his father, William Petrie, a civil engineer. The views propounded in
It, together with the fact that Smyth was an old friend of the family, strongly attracted
illiam Petrie, who decided that his son should be trained as a surv'eyor with the
ultimate object of going out to Egypt and carrying on the work Piaz^i Smyth had
begun. William Petrie began by interesting his son in measuring objects of all kinds
specially old furniture in Riley's shop; one of the results of this careful training was
fnduciwe Metrology {JS75), a remariiiibly erudite and suggestive book. A$ a preliminary
canter at accurate surveying in the field Flinders’s father took him to Stonehenge in
1875, where they measured and planned the eanhworks. These plans were shown at
a meeting of the Archaeologicai Institute in 1S75, and there Flinders first met Flaxman
purrell, a young doctor, geologist, and palaeontologist, from whom he learnt much.
It wm Spurretl who demonstrated to his young friend the importance of stratigraphical
technique in excavating ancient sites and the Imperative necessity of carefully recording
the relative positions of every object discovered. Of Spurrell Petrie says that 'he was
almost the only man with whom I was ever familiar, and I owe him more than I
can tell'.
After reading and making notes of all that had been written about the pjTamid field
at Gjzeh. Flinders was sent out by his father to Egypt in 1880, there to begin the survey
*k
Pyramid, This was a bold undertaking, for Piazzi Smyth had reckoned
that a thorough investigation and survey of that great monument would cost at least
£12,000; Flinders succeeded in accomplishing all the results Smyth wanted for the
total cost of £3001 These results were published in The Pyramids and Temples oJGiseh
(1883) with the assistance of a grant of £100 from the Royal Society.
1 have already referred to Flinders, when a mere child of thirteen, collecting and
studying Greek and Roman coins. His devotion to this branch of study had an im¬
portant bearing on his later career, for it brought him into contact with Reginald Stuart
Poole, of the Department of Coins and Medals of the British Museum. When at the
age of fifteen the lad was given an introduction to the Keeper of that Depanment he
was passed on to Poole, then Assistant Keeper, and from that time {1S68) for several
years, whene\*er there was a doubt about the Identification of a coin he went to Poole
for help. It was in Poole’s study at the Museum that he first met Miss Amelia B.
Edwards, the novelist, w'ho had travelled in Egypt in the winter of 1873-4
written
A Thousand Miles up the Nile (1S76). At that lime R. S. Poole probably knew Egypt
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and its monuments better than any other Englishman: he had gone out to Cairo with
his widowed mother to join his uncle, Edward VV, Lane, the Arabic scholar and autltor
of The Modem Egyptians, and lived in Egypt from 1842 to 1849, Lane and his nephew
twice journeyed up the Nile as far as Aswan to study the ancient monuments, and
during the last two years of Reginald's residence in Cairo he wrote a scries of papers
on the antiquities of Egypt which were printed in the Literary Gasette, and later
collected, revised, and republished in Horae Aegyptiacae (1851). R. b, Poole, Miss
Amelia B. Edwards, and Flinders Petrie often met at the British Museum and dis¬
cussed Egyptian subjects; it was in Poole’s room that tlie present writer was first
introduced to Petrie in 1884 and thus began our lifelong friendship. The first two
were mainly instrumental in founding the Egypt Exploration Fund in 1883 and were
its first joint Honorary Secretaries. In 1884 the Committee of the Fund commissioned
Petrie to excavate at Tanis. This was his first experience of digging an Egyptian town
site. The following year, still under the auspices of the E.E.F., he explored the w'cstem
side of the Delta and discovered the site of Naucratis, In the autumn of 1SS6, he left
the E.E.F., but being tied by the acceptance of a small grant from the British
Association to undertake the work of making casts of racial types on the monuments
at Thebes, he spent the winter of 1887-8 with F. LI. Griffith in a tour of the Nile
Valley {A Season in Egypt, 1887). Private resources were then placed ai his disposal
for the costs of excavations, and the next eight years were devoted to W'ork in the
Fayyum, at Maidum, Tell el-^Amarnah, Coptus, Thebes, and Nakadah. It was in
the Fayyum that he discovered the hieratic papyri of the Middle Kingdom published
in Griffith's Kahtai Papyri, 1898, and the Greek papyri edited by Mahaffy (l8gi,
'Cunningham Memoirs'). In 1892 Ho\vard Carter received his training in excavating
when he became assistant to Petrie at EMAmamah.
In 1893 Miss A. B. Edwards died, leaving her small fortune to found a Chair of
Egyptology in the University of London; to this Chair Flinders Petrie was elected in
1894. The same year he started the Egy'ptian Research Account which was later called
the British School of Archaeology' in Egypt (1906), During the years that follotvcd his
appointment to the Edwards’ Chair he trained many students in the work of exploring
ancient sites in the Nile Valley; among them were J. E. Quibcll, A. C, Mace, J. Garstang, E, Mackay, G. Wainwright, R. Engelbach, Guy Brunton, J. Starkey, Battiscombe Gunn, and Miss M. A. Murray'’, the last-named being later appointed Assistant
Professor of Egyptology in the University of London; for many years this lady had
charge of the department during the Professor's absence from England.
In 1896 Flinders Petrie rejoined the E.E.F. and excavated at Deshashah. In the
subsequent ten years that he remained with our Society he dug at Dcnderah, Diospolis
Parva, Abydus, and Ehnasiyah. It was during this time that some of his most imponant
work was carried out, that at Abydus being the most remarkable, for the royal cemetery'
there had been previously ransacked by the French expedition under Amelineau. From
1906 to the outbreak of the Great War he was every winter in Egypt digging sites of
historical importance, and publishing the results each year in one or more volumes.
This rapid publication of results was a golden principle of Petrie’s, for though it had
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certain disadvantages from the author’s point of view, it supplied at the'earliest possible
lUomeTit a mass of new material for the assimHatton of scholars w'ho might accept or not
the way in w'hich they were interpreted.
\Vhen the Great War broke out Flinders Petrie had perforce to discontinue excavating in Egypt, so he at once turned to cataloguing the collections he himself had formed
at University College. Many volumes of these typological catalogues have been pub¬
lished and they are indispensable to ev’ery student of Egyptology. When peace was
signed he was sixtj'-five years of age, but he at once returned to the Nile Valley and
excavated at Lahun, Sedment, Abydus, and Kaw. Later he abandoned Egypt and
worked in Palestine, where he resided till his death last year,
Sir Flinders was a man of many interests, and in the intervals of his explorations in
the Near East wrote on many subjects besides archaeology. Among the honours
bestowed on biro were Hon. D.C.L., LL.D., Litt.D., Ph.D., Hon. F.S.A. (Scot.),
Member of the Royal Irish Academy, Member of the Imperial German Archaeo¬
logical Institute, Corresponding Member of the Society of Anthropology'. Berlin,
Member of the Italian Society- of Anthropology-, Member of the Society of Northern
Antiquities, and Member of the American Philosophical Society. In 1901 he was
elected F.R.S. j in 1904 F.B.A., and in 1923 he received the honour of Knighthood.
There is an interesting picture, in private possession, portraying him at work in the
Pyramid field, by Henry Wallis, one of the earliest of the Pre-Raphaelite group of
English Artists. G, F. Watts and P. A. Laszlo also painted Sir Flinders’s portrait (that
by the latter reproduced here), and in the Edwards’ Library at University Collie is
a small one by Mrs. Guy Brunton.
In 1897 he married Hilda, daughter of Denny Urlin of Rustington Grange, Sussex,
by whom he had two cbiJdren, John and Ann, the former now a prisoner of war in
Germany. To Lady Petrie, 'on whose toil most of my work depended’, he dedicated
his Seventy Years in Archaeology.
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A SIDELIGHT ON DIOCLETIAN’S REVIVAL OF
AGRICULTURE
By NAPHTALl LEWIS

P, Cairo Boak 9, a land declaration of the i6th year of Diocletian (a.d. 299), a pared
of land is described as
PJJ tmtipUrfis
(fnou?) ffat ly
leal y (Itous) (lines 10,
14). The editor comments, ‘1 have been unable to find other instances of the use of
the term ijmspinj (= qTmpeHj-^), but it is obviously used in the sense of the more usual
hnraptiii^. Thus we should translate “private land sown in the fourteenth year”, etc.
As the declaration was drawn up in the i6th year of Diocletian, we are left to infer that
the land in question w'as not sown in the interv'ening Jyth year, although no explanation
of this is given. The land could not have been uninundated, as it vrould have been
classed as
There is little doubt that Doak has translated the phrase in question
correctly, I agree, further, that the land in question was not ^fuaxtrs.^ Hut the inference
that the land remained unsown in the 15th year after having been sown in the 14th
seems unsatisfactory', particularly when we recall the strenuous efforts of the Diocletianic administration to restore to cultivation land which had been abandoned during
the anarchy of the third century, I believe that the land here in question was sown in the
15th year as It was in the 14th, and that there is no mention of the 15th year because
the phrase yi^, mmpturq tS stous means 'land first sown (i,e. restored to cultivation) in
the 14th year. 1 shall attempt, in the discussion that follows, to show that the available
evidence leads us to this conclusion, and to indicate the significance of this conclusion
for the study of Diocletian’s attempts to revive the impaired productivity of the Empire.
As Boak saw,3 the phrase under discussion must be a verbal variant of the more
common yi}
x tTOUf, which occurs in several papyri of this period. The table
on p. 72 contains all the pertinent instances known to me.
Certain significant facts emerge from the tabulation therein. First, on Boak's inter¬
pretation parcels Nos. 2, 3, and 5 w'ould have lain idle for two years, the 14th and 15th,
after having been sown in the 13thsimilarly, parcels 7,8, and 11 would have remained
untilled for at least two years, and parcel 9 for at least three; and in No, i2 vve should be
faced with cultivation in the 13th year followed by idleness for four years—or even
five, since there w ould be nothing to indicate that the land was actually sown in year 18.
In

■ ^tudei de Papytolopet lit ([93S), p. to.
' I do not agree, however, w'ith Boak’s reasoning on this point. The fact that the land is, here not designated
as dfipoX^ means that it was Booded in the i6th year, but proves nothing abaut its condition in the preceding
>■«», My itmsons for rejecting the assumption that the land was uninundated in the 15th year will appear in the
course of the dlsai^ipn that fbllowis.
^ R Cairo Book []« 9 fi.
* R

m [1936], p. 17).

£4 U dated Tybi iS, which is after the normaif sawing season: cf. Schnebcl* op, cit,, pp. 137-57.

On Bmk'$ interpreution tt wmiid therefore probably be necessary to BAaume that parcel^ 4, and 5 w’ere not
cultiA^ied in the t6th year eitlicr, but lay idle for at least two and three years rcs]>ectl%'ely.
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Secondly, not only private, but also royal land (s involved in the category under discus¬
sion ; and in \Tew of the government’s well-known practice of assigning for cultivation
state lands that were not voluntarily rented (<Vc|SdA^), it seems hardly likely that the local
administration would have allow ed these parcels to remain untillcd for tw'o, three, four,
and perhaps five years after they had once been cultivated.
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Unless we are prepared to assume that they could not be cultivated in these yeais
because they w'ere left o/SJpojfoi by a succession of loiv Niles—an extremely hazardous
assumption in the total absence of supporting evidence^—^the logical inference from
these considerations is that the parcels of land under discussion continued in regular
cultivation after the year specified. However, we do not have to be content with mere
inference, for confirmation is at hand, F. NYU records a cession of land in which the
royal land of parcel No. iz is transferred along with some private land, to which,
obviously, it had been attached through the
In P. TAeW, 54 and 55 each
of our parcels is specifically described as ro hn^oNvfv
(or /«>i)
yijs.
Thus it is clear that these parcels at least (and presumably also the other parcels of royal
land with w'hich we are concerned) had in fact been assigned for compulsory cultivation
on a permanent and hereditary basis; and the year ‘of sowing’ indicated for each parcel
is, it seems logical to suppose, the year in which the land was saddled upon and
first cultivated by its assignee. Finally, it is significant that while in P. Cairo Book 11
ffwopiju’) and
(nnopds ^ mtuf arc totalled separately, in P. Col. they are totalled together
as irnopifHf. The designation <n7opas x mus, in other words, was not retained for very
' The Columbia wid New Yorfe Unjvenity papyri a» unpublished pieces from (he same Karanis archJve
as the Calm papyri published by Boah. They will hereafter be referred to simply as P. Cot. and P. NYU.
Revised text* of P. TMad. 54 and $5 are appended tg P. Cairo Book 11
df Faftyrologit, in [1936],
pp. [S-^4).
^ Cf. M. Scknebelj Di^ Latuhsirtschaft tm krilfnistisdsm Aegypt^^ pp, 3.95-6,
^ As a matter of fact, F. Coi. coituim m bit of evidence which renders tbj$ a^umption all but impossible.
Ri^ht ncftrpoiccl No, 9—in the same
of the same
of the village of Kaj^nis, and bordering on the
same irrlgatLan-ehannel ivBpayiMry^)—lay a Ecld described os -crTTopifiij. On the above assumption thia would
mean that in at least three aucceasiwc yeara parotl No, 9 did not receive the flood waters, while a neighbouring,
perhaps adjacent, field did—a conceivable occiuTenee perhaps, but a mocit improbable one.
* P. NYU thyis affords a parallel to ihe document published by Bell,

Champoilion, pp, 261-71,
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long, and the reason h apparent: such land became regularly sown (‘seed’) land, and was
soon termed such, yf)
However, the fact that the expression was used at all
probably means that for a time at least the lands so designated formed a separate
category' of some sort; perhaps they were formerly derelict (royal) or neglected (private)
lands on which an exemption or reduction of rental or tax was granted for the first
few years after their restoration to cultivation,'
In any case, it is apparent that the lands in question continued to be cultivated after
the year specified in the phrase <r77opd‘s x ifovs. What, then, does this phrase mean ?
For my part, I do not see what else it can indicate but the year in which the land so
designated Vias first sotvn—i.e. first restored to cultivation. This year, it will have been
noticed from the table, was in one case the 12th and in all the rest the 13th or 14th
(= A.D, 295/6-297/8). This can hardly be a mere coincidence. It indicates, rather,
that in the years immediately preceding the famous census of a.d. 297,* the adminis¬
tration, employing (as we have seen) its customary methods of compulsion tempered
perhaps with certain concessions, made a concerted effort to increase agricultural
production and, thereby, the revenues of the state. The census itself was an integral
part, or a continuation, of this effort, for the government officials who checked the census
returns saw to it that the maximum pt^ible area was registered in the category of ‘seed*
land, which, being the most productive, was subject to the highest rate of tax or rental.
We know from P. Com. 20 that during the next census (a.d. 302), after the preliminary'
declarations had been submitted by the landholders, survey partis were sent out to see
how much of the land declared as ’dry' or ‘owmerless’ (i.e. derelict) could be re-classed
as ‘seed’ land. P, Cairo Book 8-11 and /*. Thiad. 54 and 55 testify to the activity of
similar survey parties in connexion with the census of 297.
* Tbfr auggestion that a aimJlar inducement
resorted to in
304 \n order to rcsime abandoned lands to
cultivation ii rruidc by the editors of F. Conr. (p. 111 ^ but cf. WIIcken, Archw^ vnt^ p. 296). The hiatoty of such
inducerncnta in the Roman Empire Is alnvost as long as the hr^toty of the Empire itself. Aureliao, for example^
had ordered the dfFtmones of the teywm to cultivatjc the abandoned Landa within thriir tcfritories, and in return
had granted them a
exemption from taxes on these lands fcf. Seeck^
vi, coi> 30) ^
Nearly a century earlier Pertinax had granted ten ycare* ejcemption from all taxes and outright title of owtiersbip
to those who undertook to cultivate derelict lands,, whether private or iraperia] (Herodian, a. 4. i&)^ and Pertinax^
measure was but an exienaion of similar measures instituted by the Flavians and Hadrian (cf. Rostovtzeff,

So£.

Etaa. HisU Rom. Emp., pp. sai^p 374}h

■ This was the initial census of the new? live-year cycl^ established by Diocletian. The census was presum¬
ably decreed in 297 In eonnexion with the new system of taxation instituted in that year (P. Coho Book i; cf.
2, Introd.); but the actual taking of the census apparently did not begin until year 1^ {a9&/9)p and the venliaition
of the prehmiEiaTy declarations continued, in the Fa>-ytJm at least, wdl into the following year (299/300): cf. P*
Com. 19. P. F/or. ja
Wilckcn^ Chtrst. 2x8), P. Cmr& B^k x and g^-iip P. ThdUil. 54 and 55.
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Co-regencl^ of Ammen^m^s

IV and Sebknofrij

Professor Edgerto?? {Josirml o/ N^ar Eastern Sttidses^ i [194:2]^ 307-14) has recently laised the subjca of CO-regencies in the Twelfth Dynasty, For that of Ammenemcs III and IV he cites Gauthierp
Lf Lirtt des r^ds ££gypf€^ i, 328. with n. 3, as well as Ann. Serv. miv, 65--S. Additional evidence
i$ found in ttvo scarabs, one in the Louvre (New berry, Scarabs^ pi. 9, 36)^ the other in Univerait)^
College, London (Petrie, Scarabs and Cylinders^ pi. 14, without number); in both the prenomen of
Ammenemes III precedes the Homs name and nomen of Ammenemes IV. Further evidence b
given by a cyJinder-sea! formerly in the MacGregor collection (Newberry, op. dt.^ pL 6, 19) and a
plaque in the British Museum
fa the Fourth^ Fifth and Sl^th Egyptian /fooffu [iqaa], 144, gla^d
NOp ^2.879), The cylinder-seal has the prenomen and nomen of Ammenemes III together %vilh the
nomen Ameny i here AmmeueitieB i$ preceded by ntr n/r nb imy. The plaque also bears the nomen
Ammenemes preceded by ntr fi/r nb tmy^ with, to the right, the prenomen of .'Vmmenemes IV and,
to the left^ Si Rr n htfAme^ny* In both these small objects Ameny is employed as a shortened form
of Ammenemesi on this point, see Griffith, FSB A
39. It is not definitely known who was the
wife of Ammenemes IV, but she was probably Ptahnofru, die first princess whose name is enclosed
in a cartouche, if we exclude the Nti^H (Nitocris) of the Turin Papyrus compiled in the Ramesside
periods That Ptahnofru was a daughter of Ammenemes III is proved by the inscription on a small
granite sphinx published by me in 1903 (PSBA xxv, 339, cL Ingrain, Ann. Serv. tv, 133); that she
was his eldest daughter may be inferred from her title rprtt "liercditaiy Princess’, which is given on
this and other of her monuments. A letter (Griffith^ Kah. Pap^^pL 35) naming the * KingVDaDghter
Ptahnofru" w'as found scaled with a large and much injured se^ of Ammenemes III (Petrie, Kahun^
pL 10,21); this connects her with the lifetime of the king (Griffith, op. at., Text, 80}. On one monu¬
ment (Rec. Trav. x, 142) she has the title ht-ntr 'sister of the god^ (i*e^ the king), w^hile on her statue
found at Elephantine (Wcigall, Ann. Serv. Vllt^ 4S) she is described as
"Hereditary
Princess, Great of favour, Great of praise'^ the second and third tides suggesting that she w-as married
to a king or co-regent,
following her cartouche {Ret, Trav,
14a) is also significant in this
connexionEdgerton's statement that there is no evidence of a co-regency of Ammenemes IV and Sebknofru
is, of courae, true, but there is definite evidence that she was a co-regent of Ammenemes III in an
mscription found at Hawwarah (Petrie, Kahun, pi. 1i); here the cartouche of the queen is preceded
by sH Rr "daughter of
and has on either side of it the prenomen of Ammenemes IIL With
reference to the name Sebknofrurct (Manethonian
used by Breasted^ Ed. Meyer, and
other historians, it should be pointed out that there is no contemporary evidence for the final -r^;
on all her monuments it is written Sebknofru or SebkshedtinofruJ On blocks from Haw^varah

(Leps., Dktn. ii, 140, e and f)the cartouche is (0 ^

^

and diia form doubtless gave rise to the scribal errors
and Turin Lists. That the queen's prenomen was

enclosed in the cartouche
S40

Karnak

Lf>t SebkkarC^ is clear from an inscription

^ The headless granite sphinx found by Niville at Tell cLBirkah
evidence, for he saym he is "not rertsin^ that his reading is comecu

pL 9, cf. p- 21) cannot be used
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found at Komel-'AMrib {Ann. Serv. xvil, 34) where the © is broifen off but may be restored from a
contemporary cj'linder-seal seen and copied by me some years ago in a dealers shop in Cairo
(figure annexed).' 'I’he fiakkarah List also has this prenomen entered in its
right position at the end of the names of tJie Twelfth Dynasty monarchs, which
have been copied by the Ramessidc sculptor in their reverse order. The Abydus
List omits Sebknofru's name.
The reign of Ammenemes []I was a long one; the highest date at present
known ia ‘year 46' ; during this period he may well have had ttvo co-regents, one
having died or been deposed before the second was appointed, i n the light of what has been said
above, I think it is highly probable that Ammenemes IV never reigned alone but was only co-regent
of his father Ammenemes Ill,
F- F, Newhehry
The Gotl Semseru
Spieoelbebg, in his clever and readable essay On the Credifnhty of Herodotus' Aefount of Rgypt-t
pp. 20 ff,, cites a number of cases where a legend has been, evoked by some notable and familiar
monument. The following notes may perhaps convince my readers that there is one Egy'ptian
monument which has not merely evoked a legend, but has actually created a god. In the Story of
Sinuhc(Il 2tiS), among the deities whose blessing the hero calls down upon the Pharaoh to whom
he is writing are four whose names are given as ‘Sopd, Neferbiu,
Semseru, and Horus
the Easterner’. As so often on Egyptian monuments, it is difficult to discern ivhether vve arc here
dealing with one composite god or four separate ones. The other known e,vatnplcs of Semseru,
enumcnited in my A'offf tui the Staty of Simthe^ pp. 79-80, 161, are equally hesitant on this point.
At all events it seems fair to say that Semseru, though shown by the late representation Nav,,
GoshtUy 5, 4 to resemble Sopd with his falcon head and double feathers, is distinguished from him
there threugh the simple hieroglyphic description
■Swim, In Mar,, Demi., Itt, la, on the
contrary, we read of
ft
‘Sopd the elder (rmf) who smites Asia', where Sopd
and Semseru are virtually identified; that the epithet sms ‘the elder’ really means Semseru is, as
we shall see, sbowTi by the further qualification ‘who smites Asia’. This qualification assumes a
more specific form in an inscription from Abydus of the reign of Ramesses 11, de Rouge, Inscr.
Rec. Trav. xi, 90
Semseru of Asia, he seizes the locks of the iMentiu Beduins in .Asia*, Lastly, in Gardiner and Peel,
Imcr. of Sinai, pL 64, no. 19S, Tuthmosls Hi is said to
^f
locks of the chiefs of the foreign land like Remsem’. The uvo last passages, which display the same
hesitancy as to the identity' or duality of Sopd and Semseru, conjure up the image of one of those
fiuniliar monuments upon which the king is seen stunning an enemy with his club.
Now'^ the monument here alluded to is known. It is none other than that earliest of all the sculp¬
tures on the rocks of the Widy Magharah, Gardiner and Pcet, op. cil., pL I, no. in, where the king,
as in the above descriptions, is seen grasping his enemy by the hair. The Horus name
$tnt-bt
is written above the scene. This name is well known to belong to the First Dynasty king whom
.Manetho called
This Greek form cannot be derived from the Horus name, and must
somehow arise from an Interpretation of the strange sign ^ which on contemporary monuments
constitutes the iasihiya and nehti name, and takes a considerably modified and equally incompre¬
hensible shape in the Table of ,Abydu&.

Happily the Turin Canon shows the reading

rjfion from which, by a not too difficult metathesis,
must obviously have been obtained.
But smsm is one of those reduplications which, as Sethc showed long ago (Verbum, f, §338), regularly
* 1 bdieve this specimen was bought by Mr. Nash of Margate snd is now In his collection. The lower half
of a similar cylinder-sflil was in the Blanchard Coll.
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have as forerunner a half reduplicated form having only the first oF the two repeated radical con¬
sonants. I lence it seems prphahle thati at al L even ts earlier than the Story of Simihe^ the cryptic
S
‘fhe elder', w'hether or no this was the original reading. We have seen
that in the late Denderah example this word for ‘eider’ is actually used for the god whom we are
seeking to explain. What then of the intrusive r of ^tnsfw^ I can offer no explanation, but incon¬
testable analogies exist. The most familiar is the plural
‘Nile inundations* and the
corresponding singulars Ifpr, ffrp (instead of the more usual ^fpy) to which I called attention in
ZAS ^v, 140 f. These were subsequently explained as due to change of r into r after A, a change
of which Devaud and Sethe produced additional evidence, ZAS xlvii, Jt63 f. That explanation
fails, however, to account for the name
Dndiv! (Sethe. Fyt. 633). name of a deitj' or
divine boat, which can hardly be separated from the stem dnd ‘be WTathfuI'i few will care to accept
Sethe s suggestion that the final r may be the remains of the word tvs ‘lion* aUtxcd to form a com¬
pound, but the valuable note in his Ol^ertetstotg and Kommentar, in, 173 f. gives further examples
of the w'ord.
Alan H. Gardimer

Magnesium in Egyptian Copper-bronze Objects
Last moment checking of the spectrograms in Pi. Ill above has revealed the definite presence
of magnesium lines of varying intensities in all the specimens. So far as I know, no note of the
presence of magnesium in Egyptian bronzes has hitherto been published. Was magnesium in
ancient Egyptian bronzes an indusion, is its presence to be regarded as an accidental impurity,
or was it intentionally alloyed with copper to increase hardness? This and other questions must
remain unanswered pending further study of the problem,
Dows Duniiaai

On the Cnrrylng Capacity of Ramesside Grain-ships
In Dr. G^dincr’s account of gram transport on the Nile in the Ramesside period
xxvii, 19 ft,)
the carrying capacity of each of two of the largest vessels is stated {p. 47) to have been about 42 tons
of com, or 900 sacks of 2 bushels each.
As I have shoum in my article on The Framekss Boats of the Middle Nile, published in the Mariner's
Mirror (vols. sxv and xxvi, 1939 and t94^)>
hulls of the cargo nuggars plying on the Nile, south
of the Fourth Cataract, agree in all essentials of construction with those of the Dahshur boats of
the Twelfth Dymasty, allowing for minor differences entailed by the substitution of metal nails or
spikes for w'ooden dowels and for the disuse of double dove-tail tenons. In both the ancient and
the modern type the hulls are put together entirely without cross framing (ribs), the necessary
strong^ and rigidity being gi ven by the employment of specially thick planking, sometimes as much
as 3i inches in thickness, and by the provision of numerous cross-beams which bind the sides
together just below gunwale level; the ends of these beams pass through the uppermost stiake on
each side to which they arfe securely nailed.
No true keel is present, its place being taken by a median longitudinal beam of massive dimensions.
The breadth in both the DahshQr boat and the Sudan nuggar is exceptionally great, whereas the
depth is reduced to a minimum in order to facilitate navigation in shallow waters. As a consequence
the hull in transverse section appears as almost a perfect arc of a circle, the counterpart of a shallow,
rounded arch in architecture; as in the arch this form affords strength to maintain the original
curv'ature w'hen under considerable pressure and gives the bull power to carry heavy loads without
suffering the distortion and damage which otherwise would occur owing to the water pressure
exerted upon the exterior when deeply laden.
That the employment of frames or ribs in modem Sudanese craft is rendered unnecessary when
built on these lines, is show'n by the fact that many are of as great burden as were the Ramesside
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craft listed in the papyri which have been studied. As the construction agrees basically with that
of the only examples of ancient Egyptian craft that have survived the vicissitudes of several millennia
_^thosc of Dahshur—wc are justihed in caitsidering the modem cargo carriers tliat ply on the hide
southward of the Fourth Cataract as being their direct lineal descendants, the survival of a con¬
structional design which, in Egypt, has been supplanted by one based upon a radically different
technique apparently originated in the Mediterranean and Introduced into Egypt through foreign
inffuence.
Granted then that the design of the hulls of these Sudanese vessels is, in essentials, a recapitula¬
tion of that employed by the shipwrights who built the Nilotic craft of ancient Egypt, it becomes
possible to estimate the dimensions of the Ramcsside vessels that were capable of canying a load
of 4a tons of com.
When in Khartoum in 19391 was able to obtain details of a considerable number of representative
cargo nuggars from the registers kept at the Government dockyard i the dunenslons of a few' of the
largest of these are appended:

numh^t
S4S®
5456
545 z
5454
5463

Length
Ol'iTol/
iw metres
iS'So
17-go
i5’5o
i6'3S
14-60

Eiom

Crirl/i

Metrei

Afelret

1

907
S 15
S90
6-00

77*

Burden m
ardeits

Crm

1*3
2B4

6
S

197
174
164

5
7
6

1

Ratio of
length to
ivam

249
242
2-77
2*4J

Considering the largest of these vessels, wc note that it has a carrying capacity of 303 standard
ardebs, each ardeb being reckoned as equal to 198 litres or about 396 lb. avoir. If, howcv'Cr, the
cargo carried be grain, the weight per ardeb will vary with the description according as it be wheat,
barley, maize, or durah, &c, If it be of wheat, the ardeb is reckoned to weigh 334 roll; if of barley,
only 267 f otl, while If the cargo be of equal quantities of each, the weight per ardeb works out at an
average of 300-3 roll. Taking the roll as 0'Q9 of a pound, the cargo capacity of the largest nuggar
listed above is approximately 44*64 tons of wheat, whereas if it consist of equal quantities of wheat
and barley, the total weight will be reduced to about 36 tons. In practice, a nuggar is frequently
loaded considerably above its registered tonnage.
By far the greater part of the cargo is stowed at and above the deck level, here represented by the
cross-beams. When the targo is bulky, as in the case of grain in sacks, an outrigger frame is often
rigged out on each side; this consists of trvo booms connected by a pole at the outer ends. Upon
these booms, projecting outboard on liach side of the vessel, is laid a rough flooring of poles or planks
to form temporary outboard platforms with a view to increase the stowage area and carrying capacity.
When loading U completed quite a coiv^iderable quantity of the cargo is carried upon these outrigger
platforms.'
The inference from all this is that the Ramessidc grain boats in quetion, being roughly of the
same burden as the largest of the modem Sudanese nuggars, must have been nearly similar in
dimensions—about i8| metres in length by 71 metres beam. Owing to the absence of a projecting
keel the girth, taken in conjunction with the know'n breadth, enables us to determine the transverse
sectional form of the hulL with exactitude; this would be impossible if depth were given in place of
girth as is the usual practice in the measurement of European ships in which the transverse hull
form varies within very wide Limits.
‘ J. Homcll, I0C. dl., p, +30, fig- 3. and pi. fV, fig. a. .\ko The Outrigger-Nuggar of the Blue NSe,
Sept. 143S.
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The beam of these Nilotic vessels^ both ancient and modern^ is notably estcessive in proportion
to the length; as wiU be seen, the average length is only about two and a half times that of the beam.
This explains why the rotr of such a craft was so often termed ‘the master of a broad boat’ in the
Ramesside documents under reference.
There can be no doubt that much of what was characteristic of the everyday life of the people
in Ancient Egypt Im lingered on upon the bants of the Nile in Nubia and the northern Sudan,
where the conservative habits of the people, aided by the remote and comparative inaccessibility of
their inhospitable country, have combined to erect a barrier against the influence of intrusive foreign
culture far more effective than has been possible in Egypt itself.
Jaiies HoRNtLL

Pap, Argent. Gr. 1, verso. Col. 1
A REPRODUCTION of this tenant’s agricultural account, which was written in the late third or the
early fourth century A.D., was published in 1901, and several passages of it were at that ttrrn* tran¬
scribed,* but it is a recent revision kindly’ made by Prof. P, CoIIomp of the University of Strasbourg
for the present author in 1936 which enables him to give a more complete transcript together with
tnany valuable remarks by the distinguished French papyrologist.

[ifol diTO rijir uor-]
TtiTa
5 ai^

s/- Ti Si

-TVi ^[ot]
/“TP?

[wotfd*]? roD

^

[a-

^Q]^[o(h>v1? KiLPji]^'[o]w rd [(TaAomi)

7t>U (yiravmt) ^yat
^ ety

lo oj|3 Kfif

[Se-]

]€,

k

[TotJ-]

rjoEJTtJcJi^

aUlav rjj

(rif)

diroAiSer^a/y Toi? yfou-

)(pv dioTt Siu>vi o<fnXy<uiXUa (jlir)

Toy ftT^TpdsitJU miTTrta A(tVpai}
IToO

^vai

d[p]fwii ly.

_

{(Toy) fivalt ,

15 TTOf
cr/mta
liyjyAciftj dim} 7%

Aw7r< (m)
Todm^y
adrdiif

^perpQv Toiff
us TOu ewif 6vOv (S/j.) i[

vnip Siwv ^
] (toA.) ^ (Sp.) y,

fuoBoii iKTtyd^€{iy) rd oi^irjirm tfe Tofi
20

STjvapmu 4vos (™A,.) a

(toA.) ^ {Sp.) y-

C. ‘D'une fa^on g^neraie Ty final dc oy est toujours ^rit aous forme hori^ontalep au dessus
de r*,,’
2 ^ C. A parait certain^ ^
p certam, Mais apr^s le p il y a iin cspaec de papyrus (environ
i lettre de lar;gc) qai tie porte aucunetrace d^dcriture. Puisp trou de 3 lettrea environ; au bord dmii
du trou legire trace indistincte. Cetre trace peut ctre mi reste du et jusdfier la lecture
4- C, \4prfe Ic X lacime de
a uri
mais plutdt k un a/

3

lettrea environ, puis traces qui nc paraissent pas peuvoir appartenir

* Cf. C. Kqlbfie^h, Papyri Ar^^tarat^fi Grae^ae. Progr. Rostockp Smesfrt A^itivum
pj. rv.
My own reiruHi^ in SyTnMa^ Odoerntj^ XIV (i935)f
3
now fo be corrected- Coi. II aaid III of
Pap. Argent. Gr. i* vet$o Arc rather fragmentary parta^ of the
ifcount
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S’ C.

Puis line Jettre
trop arrondie pour 8.’
_Le premier caiact^re n’est pas clair pour moi. Lc sigma apris la lacune parak ligatur^
^ la preccdente.'
7. C. 'La lecture (mtos parait un peu courts; pwis poitsible, imis psu probable,’
9. Read
instead of
instead of fivaZ^
n. C. 'Je lis
This is perhaps a contamination of offidalh with
in popular
Egyptian etymology. For the memtiers of the ojSdofn of the procuraior tisiacuj of Egjpt and the
ojffiaa of his colleagues in other Roman provinces, cp. E. Stein, Geschkhte dei SpiitromhcfKn
Reichfs (192&), 68 f., 105.
14. C. ‘Le 9 aprte la lacune tres douteux, parait surcharge.' Read Aotmi/.
Our text is of numismatic interest. A. Scgrii has recently doubted my assertion that the expres¬
sions
'A-rrutit and Stjwipio.. in many Egyptian documents of the time from Diocletian to
Constantine the Great mean the new silver coin issued by these Emperors, and that vovftftiov, in
the same texts, means as a rule the imperial gold coin. LI. 7 and zo of our papyrus, according to
which the Srjvdpwv was equal to no less tlian one talent of debased Egyptian drachms and the
yooftfuov at least to 3 and probably to 25 ulents, give additional proof that Segrfi'a interpretation
cannot be accepted.
F. M. Heichelheim
The Word

in *His Majesty* ond the like

In ZAS lxxv, I la ff. J. Spiegel raises afresh the problem of
Am/, fim-k, etc*, concluding
that ^ was originally a word for 'body’ or 'fonn'. To this theory there are, to my mind, tivo grave
objections: (j j that no example exists with the detemninative
for ‘limb’, and (2) that the new
hyjmthesis throws overboard the recognition, implicitly or explicitly entertained by most Egypto¬
logists. that in reference to the king km was intended to avoid direct reference to his sacred person.
My pujTXJse here is merely to note that the employment of
si k ‘thy scribe’ in place of
‘thrm’ in the 0,K. letter edited by P. C. Smither in yZA xjtviit, 16 ff. lends a renewed plausibility
to the idew that \ ^ may originally have meant ‘thy servanl’A The subsequent devdopmenu
would, it 19 true, be very incongruous to our Western modes of thought, and I throw out the
suggestion merely for what it is worth.
Alast H. Gamuneh
Corrections to Brief Communication, vol, XXVIII, p, 69
In vol. XJtviii, p. 59, note 3, there are two misprints: qipooy should be utoov and coynp co^Hp.
Further in 1. 3 of my article (on the same page) np*ti needed no correcrion: |»,ii when plural often
takes singular n-, e.g. Apoc. xvii, 8 SB (but cf. Greek), Phil iv, 3 S (5 neT-). Elias a© A
■

W.E.Q.™

* Byzamion, xv {1940,'1), 250!., nn. 7 and ii agitinst F* M. Hvichelheim, Symbolae Otlottuft xrv ttruel
8af. and Pap. Oslo III, No. 83.
’
* See particularly the examples in reference to private persons quoted Gardiner 61 Setbe, Leiten to tkf
Dead, p, »6,

NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS
riipyrii,tkeriiiitlii»VnmrsityCollMim,ya. m. Ed. A. C. JoHMawanil
1942.

xii+t24pp.

a. P. GooDniot.

PrinccOm
^

With the pioduetion of this handwinc volume, the last, unfortunately, of ita senca. I have only one fault
to find: tt has no photographs, 'HiU ts a serious lack, for photographs do more than establish confidence
between editor and reader; when, as here, the texts edited are fragmentary and of unceruln and varying
ori^n, they help to prove relationship between fragments in diffirrent coliections. About the method of
editing two minor complauits may be made, the first that it is not alwaj-s clear whether the first line printed
was actually the first line of the coliunn (e,g. 176 and 180), the second, that the editors are inconsistent in
their treatment of symbols: sometimes it is impossible to find out from text or index what the symbol ofiMl is.
The iiteraty tests call for little romment. Wc may note a new medical text (I am at a loss to parse Stain 1.34: incidentally, the list of medical papyri published since 1931 given by the editors is incom¬
plete), 3 philoBophit^ fragment (? rest! divfjffaimir in I. 4), and fragments of the fielkitica and Antiphon's
Anfidosis 16-17
16-18, as the edd.).
To the often diflictili fragments that form the hulk of the documents the editors have done well to add
notes, even if infrequent, and translations. The latter soinetimea need revision; c.g.
atW in 164
means not tet Ui <onfoititd him, but ief m dear it ufi and KVfiia ivrl ij y^vtais in 165 cannot be translated 1/ ir s^
oj^al birthday. /\mong the most interesting texts arc 119, perhaps not a petition so much as the speech for
the defence against a delator who lays claim to the defendants’ lands on the ground that they have not paid
their taxes {early 4th Century a.d.) ; 136, a land-register of the 4/5th Century a.d. (a very badly documented
period in the papyri}; 148, a lease of a.d. i yz in which the lessee stipulates that he shall not be coitipdkd to
renew the lease o^n the same terms; 151, a fourth-century lease of two ‘iminortal’ female slaves, i.e. should
they die during the lease, the lessor must replace them; 188, a fragmentary letter from wife to husband
(clearly in financial difficuldea) to say that, as ordered, she has exposed her infant (I. 13 read dp]a;}eijTf
2nd <W/i^acr^, not
not

I ipauTTfs
• Saufiamor^-nj^ not {as the editors suggest) BvyaTpis
should be supplied—it is a begging, not a love, letter; 17&, 5; read
ISO: this is not a lease
of garden-land, but an inventory (cf, oui'nii^A/inxi in l.q) in which some church property is included: hence
the reference to the Gospels and (f the Acts of) the Apostles; 181, 6: read
186, 3; read SwJjn.
On some of these texts there is still a lot of work to he done; but for doing the first (always the most diffi¬
cult) work on them, and for the attractive way in which they have presented it, the editors deserve our
tfiajiks.

C. H. RoBERt^

Other
Eoovst A. Piankoff^ i> Ikre du jour et de ia nuit* InsL fr.
bihh'otftiqut
tTefude, T, XIIL Cairo,
Small 410, viu+135 pp., 9 half-tone plates. Texts from the tomb of
Ramesses \ I, with tiansladons and comments; a chapter on the enigmade writing 1^
Drioton.
W. S, Smith, Andenl Egypt « represented in the Museum of Fine Arts. Boston, 194a. 8vo, 175 pp.,
1:7 half-tone fibres. Exr^Ient reproductions of objects in the Boston Museum, with admirable com¬
ments and judicious historical introductions to the different periods.
H. E. Winlock, Encavaiions at Deir el Bai^i IQII-J93T. New York, 194a. 8vo„ x+335 pp., 96 half¬
tone plates, Reviabn of the authors racily written articles on hb important discoveries at Thebes.
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The Egypt Exploration Society
A ecm^teit Hxt may be htid m CfppiUatum to the S&retaryat z Hind* Sifrwf, Mandutter S^une,
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XXXVJII. THE
of AKHENATEN, P«t I, By T. E. Pect, C, L. Woollet, B, Gasm^
P. L. O. Guy, and F, C, NawnttJN* Sixw-fowr
(four coloured), 1923. 42^,
XXXrX. THE CENOTAPH OF SETl I AT ABYDOS. By H. FkJUrKroirT, whh clapten by
A. DB Buck and BArnscoAiDH Gunn. Vot I, Text; Vol, 11, Plate* (oiaety-duve), 1933.
52r.
XL, THE CITY OF AKHENATEN, Pan 11. By H. Fruskvobt and J. D. S, PKNDtEttuitY,
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